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 Prologue 


The Works



Spokes converge at one hub. ~ Lao Tzu

This is the 8th and final book of Spokes of the Wheel. In
coalescing the lessons of the previous Spokes books, The Hub
of Being explains reality, and how to realize it in your life.
This book assumes familiarity with the material presented previously in Spokes: evidence there corroborates
what is presented here. For full appreciation of the discourse
herein, please read the previous Spokes books first.
Clarity: The Path Inside
Spokes Θ: Unraveling Reality
Spokes 1: The Science of Existence
Spokes 2: The Web of Life
Spokes 3: The Elements of Evolution
Spokes 4: The Ecology of Humans
Spokes 5: The Echoes of the Mind
Spokes 6: The Fruits of Civilization
Spokes 7: The Pathos of Politics
Spokes 8: The Hub of Being
Clarity explains reality and how to become enlightened.
Unraveling Reality prefaces Spokes. The Science of Existence
roams the cosmos and introduces the natural world. The Web
of Life chronicles the wondrous diversity of life. The Elements
of Evolution tells life's history and explains how organisms
adapt. The Ecology of Humans assays the interfaces of the
human body. The Echoes of the Mind pivots on how people
feel, think, and behave. The Fruits of Civilization covers the
consequences of human endeavor. The Pathos of Politics
probes how polity has plagued humanity. Spokes culminates
with The Hub of Being, an exposition to realization.
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For more information about Spokes of the Wheel, visit:
www.ishinobu.com. Research references for Spokes 8 are at:
www.ishinobu.com/spokes-8-notes/.


 Nisargadatta Maharaj 
The world's problems were created by numberless people
like you, each full of his own desires and fears. Who can free
you of your past, personal and social, except yourself? And how
will you do it unless you see the urgent need of your being first
free of cravings born of illusion? How can you truly help, as
long as you need help yourself? ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Indian guru Nisargadatta Maharaj (1897–
1981) is frequently quoted throughout this
book. The reason is that this direct man was
adept at spiritual sound bites. His pithy, irreverent utterances leave off the religious trappings that those in his line of work tend to be
overly fond of. Maharaj knew reality and cared
to share his insights in digestible terms.
My destiny was to be born a simple man, a commoner, a
humble tradesman, with little of formal education. My life was
of the common kind, with common desires and fears. When
through my faith in my teacher and obedience to his words I
realized my true being, I left behind my human nature to look
after itself, until its destiny is exhausted. Occasionally an old
reaction, emotional or mental, happens in the mind, but it is at
once noticed and discarded. After all, as long as one is burdened
with a person, one is exposed to its idiosyncrasies and habits.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

 Reality 
So certain of your world, of what's real. The smallest idea is
the chance that your world is not real. A simple little thought
that changes everything. ~ Dom Cobb in the movie Inception
(2010)

Reality is that which necessarily is, neither dependent
nor derivative. The nature of reality is at the edge of comprehension. This is more than a limitation of the mind. It is a
setup.
We live in a fantasy world, a world of illusion. The great task
in life is to find reality. ~ Irish philosopher Iris Murdoch
The mind is naturally constrained by its biological underpinnings: existing in a realm of symbolic patterns but obliged
to perception for survival.
The last function of reason is to recognize that there is an infinity of things that are beyond it. ~ French mathematician
Blaise Pascal


Beyond Conception



11th-century English Benedictine monk Anselm of Canterbury was an early proponent of ontological argument: a
rationale for the existence of God. Anselm reflected upon how
God became self-evident to him. God was simply "that than
which nothing greater can be conceived."
Anselm suggested that even a fool could understand this
concept, and that this understanding creates a conceptualization of such a being within the mind.
According to Anselm, if the concept of God exists only in
the mind, then something greater can be conceived: a supreme being in both mind and in fact; whence Anselm's proof
for the existence of God.
Even the Fool is convinced that something than which nothing greater can be thought is at least in his understanding; for
when he hears of this, he understands, and whatever is understood is in the understanding. But surely that than which a
greater cannot be thought cannot be only in the understanding.
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For if it were only in the understanding, it could be thought to
exist also in reality. ~ Anselm of Canterbury

Anselm's argument was based upon the simple-minded
naïveté that anything which comes to mind must be real. Instead, as everyone knows, the mind is often a fabricator of
unreality: frequently presenting a myriad of imaginings.
Is the world of things – of energy and matter – factual? Even
if there were such a common world of things and forces, it is
not the world in which we live. Ours is a world of feelings and
ideas, of attractions and repulsions, of scales of values of motives and incentives; a mental world altogether. ~ Nisargadatta
Maharaj
One reason that reality is beyond conception is found in
our natural affinity for objects. Object orientation overlooks
the essentiality of existence, which is interactive ecology.
The perception that objects are transformed in time is a
product of the mind. Instead, energies emergently compose
objects via a quantized continuity of processes. Transformations occur in localized, interacting energy fields, not objects per se. The gyre of change is energetic, with materiality
merely a perceived end product.
Though consistent with what is known in physics, this energy-first view from the quantum scale on up runs counter to
the mind's conception. Further, whereas the idea of entanglement may be conceptually comprehended, its intricacy in
practice boggles the mind.
What senses do we lack that we cannot see and cannot hear
another world all around us? ~ American science fiction writer
Frank Herbert
In the ambient realm, the cascading effects of human attitudes and endeavors toward coveting objects are renting societies via social inequalities, and devastating ecosystems
throughout the planet via economic materialism. From the
minds of the Collective, object orientation has not only been
self-deception, it has spelt the desecration of Earth. The
world would be much different if we perceived Nature as it
is, not as we are.
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Only those who know the self, who have seen beyond the
world, can improve the world. They are the only hope of salvation. What is in the world cannot save the world. If you really
care to help the world, you must step out of it. ~ Nisargadatta
Maharaj

 Perception 
If the doors of perception were cleansed, everything would
appear to man as it is: infinite. ~ English poet William Blake

Perception is the mental process of integrating sensory intake using memory. Sensation and perception are processes
of discerning abstractions which highlight certain data as important while disregarding most input. Repeated perceptions
create sequential composite representations, rendering time
as a flow; whence the internal record of our life is fabricated.
The world presents itself to consciousness only after being
mediated by mental structures and processes. ~ Irish psychologist Sean Nuallain
Perception is our only portal to the world. As the mind is
the vehicle of perception, we naïvely trust it to yield accurate
facts. Instead, the mind incessantly fabricates as it sees fit.
Everything we see is a perspective, not the truth. ~ Roman
emperor Marcus Aurelius
In finding meaning and attaching emotion to perception,
mentation puts manifestation at a further remove from sensation. Because phenomena are products of perception, our
meaningful experiences are entirely symbolic.
Psychologically, we are very subjective beings, always looking for a meaning to our existence. We often compile fragmented data from our senses to construct an artificial whole,
sometimes initiating very strange decisions and actions. We are
excellent at adapting reality to our personal maps, remembering
selectively and putting new facts into old moulds. Facts are generally interpreted to our own advantage. What is unknown
frightens us and we attempt to neutralize it by creating myths,
rituals and traditions. ~ Swedish systems analyst Lars Skyttner
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 Phenomena 
Why are we here? Because we're not all there. ~ Brian Lane
in the BBC television series New Tricks (2008)

Existence comprises infinite coherent energy, fluctuating
in the viscous medium of spacetime. Whereas energy crafts
existence, it is the implicit information within the coherent
patterns of energy that hallmarks Nature.
Nature is partitioned into universes in an eternal
timescape. Whereas independence among universes may be
supposed, it runs counter to the entanglement that characterizes our own cosmos. Instead, existence is likely intertwined as a multiverse through dimensions unseen.
The world consists only of our sensations. ~ Austrian physicist and philosopher Ernst Mach
We tend to take the factuality of our own experiences at
face value, tucking in the unexamined assumption that existence and reality are synonymous. This unwarranted axiom is
based upon perception, which is intrinsic to the manifestation
and phenomena.
A phenomenon is an experienced event. Manifestation is
something that constitutes a perceptible expression. To be
manifest (the adjective) is to be capable of being perceived,
recognized, and understood. We naturally take existence to
be comprehensible.
We have no choice in how the news of the world comes to
us. The senses are the only home-delivery service available,
and the mind the only packager of the finished product: perception. We commonly ask others about the world about us,
and our surety is fortified by confirmation. Seldom do we
think that consensus may simply be the blind leading the
blind (groupthink), as the very thought is too disconcerting
to contemplate. Practically, as with sensory home delivery,
manifestation is the only show in town.
Certainly, one should know better than to trust blithely
what the mind presents, even when it seems to come from the
outside world. But naïve realism is the norm, to the extent
that the ontological arguments like those of Anselm became
regular philosophic fare. Such arguments were made by René
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Descartes, Gottfried Leibniz, Immanuel Kant, Kurt Gödel,
and many others.

 Energy 
Everything is a form of energy. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

The ancient Greeks assumed existence to be eternal, comprising infinite space; so did Einstein for a time.
Others considered cosmogony. Among them was Chinese
philosopher Lao Tzu 2,500 years ago, English theologian Robert Grosseteste in the 13th century, and modern astrophysicists. All propose that the universe emerged from a figurative
pinprick of energy which contained within all that the cosmos
was ever going to contain. According to this expansive story,
energy from an originating singularity began to spread, and
in doing so, somehow diversified, both in frequency and capability. The energetic diffusion was into nothingness:
spacetime itself being packaged as part of cosmic energy.
From our perch in the cosmos, the farthest we can detect
is 46.5 billion light years away. As light speed delimits cosmological distance, and Earth is unlikely to be in the center
of the cosmos, our universe may be over 100 billion years old.*
Like butter spread thin on toast, as the universe expanded, local energy intensity lessened. After an indeterminate duration, the spatial concentration of energy formed
localized patterns from which substance descended. Matter
was born; or so it seems.

 The History of Energy 
Though the term energy derives from the ancient Greek,
its modern understanding dates only to the mid-19th century. People had recognized energetic powers about them,
such as the crackle of static electricity or the billowing gusts

*

This extensive astronomical duration contrasts with the now-conventional cosmogonic fiction of a much more recent origination
followed by an instantaneous supraluminal expansion (cosmic inflation).
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of wind that could fill a sail and propel a boat. Each such exercise of energy was considered in its own realm. There was
no overarching idea of energy taking different forms.
In 1797, English physicist Benjamin Thompson showed
that a seemingly infinite amount of heat could be generated
from a finite amount of material. This demonstration of kinetics demolished the prevailing caloric theory of the time,
which considered heat an ethereal fluid that flowed from hot
to cold bodies, and that there was a finite amount of caloric
heat energy to be had in any object.
Thompson's work was instrumental in establishing modern thermodynamics, which ushered in the conception of energy as a manifold phenomenon.
The 1st law of thermodynamics is the conservation of energy, which declares energy to be finite: neither able to be
created nor destroyed. It is an ironic conclusion, considering
Thompson's experiment showed instead energy to be existentially infinite. But incessant experience of material limits
leaves an indelible impression.
Nothing comes from nothing. ~ Greek philosopher Parmenides
Following Parmenides, French chemist Antoine Laurent
Lavoisier theorized the conservation of mass in 1774; the
matter equivalent to the conservation-of-energy law.
The universe does not violate the conservation of energy; rather it lies outside that law's jurisdiction. ~ Australian astrophysicist Tamara Davis
Conservation laws supposedly apply to the observable
universe, which has long been presumed a closed system.
That the manifest universe is not a closed system is not generally accepted, as it violates modern science's most basic
tenet of faith: that existence must be entirely empirical.
Moreover, physicists are reluctant to pitch longstanding
'laws' which work well in proximity for an unbounded and
ultimately unknowable existence; even as modern physics,
with its virtual particles created by ghost fields, and paradoxically energetic ground state, indicate that the cosmos,
from the quantum scale on up, is merely a simulated venue.
For instance, virtual particles have been shown to exist, but
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quantum physicists still consider ghost fields merely mathematical, even though virtual particles are generated by ghost
fields. The very idea of an energetic ground state is oxymoronic. Conceptual inconsistencies in quantum field theory
abound.
In 1821, English physicist and chemist Michael Faraday
discovered a magnetic field about a wire conducting electrical
current. Electricity and magnetism had long been thought
distinct forces. In discovering electromagnetism, Faraday
showed otherwise. Faraday later demonstrated that magnetism affects light.
Faraday took the first step toward the idea of energy being unified yet exhibiting distinct phenomena. Einstein exponentially extended that idea to all of existence.
Mass and energy are both but different manifestations of the
same thing. ~ Albert Einstein, who never said what that "same
thing" was
With the advent of quantum theory in the early 20th century, energy has been increasingly treated as a unity with
different manifestations. Modern physics now considers classical mechanics as proximate laws within a larger actuality
bounded by quantum mechanics and relativity. As physics
still retains many unanswered questions, it is clear that modern theories are, at best, incomplete. The bounds of actuality,
let alone reality, are beyond the reach of science.

Before traipsing off onto supposedly solid ground, and
thereby sussing the matter of matter, let's note the nature of
energy – for energy forms the threads from which are woven
the fabric of existence.

 Parsing Energy 
Energy is an abstract concept introduced by physicists in order to better understand how Nature operates. Since it is an abstract idea, we cannot form a concrete picture of it in our minds,
and we find it very difficult to define it in simple terms. ~ American physicist Carlos Calle
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Energy is traditionally defined as the relative ability to
put matter to work. As matter is transposable energy, that
definition is a tautology.
More formally, in physics, energy is a conserved extensive
property of a physical system. Parsing that definition for content leaves an irreducible void.
A physical system is a mathematical construct which
states that a specified universe has been chosen for analysis.
In other words, a physical system is an abstracted arbitrary
region, with any external environment, or its influences, ignored.
In examining existence, physicists exclusively focus on
the observable 4 dimensions (4D) and studiously ignore extra
dimensions (ED), which evidence insists exists. They do so because ED can only be inferred, as its characteristics are beyond empirical analysis (i.e., the scientific method). There is
irony in this, in that energy can only be inferred by its effect
on matter. In other words, while energy manifests, it does not
inherently exist.
In physics, a property is a quantifiable characteristic. It
may be intensive or extensive.
Whereas an intensive property does not depend upon system size or content for its value, the size of the system matters for an extensive property. The value of this additive
property depends upon the size of the system under description. An example illustrates.
The mass and volume of a body are extensive properties,
as they are the measure of proportion within a system. But
hardness is intensive, as it is scale-invariant, in being the ratio of mass / volume.
In that energy is an extensive property, the scope of selected system is crucial to the characterization of energy.
Wrongly scope the system considered Nature, as physics
does, and you get an inaccurate representation.
Conserved means preserved: in this instance, self-contained. The quantity of energy is taken for granted as never
changing within the defined system, which is presumed to be
isolated (no possible leakage). Virtual particles and other ED
weirdness demonstrate that this critical, axiomatic assumption of 4D containment is false for the observable universe.
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From its definition, energy is a vacuity, comprising nothing more than a conceptual construct which physics has illdefined.
Energy cannot be observed directly. It is only a comparative as measured by its effect on matter. In of itself, energy
has no presence. Energy is instead only a relative mathematical reference.
What is energy? An abstraction that appears phenomenal
through its productions affecting matter.
Energy is more a 'scientific' idea than substance. ~ English
chemist and molecular biologist Graham Cairns-Smith
In assuming that the cosmos is a 4D closed system, the
classic laws of thermodynamics state that energy may neither be created or destroyed. But the universe is not just 4dimensional, and there is no empirical way of examining the
HD universe in its totality. Hence, there is no way to know
whether the cosmos is closed. Further, and most saliently, as
energy is nothing, the conception of its conservation is absurd.
For all its spot-on predictions of the furniture in the
world, physics is theoretically bereft when it comes to the essence of Nature. The history of physics shows that the science
is a fiddling of equations until numbers eek out which match
observations. Then physicists rashly assume that their models tell all.
It is wrong to think that the task of physics is to find out how
Nature is. Physics concerns what we can say about Nature.
~ Danish physicist Niels Bohr

 Bodily Energy 
The energy of the mind is the essence of life. ~ Aristotle

There are indications in everyday life that the nature of
existence is energetic, beginning with our bodies.
What defines our "physical" power is not muscular, but
our level of mental energy. That the body is really an energy
gyre rather than an animated slab of meat is rather obvious
once you think about it.
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You experience the power of subconscious belief, and
mind over body, every time you eat. Just knowing that nutrients are going to be delivered gives a sense of renewed energy, well before cells have been replenished. This surge of
energy is not a physical product.
A similar but antithetical energy pattern comes to consciousness when it is time to sleep. The mind tires and feels
energetically spent. The physical cells that comprise the body
are by no means exhausted.
One may intently focus on a task which brings satisfaction for much longer than can be done for something which
one has no interest in. Performing a boring or repetitious
task requiring scant physical strength can be exhausting, as
any assembly-line worker can tell you.
An emotion is a fabrication, yet it can be as keenly felt as
any physical perception. In of themselves, emotions may be
empowering or draining.
Another example of the power of mental energy comes in
comparing health to illness. Illness affects only a tiny fraction
of the body's cells, yet the entire system feels drained.
An energy system underlies the material bodily shell. Primary collation and interface points are called chakras.
Acupuncture has been shown to be an effective treatment
for a variety of illnesses for over 8,000 years. Poking needles
into the feet and hands would make no sense as a medical
technique if our bodies were merely matter and not patterned
energy gyres which manifest meat. That there is a vitality to
living, beyond mere molecules in motion, is a certain fact.

 Matter 
The mass of a body is a measure of its energy content.
~ Albert Einstein in 1905

In 1905, Einstein posited E = mc2, an equivalence between mass and energy. For historical reasons, Einstein
stated the equation backwards.
Classical physicists conveniently multiplied an object's
mass by the square of its velocity (mv2) to come up with a
useful indicator of its energy: E = mv2. In his relativistic
equation E = mc2, Einstein simply substituted the speed of
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light (c) for the classical notion of velocity (v). Einstein explicitly expressed matter as a form of energy (m = E/c2).
Stemming from the quantum wave/particle duality discerned in the 1926, modern physics is based on the premise
that matter is an appearance of energy as localized points of
coherence: quanta. Nature is a whorl of energy, but its manifestation appears particulate. Matter becomes a mirage at
the smallest possible scale: an energy field giving the impression of a particle.
The equivalence of mass and energy is asymmetric: matter is a form of energy, but not vice versa. Whereas matter
may decay or be destroyed, releasing energy in the process,
energy can only locally diffuse or alter form. Energy does not
decay into matter; instead, energy
creates the appearance of matter.
Mass-energy
equivalence
is
astonishing in its implications. The
speed of light squared is a huge number: equal to 9.5 light years. m = E/c2
means that even the smallest amount
of matter locks up an unimaginable
amount of energy.
Nuclear weapons illustrate that
power. The American atomic bomb
Hiroshima (before)
that destroyed Hiroshima at the close
of World War 2 converted only 700
milligrams of matter into energy.
That is equivalent to 70% of the
weight of a US dollar bill.
If a significant fraction of the 64
kg of enriched uranium in the "Little
Boy" bomb had fissioned, it would
have vaporized the entire planet. In
unleashing the weak force of atomic
decay, nuclear detonations illustrate
the tremendous energy holding atHiroshima (after)
oms together: the strong force.
Matter tenaciously coheres owing to an incredible amount
of bosonic energy: the strong nuclear force. Hence, matter involves much more energy than is represented by its mass.
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By comparison to nuclear forces, chemical reactions are
meager energetic flutterings; yet, in tweaking atomic bonds,
they work profound transformations.
Quantum interactions are daedal dances which occur
near light speed. They follow exquisitely intricate rules in
maintaining and changing state by virtue of acquiring or
shedding energy.
Quanta are also coherent in their discourse among themselves. Their masses, spins, and charges create a labyrinth
which dictates how their interactions proceed. All of it is a
gambol of energy, ruled over by mathematics which remain
beyond our ken.
What appears as solid matter simply has no solidity. Instead, infinitesimally tiny localized fields of energy interact
in specific ways to create an illusion of materiality. This characterization does not just apply at the quantum scale. All of
existence comprises entangled energies shaping the appearance of matter emergently: moment by moment, with minute
fluctuations between infinitesimal instants.
The simplest atom – hydrogen – comprises a single proton
made of 3 quarks that follow a specific formulation, and an
electron orbiting about the proton at an enormous distance
along a forever fluxing probabilistic path. A seething ground
state, laden with virtual particles, surrounds and infuses this
pair of subatomic particles, greatly adding to the atom's heft
and affecting its energetic gyrations.
Every atom is 99.999+% vacuum, and vacuum is filled
with energy, albeit extra-dimensional energy that makes momentary entrées into existence. Seemingly solid matter is a
very thin gruel, forgetting in the moment that matter is really nothing more than coherent energy.

 Space 
It is possible that there are extensions with other dimensions.
Spaces of this kind, however, cannot stand in connection with
those of a quite different constitution. Accordingly, such spaces
would not belong to our world, but must form separate worlds.
~ German philosopher Immanuel Kant
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Our sensory experience is of 3 spatial dimensions (3D).
Classical physics assumed the 3D spatial universe a closed
(self-contained) physical system. Modern physics proved that
assumption wrong. Relativity and quantum mechanics both
necessitate extra spatial dimensions (ED).
Matter tells space how to curve. Space tells matter how to
move. ~ American physicist John Wheeler
The conceptual unification of spacetime arose through
Einstein's theories of cosmological dynamics. According to
general relativity, mass begets gravity, which distorts
spacetime, the medium in which matter swims. It is an entangled relation, as matter defines spacetime, just as
spacetime is necessary for matter to manifest.
To take effect, gravity's distortion requires at least 1 extra dimension beyond the 3 observable spatial dimensions.
Analogously, a flat (planar) 2D piece of paper becomes 3D
when crumpled.
Quantum mechanics faces a similar situation in requiring
extra-dimensionality for forces to interact with subatomic
particles. This renders 4-dimensional spacetime (4D) as existing within a higher-dimensional (HD) envelope.
HD

= 4D + ED

Holistic dimensionality highlights that phenomena are
only a fraction of Nature. Other dimensions (ED) exist, which
may be inferred by their impact on the 4 dimensions (4D) of
spacetime which we perceive. Among other indicators, nonlocality is compelling evidence of 4D–ED interactivity.
Extra dimensions really exist. They're part of Nature.
~ American physicist Edward Witten

 Time 
Time, which measures everything in our idea, and is often
deficient to our schemes, is to Nature endless and as nothing.
~ Scottish geologist James Hutton

Physics has struggled with time to the point of exasperation. In the conceptual spacetime which acts as the stage of
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existence, time is a dimension that stands apart from those
of space, which glom together to attribute location.
The only reason for time is so that everything doesn't happen
at once. ~ Albert Einstein
Time does not flow in physics. In quantum math, moments in time are a wave function. The timing of when is utterly probabilistic, causality a perspective of sequence.
Physics posits the present as the only point of time: the
sole moment of existence. The past is a shadow, the future an
imagined prospect.
In special relativity, time is a conditional perception, as
is any attribution of causality, which is the favorite thing the
mind does with time: suss that one thing leads to another.
In the ambient realm, events insistently appear to occur
in sequence. Causality is casually ascribed. This is an illusion
of continuity by a mind which abhors discontinuity.
The innate inclination is to take sensory perception at
face value: the naïve realism that actuality is reality, an objective world flowing temporally. As the perception of time is
that of a relentless vector, it is assumed to be so.
Here we are, trapped in the amber of the moment. ~ American writer Kurt Vonnegut
The only time in which existence manifests is now. All
other temporality is either a memory of the past or a projection of a future. Moment by moment, time crystalizes in the
mind as the medium upon which matter traverses space.
Time, space, causation are mental categories, arising and subsiding with the mind. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

 Forces 
There are no particles, there are only fields. ~ American
physicist Art Hobson

The Standard Model (SM) of quantum mechanics describes an idealized schema of fundamental particles which
supposedly comprise Nature. The term particle is a euphemism for a quantized energy field. Fields are mental abstractions of potentialities. According to physics, any appearance
of substance is illusory.
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Under SM, the subatomic quanta which give rise to matter are termed fermions. The localized force carriers that bind
fermions together and otherwise control their interactions
are bosons.
One telling difference between bosons and fermions has
to do with occupancy: whereas 2 fermions cannot be in the
same space at the same time, bosons can. That distinction is
sometimes obliterated. Under certain conditions, fermions in
crystal lattices adopt bosonic behaviors, including simultaneous multiple occupancy.
Embedded in SM's orthodox cavalcade are ever-present
swarms of "virtual particles" which constantly mob every fermion and boson. Elementary quanta are an exercise in crowd
control, as these ED influences create the properties which
fermions and bosons possess.
Extra-dimensionality is ever in play. Every infinitesimal
chunk of energy making its appearance as a fermion is incessantly nudged by bosons. Just as gravity's cosmic influence
requires an extra dimension, so too bosons need ED to have
an effect: 3D only states a fermion's position in space.
Though a great diversity of field interactivity is in play,
modern physicists acknowledge only 3 fundamental forces.
Lively electromagnetism is in charge of all activity in the ambient realm. Subatomically, 2 opposing nuclear forces respectively hold matter together (strong) and cause its
transformation and decay (weak).
As these forces are conventionally understood to be impositions by bosons upon fermions, the term interaction is often
used. The Standard Model has the 3 interactions either emitting or absorbing gauge bosons: actuality as a metabolic exercise.
Because it compels matter, gravity was historically considered a 4th force. Einstein's general relativity theory
showed that gravity is not a force at all. Instead, gravity is
an entropic extra-dimensional spacetime distortion caused
by mass, which is an energetic expression. Gravity is a heavy
illustration of the fact that Nature is not what it seems.
Gravity remains an ontological enigma. The beauty and success of general relativity seems to imply a reality of a curved
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spacetime framework to the universe. On the other hand, this
curved framework is not at all required, and is indeed a hindrance for the rest of physics. Furthermore, general relativity is
not a quantum theory, and so it must break down at some level.
~ American particle physicist Victor Stenger

Physicists ignore the most fundamental force, which is
the most obvious, as it universally omnipresent: coherence. In
that Nature at every scale is ordered, there must be a natural
interaction that provides it. Even in apparent disorder there
are obscure patterns that show coherence at work.

 Virtual Reality 
The picture of Nature that physics can paint will always
be a dubious sketch. The incompleteness begins with when
the cosmos came into being.
According to the conventional modern cosmogony story, a
singularity – with all the energy that the universe would ever
have – mushroomed into untold lumps of matter and detectable energies (notably light), eventuating with life to make
the multimedia presentation worthwhile. How the singularity transformed into a vast diversity of ordered energies has
not been addressed, as deducing the source of this multitudinous coherence is beyond empirical examination.
It is impossible for anything to come to be from what is not.
~ Greek philosopher Empedocles in the 5th century BCE
The current cosmos had to have come from somewhere.
Following an ancient idea of cyclic cosmology, some think the
extant universe is a reincarnation of an earlier one (and so
on, for an unknowable eternity).
Electromagnetism is the force of everyday existence. A
telling sign that our experience of Nature is minuscule comes
from the electromagnetic spectrum, which ranges far astray
from the tiny bandwidth we observe as visible light. The electromagnetic spectrum is even broader and stranger than can
be measured by the most advanced devices. Wavelength (as
shown) is just a coarse measure. Energy seems infinite in its
extent and variety: energetic expressions beyond conception.
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Electromagnetic Spectrum
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Then there is an even more fundamental conundrum: the
proverbial soil from which phenomena blooms. The foundation upon which Nature is built was long thought energetically barren. It is anything but.

 The Ground State 
Quantum mechanics teaches us that the vacuum is not empty
at all, but, on small scales, contains virtual particles, their antiparticles, and the quanta of their interactions. ~ Italian particle
physicist Alessandro Bettini

Physics teaches that existence emerges from a ground
state. Classical physics portrayed the ground state as a void,
lacking any energy. According to quantum theory, the ground
state is the lowest energy state, commonly called the vacuum
state, or simply vacuum.
But vacuum as void is not so. Supposedly full of nothing,
the ground state instead is nothing but fullness: seething
with infinite energy.
An endless foam of virtual particles incessantly streams
from ED. Without the virtuosity of these virtual particles, existence simply would not exist. 3D-resident bosons and fermions are all defined through their interactions with virtual
particles.
Nothing comes from nothing except everything. What the
wildly energetic vacuum means is that the actuality we think
we know is a chimerical slice of a larger reality.
The original state is unconditioned, without attributes, without form, without identity. Indeed, that state is nothing but fullness (not empty 'void', but plenum), so that it is impossible to
give it any adequate name. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
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In the foregoing quote, Maharaj sounds as if he was referring to the ground state, but he was talking about nonexistence (noumenon). The implications are tantalizing, but let's
not get ahead of ourselves.


Cold Running Hot



By the classical laws of thermodynamics, the void of vacuum must be infinitely cold. The 0th law posits an absolute
temperature, which is conventionally expressed by the Kelvin scale.
Scottish mathematical physicist William Thomson, better
known as Lord Kelvin, imagined a temperature so low as to
be absolute zero. That chilling concept sets the floor of the
Kelvin temperature scale.
The notion of drop-dead thermodynamics at 0 K was upturned when minus-K was discovered: add more energy after
maximum entropy and a quantum system shifts into negative temperature, where a high-energy state is the only way
to accommodate the extra energetic input.
In an environment with negative temperature, the laws
of thermodynamics work in reverse: particles prefer to populate high-energy states instead of low-energy ones. In minus
K, the laws of physics are completely overturned.

 Architecture 
Since antiquity, the nature of Nature drove natural philosophy. Science has now amassed enough cross-referential
evidence to be certain about the architecture of existence.
Inference remains essential. Evidence only points the
way, by showing what is not fundamental. The dialectic of
discarding what reality cannot be leaves only 1 possibility.


Theory



The purpose of a good theory is to provide a conceptual
framework for viewing and understanding phenomena.
~ American systems analyst David Swenson
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All theory is subordinate to perception. ~ Dutch psychiatrist
Frederik van Eeden

The power of a theory lies in its ability to explain and predict. Relevant facts which do not fit suggest that a theory is
at least incomplete. Any phenomena which contradict a theory demonstrate its invalidity.
The theory that can absorb the greatest number of facts is the
one that must rule all observation. ~ English philosopher Adam
Smith
All theories comprise interrelated concepts which explain
events and processes. The concepts within a theory must be
congruent. A good theory is internally consistent.
Underlying the foundation of a valid theory are assumptions which cannot be disproven. Axioms are only as good as
their unimpeachable veracity.
A theory involves a construction of concepts that create a
context. That the context of a theory nicely coincides with the
environment of the phenomena explained portrays the theory's quality.
One of the principal objects of theoretical research is to find
the point of view from which the subject appears in the greatest
simplicity. ~ American scientist Josiah Willard Gibbs
Elegant theories have long been cherished for their being
readily comprehended. Favoring parsimony is founded on the
dubious assumption that one of the purposes of the theory is
to explain reality by simplification. This view is incorrect in
that Nature exhibits intertwined layers of complexity. Simplification can only be a source of distortion.
Why should things be easy to understand? ~ American novelist Thomas Pynchon
A worldview is a schema of theories. A worldview can only
be authentic if the theories of which it is composed are consistent within and in relation to one another, and, crucially,
the worldview envelops all that is known.

Theories about the architecture of existence bifurcate into
dualism or a monism: mutually exclusive possibilities. By all
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appearances, dualism is obvious, as we are in possession of a
body housing a mind and are beings in a tangible world external to us. As you have already experienced in your own life
countless times, appearances can be deceptive.
The senses deceive from time to time, and it is prudent never
to trust wholly those who have deceived us even once. ~ René
Descartes

 Dualism 
We are misled by dualism or the idea that mind and body are
separate. ~ American neurologist Howard Fields

Dualism philosophically solidified under the influence of
17th-century French philosopher René Descartes, who based
his view of Nature on a fundamental division between mind
(res cogitans: the "thinking thing") and matter (res extensa:
the "extended thing"). Despite being somewhat skeptical of
the senses, Descartes ultimately trusted them.
The integration of the mind and body is thorough: the robustness of one affects the other; but the relationship is
asymmetrical. The most obvious example of the mind-body
interface is stress. Mental trauma, such as grief or shock, can
profoundly affect physical well-being. Conversely, serious
physical injury may have negligible mental effect, depending
upon frame of mind.
If this dualistic theory were true, it would confront us with the
most embarrassing, insoluble difficulties should we try to explain how these 2 utterly different substances (mind and body)
could interact with one another, as they appear to do in human
behavior. ~ American philosopher Mortimer Adler


The Mind-Body Problem



There are many difficulties in giving a satisfactory account of
the mind-body relationship. ~ Australian philosopher David
Armstrong

The mind-body problem arises in trying to explain the interface between the mind and the brain (that is, the physiological intelligence system). This dilemma exists only with
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dualism, which considers the mind and the body distinct but
somehow integrated.
Even though everybody agrees that mind has something to do
with the brain, there is still no general agreement on the exact
nature of this relationship. ~ Finnish psychologists Antti Revonsuo & Matti Kamppinen
For all the historical effort expended to understand the
mind-body relation, no one has ever been able to offer a satisfactory explanation. The mind-body interface is either inscrutable or illusory.
No one has a plausible answer to the mind-body problem.
~ American philosopher Thomas Nagel
Mind-body ecology, essential to dualism, remains unfathomed. That bodes ill indeed for dualism as the basis of reality.
Duality never existed; it is illusory. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

The impenetrability of the mind-body problem opens the
door to a monism: a unicity which deceptively fronts the duality which we experience. There are 2 basic schools of monism: matterism, where matter defines existence, and
energyism, where a unified Ĉonsciousness begets the mirage
of a material world.*

 Monism 
The body and mind are not separate. ~ American cognitive
scientist Candace Pert

Without duality, there is no mind-body interface. Reality
is a unicity. The crucial issue with a monism is explaining
how the duality of actuality diverges from a unified reality.
Monism faces the opposite dilemma of dualism, which
must integrate the mind and body (hence its failure). A monistic paradigm must account for the duality which is so plain
*

The term Ĉonsciousness (with a capital 'Ĉ') signifies the unified
field of Consciousness. The term consciousness (with a lowercase
'c') indicates individual consciousness (of any life constituent, including biomolecules, organelles, cells, organs, and organisms).
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to see. This makes monism difficult to comprehend, particularly energyism, which posits that the physical world is only
a proximate subjective experience, and ultimately illusory.
In contrast to energyism, matterism – that the physical
is real, and that the mind is a figment created by the brain
or other physical substrate – is easier to believe. Newton
placed his faith in empirical matterism, as would later physicists and other scientists in his esteemed wake. If nothing
else, it seemed a solid bet.
Matterism is a reasonable castle built on rotten foundations.
~ Dutch philosopher Bernardo Kastrup
The more philosophically inclined – Leibniz, Berkeley
and Kant, among others – viewed materiality as delusory.
This stance acts as a springboard to explain the grand illusion of physical existence; something early proponents could
not convincingly do, as scientific knowledge had not progressed far enough to posit an evidentiary basis for energyism. Anyway, explaining away what is apparently there is
an almost insurmountable obstacle. Hence, natural philosophers on the right track lost out to empirical science.
Having conducted decisive studies of mass and motion,
and contemplated a heretical place for Earth among the
heavens, Italian physicist Galileo Galilei was a central figure
in transitioning thought in a material direction, with matter
bound by mathematical laws. Its appeal was that it seemed
so tidy as to make the wonders of Nature comprehensible.
This sanguine frame of mind inspired the Age of Enlightenment and Scientific Revolution: that man was making progress.
Inspired by Galileo, French friar Marin Mersenne, a contemporary of Descartes, fought to fend off Renaissance animists: those who believed that the spiritual world existed
within the material one. Mersenne sought to draw a categorical distinction between the material world and immortal
souls, a line being blurred or outright denied by Enlightenment thinkers. Mersenne found his answer within the emerging new philosophy: Nature could be conceived as a grand
machine, something which souls could never be confused
with.
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Mersenne's enthusiasm in promoting this idea proved a
pyric victory. Mechanics came to dominate the paradigm of
science. The soul was scorched off, leaving only a material
world, where bodily death spelled oblivion.
The sciences hold each other by the hand, so that they follow
one another in a natural order. ~ Marin Mersenne


Matterism



Our own consciousness is a product of our brains. ~ Canadian cognitive psychologist Steven Pinker

The now-conventional explanation for mental activity –
matterism – is that the mind is a mirage. Instead, the mind
is construed as an ongoing illusion fabricated by molecular
interactions within the brain. The disproof that cells and organisms without brains intelligently function is ignored.
Consciousness is an elaborate creation. Self-awareness,
thoughts, feelings and intentions are simply broadcasts of unconscious brain outputs. ~ English psychologists Peter Halligan
& David Oakley
Matterism is the overwhelming consensus of Western science, which attributes psychological processes to neural activity in the brain. Texts talking about the brain bustling
with cognition are ubiquitous.
Even most psychologists today are matterists. The herd
instinct is strong among the apes called Homo sapiens.
Under matterism, the mind is euphemism. Thoughts are
continuously concocted from molecular maneuvers which
mystically take character into account, thus creating semiconsistent behaviors.
Personality and mental feats, such as epiphany and mind
over matter, are merely electrochemical arrangements.
There is no such thing as mental health; only "brain health."
Matterism feebly confuses correlation with causality. Under matterism, the brain is a cognitive Wizard of Oz: pay no
attention to the mind behind the curtain.
Along with a gullible naïveté in blithely taking that which
appears to be as reality, feeling a need for empirical certainty
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is the reason matterism predominates. The tangible is measurable, testable, and therefore comfortably scientific. In
stark contrast, the mental is intangible, leaving nowhere to
stick a probe.
The mind-body problem having proven intractable, it is
infinitely easier to dispense with duality and root everything
in the brain, paying lip service to the mind when plowing into
the weeds of mental feats for which brain science has no answer. Matterists may refer to the mind as an organ, but it is
a circumlocution for incomprehension.
The mind has to be built out of specialized parts because it
has to solve specialized problems… Our mental organs owe
their basic design to our genetic program… Our organs of computation are a product of natural selection… We don't understand how the mind works. ~ Steven Pinker
The primary evidence base for matterism lies in measurements of electrical patterns around the cortex. Such waves
are evident during all states of consciousness. Brain waves
only cite activity. They do not explain how patterns of mental
activity arise or interrelate.
There is undoubtedly a connection between the absolute size
of the brain and the intellectual powers and functions of the
mind. ~ Friedrich Tiedemann in 1836
If matterism were true, one would reasonably expect a
correlation between brain size and intelligence, as German
physiologist Friedrich Tiedemann so boldly proclaimed, without so much as a whit of evidence to back his assertion. Other
naturalists went along with Tiedemann, from Darwin to neurobiologists in the 21st century. Instead, the relation is tenuous at best.
Positive associations between human intelligence and brain
size have been suspected for more than 150 years. But brain
volume appears to be of little practical relevance in explaining
IQ test performance in humans. ~ Austrian psychologist Jakob
Pietschnig in 2015, upon review of a meta-analysis of research
on the subject
Matterism has no credible explanation for almost all of
what is known about mental functioning, including, for example, any account of personality.
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Matterists would have you believe in some mystical synaptic jiggery-pokery among neurons constantly conjures
character. Under matterism, despite all the study and technology applied, how cognition arises remains as much a mystery now as it was to Aristotle over 2 millennia ago. The
mind-body problem confounding dualism is minor league
compared to accounting for mentation under matterism.
Brains and neurons obviously have everything to do with
consciousness, but how such mere objects can give rise to the
eerily phenomena of subjective experience seems utterly incomprehensible. ~ American biologist Allen Orr
Hypothesizing causality with only evidence of correlation
makes matterism mere wishful thinking, based upon faulty
logic; brain science as a bogus religion. Such is the Church of
Neuroscience, which will never find the answer of how consciousness arises by studying the brain.
The brain is not an organ of thinking but an organ of survival,
like claws and fangs. ~ Hungarian physiologist Albert SzentGyörgyi

Nobody has the slightest idea how anything material could
be conscious. Nobody even knows what it would be like to
have the slightest idea how anything material could be conscious. ~ American cognitive scientist and philosopher Jerry
Fodor

Matterism has no explanation for how organisms without
identifiable brains could possibly behave intelligently, from
viruses on up. The savvy of plants is indisputable, yet they
have no physical system for it.
Most damningly, matterism utter fails to provide any account of how the mind can powerfully affect the body, down
to the cellular level: a phenomenon for which there is oodles
of evidence.

 Plants Take A Chance 
They are less than pea brains; they are no brains. ~ Argentine-English ethologist Alex Kacelnik
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Assessing the probabilities of favorable outcomes given
an ample array of options is a cognitive skill known as risk
sensitivity. To be able to do so with no material substrate for
thought belies matterism.
Past experience and calculation of relative gain determine decisions in plants just as they do in animals. In one set
of experiments, pea plants were given the opportunity to select, via root growth, areas which either had a consistent
amount of nutrients or fluctuating food levels. When nutrients were abundant where they were, plants played it safe,
opting for consistency. But when living in suboptimal soil,
plants preferred to take a risk.
In bad conditions, the only chance of success is to take a
chance and hope it works out, and that's what plants are doing.
~ English behavioral psychologist Nick Chater

 Slime Molds 
While less recognized than their animal counterparts, many
non-neuronal organisms, such as plants, bacteria, fungi and protists, also have the ability to make complex decisions in difficult
environments. ~ Australian ethologist Chris Reid

Slime molds are early evolved eukaryotes that can live
freely as single cells but aggregate to form multicellular reproductive structures. Their calumnious characterization refers to that part of their lives when they appear as gelatinous
slime. Many slime molds spend little time in such a state,
preferring a less-slick solitude.
Slime molds smartly forage, avoiding where they have
been. As it moves, a slime mold leaves a chemical trail that
lets it identify its own secretions. These trails serve as an external spatial memory.
Though they exhibit sophisticated behaviors, slime molds
are beyond brainless. They lack nerve cells altogether.
Physarum polycephalum is an exemplary slime mold. It
is one of the easiest of eukaryotic microbes to grow in culture.
As such, P. polycephalum has been a favorite subject for
study, and so is the best known. What is true about the intelligence of P. polycephalum doubtlessly applies to Physarum
in general, and quite possibly slime molds altogether.
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In its natural habitat, a Physarum spends its days in
shady, cool, moist areas of the forest, foraging on logs and
decaying leaves.
Physarum is a protist with a purpose. Amoeba-like, it
spreads out in search of prey (bacteria and fungi), as well enjoying salads of decomposing vegetation. Physarum extends
itself by oozing tendrils along the forest flower.
The problem is knowing which direction to grow.
Physarum proceeds intelligently.
The foraging algorithm centres around a tendency to exploit
environments in proportion to their reward experienced
through past sampling. The algorithm is intermediate in computational complexity between simple, reactionary heuristics and
calculation-intensive optimal performance algorithms, yet it has
very good relative performance. ~ Chris Reid et al
Though their lifestyles are incomparable, the mental acumen of Physarum is equipotential to humans, even in making irrational choices.
This unicellular protist lacks a central nervous system and
possesses no neurons, yet it has been demonstrated to solve
convoluted labyrinth mazes, find shortest length networks and
solve challenging optimization problems, anticipate periodic
events, use its slime trail as an externalized spatial memory system to avoid revisiting areas it has already explored, and even
construct transport networks that have similar efficiency to those
designed by human engineers.
Slime mould cells also display similar decision-making constraints to the cognitive constraints observed in brains. P. polycephalum is vulnerable to making the same economically
irrational decisions that can afflict humans.
Like humans, slime moulds are subject to speed-accuracy
trade-offs when confronted with a difficult choice. Certain problem-solving processes, as well as their associated trade-offs and
paradoxes, are spread wide on the phylogenetic tree. ~ Chris
Reid et al
Slime molds have long-term memory. They learn patterns
and anticipate periodic events. Further, slime molds pass
their knowledge on to others as pillow talk.
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Slime moulds exhibit transfer of learned behaviour during
cell fusion. ~ French biologist Audrey Dussutour & biologist
David Vogel

Slime molds demonstrate memory and problem-solving
without having any identifiable physical structure that supports these abilities. Sublime slime shows that intelligence
has an energetic foundation.

 Brainless 
What I find amazing to this day is how the brain can deal with
something which you think should not be compatible with life.
~ American pediatric brain defect specialist Max Muenke

Many people live normal lives missing major portions of
their brains. Brain scientists have no explanation for how
that is possible.

A 48-year-old French civil servant living a normal life
went to the hospital for weakness in his left leg. Doctors
found that 50–75% of his brain was missing; an outcome of
hydrocephalus (water on the brain).
The whole brain was reduced – frontal, parietal, temporal and
occipital lobes – on both left and right sides. These regions control motion, sensibility, language, vision, audition, and emotional, and cognitive functions. ~ French neurologist Lionel
Feuillet

A 24-year-old Chinese woman sought medical attention
for nausea and dizziness. Doctors discovered that she had no
cerebellum.
The cerebellum ostensibly coordinates muscle activity
and maintains bodily balance. Physical dexterity is a product
of cerebellum activity.
The woman was treated to reduce water pressure building up in her brain. She went on living a normal life, though
she has always had difficulties with pronunciation.
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Falls and/or loss of balance are relatively common in the elderly. An 84-year-old man had been feeling unsteady over several months and had recurrent falls over several weeks. There
was no confusion, visual or speech disturbance, and he was
feeling otherwise well. ~ Irish physician Finlay Brown & Indian
elderly care physician Djamil Vahidassr

Brain scans revealed that the unsteady 84-year-old had
"a large air cavity in the right frontal lobe" of his brain: 9 cm
at the longest, and 7 cm deep. The doctors guessed that the
condition had progressed for some time, with respiratory exertions – sneezing and coughing – contributing to the growing air pocket.
We were very perplexed by the images we
saw! ~ Finlay Brown
The doctors who examined the elderly
man could not understand how he could manage so well with so much of his brain missing.
As it turned out, the hospitalized patient was
diagnosed, declined any treatment, and went back home,
knowing to be extra careful.

Hemispherectomy – removing half the brain – has been
done hundreds of times since 1923 to stop chronic seizures.
These disorders are often progressive and damage the rest of
the brain if not treated. Hemispherectomy is something that one
only does when the alternatives are worse. ~ American neurosurgeon Gary Mathern
The surgery is often successful. 86% of 111 children in one
study were seizure free or had nondisabling seizures that did
not require medication. Children that underwent hemispherectomies typically had improved academic performance.
The younger a person is when they undergo hemispherectomy, the less disability you have in talking. Where on the right
side of the brain speech is transferred to and what it displaces is
something nobody has really worked out. ~ American neurologist John Freeman
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If brain mass was critical to intelligence, hemispherectomies would not have been successful at all.

American Michelle Mack had cognitive developmental
problems, attributed to a pre-birth stroke. She has trouble
controlling her emotions, but otherwise lives a normal life.
Michelle has fairly normal language abilities, certainly basic
language abilities, she can construct a sentence, she can understand instructions, she can find words when she's talking, but
she has some trouble in some aspects of visual-spatial processing. ~ American neurobiologist Jordan Grafman
Mack is missing much of her brain.
There are some very deep structures remaining, but the surface of her brain – the cortex – is 95% gone and some of the
deeper structures that control movement are missing. These are
all structures that are important for movement, behavior, and
cognition. ~ Jordan Grafman

We tend to think of brain damage as a loss of function. But
we also have to think about it in terms of gaining functions that
were inhibited by certain brain areas before. The human brain
is like a very, very big delta: if there is a dam on a major route,
then water will flow along the minor routes, and those minor
routes will become wider and more functional. ~ Dutch
cognitive neurobiologist Beatrice de Gelder, whose apt analogy
obscures that there is no physiological explanation for how
functional reorganization of the brain is possible


Placebos 

All things are possible to him who believes. ~ Mark 9:23,
The Bible

A placebo is a ruse of medical treatment. The placebo effect occurs when the trick works. Homeopathy is a timeworn
placebo treatment that can be quite potent when conveyed
through a skillful practitioner, or in simply believing in its
effectiveness.
The placebo effect can be elicited without deception.
~ Portuguese psychologist Cláudia Carvalho
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The effectiveness of placebos is an existence proof of energyism, as there can be no physiological explanation for placebo efficacy. The brain cannot cure the body.
The facts clearly prove the influence of the imagination, and
will, upon diseases. ~ American physician Benjamin Rush

 Mr. Wright 
The story of Mr. Wright was well known: he was hospitalized in Long Beach, California in 1957 with tumors the size
of oranges on his neck, armpits, and groin. The diagnosis was
lymphosarcoma: cancer of the lymph nodes.
Wright was on oxygen and sedatives, given only days to
live; but he had not given up hope. This was because Mr.
Wright had heard that the hospital he was in had been chosen as an evaluation site for krebiozen, an experimental drug
derived from horse serum. He begged his doctor to give him
some. Mr. Wright met none of the trial criteria, most notably
having at least a 3-month life expectancy; but he was so persistent that his doctor, Philip West, relented.
Mr. Wright was given an injection on Friday. Dr. West
described the scene upon visiting Wright on Monday morning.
I had left him febrile, gasping for air, completely bedridden.
Now here he was, walking around the ward, chatting happily
with the nurses, and spreading good cheer.
Immediately I hastened to see the others who had received
their 1st injection at the same time. No change or change for
the worse was noted.
Only in Mr. Wright was there brilliant improvement. The tumor masses had melted like snowballs on a hot stove, and in
only these few days, they were half their original size!
2 months later, Mr. Wright read news reports that krebiozen was a quack remedy. He suffered an immediate relapse.
At this point, Dr. West resolved that a bit of duplicity was
in order. He told Mr. Wright that he should not believe the
newspapers; that his relapse was because the original injection he had got had decayed and therefore was substandard.
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The hospital was being sent ''a new super-refined double
strength'' batch in a few days. Dr. West assured Mr. Wright
that he would one of the first to receive it.
Following a few days of impatience, Mr. Wright got his
shot. It was distilled water.
Nevertheless, Mr. Wright's response to this 2nd injection
was even more miraculous. The tumors quickly receded.
Within a week Mr. Wright was declared the picture of health
and sent home.
Then the American Medical Association announced in the
press that krebiozen was decidedly worthless. Mr. Wright
read the report and relapsed. Readmitted to the hospital, Mr.
Wright died 2 days later.

 Knee Pain 
We conducted a randomized, placebo-controlled trial to assess the efficacy of arthroscopic surgery of the knee in relieving
pain and improving function in patients with osteoarthritis. Both
patients and assessors of outcome were blinded to the treatment
assignments. ~ American physician Bruce Moseley et al

Surgeons at the Houston Veterans Administration medical center conducted a trial over a 3-year period on 165 veterans with knee pain. Patients received 1 of 3 treatments:
scraping out the knee joint, washing it out, or a feigned operation that was indistinguishable from actual treatment. All
patients knew they may be getting a sham treatment.
The groups were all reporting improvement; it's just there was
no greater benefit in any of the groups compared to the placebo.
~ Bruce Moseley
Eutimo Perez Jr., who has degenerative osteoarthritis,
had pain in his knee that was "worse than 10." Perez was in
the sham surgery group. But he was pain free for years after
receiving the "treatment."
If you believe in something, you can get well. ~ Eutimo Perez Jr.

 Parkinson's Disease 
Parkinson's disease is of degeneration in the central nervous system that mainly affects the motor system. Early
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symptoms include shaking, rigidity, slowed movements, and
trouble walking. Cognitive and behavioral difficulties creep
in. Dementia eventuates.
There is no cure, but surgical implantation of human embryonic dopamine nerve cells into the brains of those with severe Parkinson's has been shown to lessen some symptoms;
so does sham surgery, if patients believe that they have been
given effective treatment.
The placebo effect was very strong. ~ American psychologist
Cynthia McRae et al

 Poison Ivy 
For a while, many scientists thought that placebos might
work by releasing endorphins: the body's natural pain reliever; but that does not explain the placebo effect.
While placebos may act throughout the body, they also
can be quite specific. A study was done in Japan on high
school boys who were allergic to poison ivy. Each was rubbed
on one arm with a harmless leaf but were told it was poison
ivy. Conversely, poison ivy was applied on the other arm
while they were told it was harmless. Subjects universally
broke out in a rash where the harmless leaf contacted their
skin. Only 15% reacted to the poison leaves.

 Associative Placebos 
Christopher Spevak is a pain and addiction doctor at the
Walter Reed US military medical center in Bethesda, Maryland. He treats military personnel and veterans in pain from
service injuries.
When Spevak first meets his patients, he does not ask
them about their medical histories or injuries; he has those
on file. Instead, he asks about their lives, and the positive
memories they have. From these tales Spevak learns what
resonates with them.
When Spevak gives pain relief medicine, he works to have
them associate it with a positive stimulus, such as the smell
or taste of peppermint. After a while, he weans them off the
drugs and just provides the associative stimulus which acts
as a placebo.
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We have triple amputees, quadruple amputees, who are on
no opioids. Yet we have older Vietnam vets who've been on
high doses of morphine for low back pain for the past 30 years.
~ Christopher Spevak

 Shocking Expectation 
The master of the body is the mind. ~ Chinese scholar Wang
Yangming

In one experiment, subjects were given a placebo before
receiving painful electric shocks. Half of them were told that
side effects of the placebo were the arousal symptoms that
typify electric shocks. The other half expected no such discomforts.
The subjects believing themselves to be in an artificial
state of arousal failed to attribute their shock-created arousal
to the electric jolt, found the shock less painful, and were willing to tolerate 4 times the shock level of those given no suggestive illusion.
If the brain were the ruler of mentation that matterists
suppose, there would be greater consistency in response to
electric shock; instant belief alone could not have such power.

 White Coat 
The potency of placebo lies in the power of the mind to
create its own reality. A significant difference may be had in
something as simple as conceptualization.
Imagine putting on a white coat, and being told that it
belonged to a doctor, or, alternatively, to a painter. What difference would the coat owner's occupation maker to you?
If you think "none," self-deception has a hold on you.
When participants in an experiment were asked to put on the
coat of a doctor, their ability to pay attention to details sharpened considerably. But when it was a painter's coat they put
on, this improvement vanished. Perception of the coat's significance made a surprising difference.
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Nocebos 

A nocebo is a negative placebo: a belief that makes one
feel worse. Medical journals around the world have documented innumerable cases of effective nocebos: soldiers who
die in wartime with no physical wounds; long-married couples who die within days, or even hours, of each other; medical patients with no cardiovascular troubles who drop dead
of heart attacks after receiving disheartening news. Some patients have even accurately predicted their own demise.
Numerous studies have shown that hopelessness causes
death. Once someone believes – for whatever reason – that
life is no longer worth living, the belief easily becomes a selffulfilling prophecy. Mothers dying of grief in the wake of losing their offspring has been seen in several animal species,
including humans.
Psychogenic death is real. It isn't suicide, it isn't linked to depression, but the act of giving up on life and dying usually
within days, is a very real condition, often linked to severe
trauma. ~ English psychologist John Leach
Formally termed "stress cardiomyopathy," the disease is
popularly known as broken heart syndrome. No one knows
how it happens physiologically, but hormone discharges related to mental stress are suspected. Heart muscle is not
damaged, as it is in a heart attack. Instead, the heart is
stunned, badly enough to stop altogether.
When I'm asked, can you die of a broken heart, I say, absolutely, yes, you can. ~ American cardiologist Ilan Wittstein

 Prisoners of War 
The Nazi concentration camps during World War 2 were
a horrendous mass experiment in human will. Reports placed
mortality in the camps between 20–50%. The overall death
rate hides a most revealing statistic.
The vast majority of prisoners died soon. ~ Austrian-born
American psychologist Bruno Bettelheim
Bettelheim estimated that 15% of new prisoners died during the first few months of being confined. They simply gave
up hope.
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Prisoners who came to believe that repeated statements of
guards – that there was no hope for them, that they would never
leave camp except as a corpse – were, in a literal sense, walking
corpses. ~ Bruno Bettlelheim
Many died in Nazi concentration camps simply due to a loss
of desire to live. ~ English psychologist John Leach

The US military documented very similar behavior
among the more than 7,000 Americans taken prisoner during
the Korean War. The Chinese – North Korea's ally – subjected prisoners of war to extensive brainwashing programs,
stripping away any sense of control these men might have
held over their own fate. It was supremely effective.
It turned the American prisoners into the most docile uniformed men we have ever seen. ~ American psychologist William Mayer
Brainwashed prisoners rarely tried to escape, nor did
they organize any resistance to their captors. Over 1/3rd of
the brainwashed prisoners – fit young men – simply lost the
will to live.
He would crawl off in a corner, refuse to eat, and – without
having any disease whatsoever – simply die. ~ William Mayer
The mortality of North Korean War prisoners had a notable exception: Turks. Several hundred Turkish prisoners of
war were held by the North Koreans under conditions nearly
identical to those experienced by the Americans; yet they survived "almost to a man."
Unlike the Americans, the Turks maintained a system of
organization and discipline so resilient that it never allowed
men to lose hope. A sick soldier would receive care from his
comrades "with a tremendous degree of devotion." In contrast, among the Americans, it was mostly every man for
himself.
If a man started to get sick, the chances were that his fellow
soldiers would, for all practical purposes, abandon him. ~ William Mayer
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 Relief Without Belief 
The dominant theories of placebo effects rely on a notion that
consciously perceptible cues provide signals that activate placebo effects. ~ American psychiatrist Karin Jensen et al

An experiment conducted in 2012 highlighted the power
of the mind to induce bodily states. Healthy participants
were tested for placebo and nocebo effects by flashing images
of faces, either happy (to test placebo) or in pain (to test
nocebo). The image cues were only shown for 12 milliseconds:
flashing too quickly for conscious recognition. Nonetheless,
the suggestions subconsciously registered and produced effects.
A person can have a placebo or nocebo response even if he
or she is unaware of any suggestion of improvement or anticipation of getting worse. ~ Karin Jensen

 Sugar, Willpower & Belief 
That food steadies the mind-body is practically axiomatic.
But does energy intake need to be steady to keep the mind
alert in demanding circumstances?
Popular theories suggest that glucose directly fuels brain functions, which would otherwise suffer from a lack of glucose.
~ Swiss psychologist Veronika Job et al
Personal belief about the relationship between mind and
body affects the performance of the mind, notably willpower.
There's a dominant theory in psychology that willpower is
limited, and whenever you exert yourself to do a hard task or to
resist a temptation, you deplete this limited resource. ~ American psychologist Carol Dweck
In a 1st experiment, participants were asked about their
beliefs on willpower. They were given lemonade, sweetened
with either sugar or a sugar substitute.
10 minutes later, participants took tests of mental acuity
and self-control. Those who subscribed to a self-generating
belief about unlimited willpower scored equally well whether
their drinks were sugared or not. Those who felt that willpower was limited by immediate energy supply needed a
sugar fix to perform as well.
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In a 2nd experiment, some participants were told that
willpower was a limited resource in dealing with a mental
challenge. Those led to believe that willpower was tethered
to energy intake needed sugar to perform as well as those not
deluded.
In a 3rd experiment, participants were told that their
drinks were sugary when they were not, and vice versa. Participants with belief in limited willpower still needed sugary
drinks to do as well: the body was not fooled by what participants had been told about the specific drink.
The gut sends a signal of renewed energy to the brain; a
cue that people who are positive about sugar's importance to
willpower are quick to pick up on.
But when you think willpower is abundant and self-energizing, you're not paying attention to that. ~ Carol Dweck
Though the body ultimately needs sustenance to sustain
mental functioning, the mind is its own taskmaster.
Ideas set free beliefs, and the beliefs set free our wills.
~ American psychologist William James

 Happy Bones 
Bone density lessens as people age. It can lead to osteoporosis: a progressive disease that weakens bones, often resulting in painful fractures.
In a study of 1,147 American women at least 60 years old,
bone density dropped an average 4% in a decade. The average
difference in bone density loss between those satisfied with
their lives and those unsatisfied was 52%. In women who experienced deteriorating life satisfaction compared to those
who were happy, bone density weakened by 85%.

 Lonely Hearts 
Loneliness and social isolation are linked with coronary heart
disease and stroke. ~ Danish public health scholar Anne Vinggaard Christensen

Loneliness is a mental condition fraught with health implications. Matterism cannot begin to explain how feeling
lonely could damage cells, let alone having an especial effect
upon the heart.
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Loneliness is a strong predictor of premature death, and a
much stronger predictor than living alone. ~ Anne Vinggaard
Christensen

 Subconscious Awareness 
The capacity of the non-conscious perceptual system is considerably larger in humans when compared to the limited capacity to attend to conscious information. Hence, only a trivial
amount of momentary information is brought to conscious attention. This means that the majority of this momentary information is processed non-consciously. Furthermore, this nonconsciously processed information can influence human behaviour in a manner that resembles conscious awareness of the
same information. ~ English psychologist Anthony Blanchfield
et al

Cycling endurance athletes wearing special glasses were
shown subliminal images (lasting less than 0.02 seconds)
during their performances. Those shown images of positive
affect, such as happy face emoticons, pedaled 12% longer
than those that subconsciously saw sad faces. Cellular fatigue was equivalently less.
Individuals with the highest levels of optimism have twice the
odds of being in ideal cardiovascular health compared to their
more pessimistic counterparts. This association remains significant, even after adjusting for socio-demographic characteristics
and poor mental health. ~ American public health scholar
Rosalba Hernandez

 Sleepwalking 
A dissociate state of arousal may modify the components of
sleep-wake behavior, consciousness, and also pain perception.
~ French psychiatrist Régis Lopez

Sleepwalkers present an intriguing paradox: although
they suffer more headaches and migraines while awake,
while sleepwalking they are unlikely to feel pain, even upon
suffering physical injury. A 2015 study found that sleepwalkers were 4 times more likely than the general population to
have a history of headaches, and 10 times more likely to report migraines; but among those who injured themselves
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during a sleepwalking episode, 79% perceived no pain at the
time: remaining asleep despite hurting themselves.
One man sustained severe fractures after jumping out of
a 3rd-floor window while sleepwalking but did not feel it until
he woke up later in the night. Another broke his leg during a
sleepwalking episode in which he climbed onto the roof of his
house and fell; but he did not wake until morning.
It is hard to credit this happening if the brain were running the show. Only if an energy system manufactures physicality does this make any sense.


Out-of-Body Experiences 

An out-of-body experience (OBE) is conscious awareness
detached from the physical body. Though still energetically
tethered to the body, the mind sensates remotely.
OBEs have been reported throughout history. OBEs were
known to the ancient Chinese, Egyptians, Greeks, American
Indians, Hindus, Hebrews, Muslims, and Oceanic peoples.
90% of the cultures in the world have a tradition regarding
OBEs.
15–20% of people experience an OBE sometime during
their lives. OBEs tend to be spontaneous, typically occurring
during sleep, meditation, anesthesia, illness, or traumatic
pain. Many recall the experience as blissful.
The validity of out-of-body experiences has been repeatedly confirmed by out-of-body travelers relating physical details of environments they could not have otherwise known.
There is no duality of body and mind when this happens. I do
not see myself above my body. Rather, my whole body has
moved up. ~ anonymous 24-year-old female Canadian psychology student capable of at-will OBE, who had her out-of-body
experiences physiologically monitored via MRI. She thought
out-of-body was a normal experience for everyone.
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 Remote Viewing 
You can't be involved in this for any length of time and not
be convinced. ~ American CIA official Norm J, responsible for
the US military's Fort Meade remote viewing unit

Local out-of-body experiences are the dime store version
of long-distance vision called remote viewing.
I never liked to get into debates with the skeptics, because if
you didn't believe that remote viewing was real, you hadn't
done your homework. We didn't know how to explain it, but
we weren't so much interested in explaining it as using it.
~ American Major General Edmund Thompson
The US military used remote viewers to find a downed
Russian bomber in Africa, know the health of American hostages in Iran, locate a kidnapped American general in Italy,
surveil Soviet weapons factories, witness a Chinese atomic
bomb test 3 days before it occurred, and map numerous otherwise undetectable archeological sites.

Unlike Saturn's rings, which are clearly visible from the Earth
even through small telescopes, Jupiter's rings are so difficult to
see that they weren't discovered until the Voyager 1 spacecraft
in 1979. ~ American physicist Russell Targ, who studied Ingo
Swann

The psychic abilities of American painter Ingo Swann
were extensively studied as a facet of the US government remote viewing project dubbed Stargate that ran 1978–1995.
Early (successful) exercises, such as describing pictures in
sealed envelopes, quickly bored Swann. So, the researchers
gave Swann a formidable challenge: to view Jupiter from his
chair in a California lab. At the time (1973), specifics of Jupiter's appearance were unknown. 6 years later, the Voyage 1
probe transmitted back details. What Swann precisely described in 1973 – thin, glittering rings in the upper atmosphere (among other things) – were confirmed by the satellite
in 1979.
By the standards of any science, remote viewing is proven.
~ English psychologist and paranormal skeptic Richard Wiseman
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Near-Death Experiences 

It has often been assumed that experiences in relation to
death are likely hallucinations or illusions, occurring either before the heart stops or after the heart has been successfully restarted, but not an experience corresponding with 'real' events
when the heart isn't beating. In this case, consciousness and
awareness appeared to occur during a 3-minute period when
there was no heartbeat. This is paradoxical, since the brain typically ceases functioning within 20-30 seconds of the heart stopping and doesn't resume again until the heart has been restarted.
Furthermore, the detailed recollections of visual awareness in
this case were consistent with verified events. ~ American physician Sam Parnia

Near-death experiences afford insight into mind-body
monism. A study of 140 survivors of cardiac arrest found numerous instances of awareness while their body was nonfunctional, yet they had "explicit recall of actual events related to their resuscitation. One had a verifiable period of
conscious awareness during which time cerebral function
was not expected."

In 1983, David Bennett was chief engineer on Aloha, a
research vessel. One night off the California coast he and his
crew tried to outrun a storm in an inflatable boat. They didn't
make it. About a mile from shore their boat capsized.
Tossed into the chilly Pacific, Bennett's life vest was
faulty. He sank, and his lungs filled with water. Bennett remembers feeling total bliss, saturated in pure love.
That love was permeating my being and actually transforming
me. As I got closer, I was in awe of this light; it was infinite. It
looked like millions upon millions of fragments, and they were
all dancing and interacting together. They were breathing, expanding and contracting, and working in unison. ~ David Bennett
Then Bennett was told that it was not his time. After 18
minutes underwater, Bennett popped to the surface. His
crewmates, floating on the water, were shocked to see him.
Bennett survived and became a spiritual activist.
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Ruby Graupera-Cassimiro underwent surgery to deliver
a healthy newborn. Moments later, she stopped breathing.
Doctors spent 3 hours trying to revive her. She had no
heartbeat for 45 minutes. (Brain activity was not being measured.) Then she revived. She said she felt as if floating down
a tunnel until "a force" turned her back.
I was chosen to be here. ~ Ruby Graupera-Cassimiro

Near-death-experiences seem to be regularly triggered by a
sense of detachment from the physical body and end when returning to one's body. ~ Belgian psychologist Charlotte Martial

While OBEs are common in near-death experiences, the
most frequent report (80%) is a feeling of peacefulness. Shuffling off the mortal coil provides the emotive experience of
enlightenment: detached contentment.
Correspondent with closure approaching death, brain activity surges with a coherent harmony of waves that typifies
transcendence during meditation.
The mammalian brain can paradoxically generate neural correlates of heightened conscious processing at near-death.
~ Mongolian neurobiologist Jimo Borjigin et al
The most common aftereffect of having a near-death experience is a renewed sense of purpose and meaning in life.
People who have had out-of-body experiences feel less
fear of death. Experiencing materiality as a mirage fosters a
proper perspective for living.

 Terminal Lucidity 
There have been innumerable anecdotes of unexpected or
paradoxical mental lucidity in the days and weeks before death
among people with longstanding dementia. ~ American neurobiologist George Mashour

Terminal lucidity occurs when those with a severe chronic
brain disease experience a revival of mental clarity before
dying. This phenomenon has repeatedly been reported since
antiquity.
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The most remarkable cases involve patients whose brains
were destroyed by diseases such as tumors and Alzheimer's, but
who seemed to recover shortly before death with their memory
intact. ~ German American neurobiologist Michael Nahm


Psychological influences over bodily function illustrate
the proverbial "mind over matter." (Scottish geologist
Charles Lyell coined the phrase "mind over matter" in his
1863 book The Geological Evidence of the Antiquity of Man.)
Matterism fails to elucidate how terminal lucidity, out-ofbody and near-death experiences may occur.

 Pupil Dilation 
The pupils of human eyes dynamically dilate or constrict
to admit a physiologically optimal level of light for the scene
being taken in. Pupil dilation is autonomic and cannot be controlled at will; yet imagining certain scenes adjusts pupil size
accordingly.
In all experiments, participants' eye pupils dilated or constricted, respectively, in response to dark and bright imagined
objects and scenarios. ~ Norwegian cognitive psychologists
Bruno Laeng & Unni Sulutvedt

Stimuli in the natural world are extremely complex, and a
complete record of the sensory stimuli impinging on the nervous system would be immense. It would not be unreasonable
to expect this complexity to be reflected in the neural response.
~ American molecular biologist Thomas Adelman, American
biophysicist William Bialek & American entomologist Robert
Olberg

The complexity of sensation becomes inscrutable in considering that neural activity is stunningly simple compared
to the sensations produced in the mind.
Neurons respond to stimuli with action potentials or spikes.
~ Thomas Adelman et al
Neurobiologists have, for over a century, promoted the
neuron doctrine: ascribing neurons as the cells of sensory processing, despite never being able to identify how, or even
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whether, nerve cells might store and share information. Current tales about chemical reactions between the synapses of
nerve cells storing information are unconvincing.
Instead of nerves, glia cells accomplish the physical correlate of information storage and sharing via calcium waves.
Glia manage neurons. Neurobiologists have been looking in
the wrong place all along.
Even properly understanding the physiology associated
with sensory processing does not explain the fullness of sensation. Sight, which is the most complex of the senses, illustrates this.


Vision 

Our perception of the world seems so effortless that we take
it for granted. But think of what is involved when you look at
even the simplest visual scene. You are given 2 tiny, upsidedown images in your eyeballs, yet what you see is a unified
three-dimensional world. This phenomenon, as the late neuropsychologist Richard Gregory once said, is "nothing short of a
miracle." ~ Indian neurobiologists Chaipat Chunharas & Vilayanur Ramachandran

Human Eye
Retina
Light

Macula

Pupil
Optic nerve
We can see things because photons bounce off objects.
Atoms selectively absorb specific wavelengths of photons (if
they don't eat the photons whole). It's the photons that get
away that can tattle about an object in the distance.
Sight is matter of reflective absorption and translation.
That simple statement masks an astounding real-time transformation of intricate quantum information into a visual map
of mind-boggling complexity in its construction.
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The principle of reflection is well known. There are multiple forms of light reflection; here we note 3: specular, diffuse, and retroreflection.
Specular reflection is mirror-like, with each incident ray
bouncing off at the same angle as its encounter with matter
(incident angle = reflection angle). Sight works by its reliance
on specular reflection.
Contrastingly, diffuse reflection fails to pull off the same
stunt: retaining its energy but mystically losing its image
memory.
Retroflection sends a photonic packet back to its source
with a minimum of scattering. The angle of incidence is incidental. Dew on grass exhibits retroreflection, owing to the
droplet's curved surface and reflective properties on the backside of the droplet.
Some nocturnal animal's retinas act as retroreflectors (as
can be seen by their mirror-like eyes at night). This physics
principle effectively improves night vision, though exactly
how is a mystery. Come to think of it, everything about vision
is a mystery.
The physics and optics of reflection being well understood
explain nothing when you examine what goes on atomically.
Light energy – a localized field represented by a photon
packet – encounters a swirling cloud of electrons covering a
gaggle of nucleons which are collectively masquerading as a
solid, liquid, gas, or plasma – the form having been decided
via molecular consensus from ambient energy pressures (a
scurrilous process termed thermodynamics).
What exactly happens to a photon when it violently encounters an atom? Do the electrons – whirling dizzily near
light speed – have at it? How does the photon bounce off so
precisely? We don't know. Anyway, from this ghastly happenstance, the photon concocts a story about how it was violated
by fermions, and all too willing to tell the sad tale as a saga
in waveform.
Photons are packetized fields. Each photon ports its history by its waveform. The shape of the waveform (envelope)
that a photon has when it encounters an atom affects its interaction and determines its scattering dynamic (its reflective property). In short, every time a photon is banged up, its
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story changes. You'd have to be a gullible receptor to believe
every photon you eat, but these cells are hungry for stories.
When a photon arrives at its ravenous receiver, it relates
a harrowing tale of survival: a violent rebound with only a
portion of its spectrum left intact. By what light energy was
not absorbed, object luminance and color are conveyed.
Photons are the sacrificial victims of vision. Raped by atoms, photons are then killed for telling what happened to
them. For sight involves murdering its messengers: devouring the light that relates its last meaningful encounter.
The human eye can detect a single photon, though it takes
3 to sense a flash of light. A little light goes a long way in
conveying enveloped photonic information.
Every incoming spray of photons are bent by the eye's
lens, and then strangely splayed on the retina. To afford peripheral vision, and to be able to see objects larger than the
pupil, the light imagery of the world presented on the retina
is upside-down and reversed.
Your retina is a terrible imaging device. ~ American neurobiologists Stephen Macknik & Susana Martinez-Conde
Before being absorbed by the cells that receive the message which light has to offer, photons must first pass through
the nerve tissues that act as signal transmitters. The rods
and cones that absorb light are at the back of the retina.
Given that photonic energy is altered by its substantive
encounters – the very nature by which vision works – how
the light patterns that strike the cornea make their way to
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the back of the retina unmolested is inexplicable. While retinal tissue layers are largely transparent, various cells that
sit in front of rods and cones obstruct incoming photons,
doubtlessly altering the wave energy.*
The acuity of vision operates at the outermost bounds of
the known laws of physics. Just as rods have been honed by
evolution to detect a single photon, so biological vision processing is a mathematical wonder beyond comprehension.

 Blind Spot 
There are no light-sensitive receptors on the retina where
the optic nerve is. The creates a blind spot in the visual field.†
To prevent perceiving this gap, the mind fills in the blank
space with inferred information from surrounding areas.
*

†

Though not a primary photoreceptor, ganglion and bipolar cells
are sensitive to overall light level (brightness). The hypothesis
that the eye is optimized for the myriad of biological trade-offs
involved does not address that there is no purely physiological explanation for how human sight can work. See Spokes 4: The Ecology of Humans for more about vision.
Only vertebrate eyes have the oddity of an optic nerve creating a
blind spot by running in front of the photoreceptors. Other animals, including cephalopods, do not have this design defect.
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While this is usually accurate enough, it means that our perception in the blind spot is objectively unreliable. ~ German
cognitive psychologist Benedikt Ehinger et al

An experiment to discern how the blind spot is filled in
determined that people can prefer the imagined patch that
the mind provides over actual sensory input.
Generated information is sometimes treated as more reliable
than sensory information from the outside world. ~ Benedikt
Ehinger et al

 Visual Acuity 
The eye's photoreceptor mesh is a 200° field. Given that,
human visual acuity creates an image corresponding to 1,600
megapixels (million pixels) within a millisecond (1/1000th of
a second).* A single such image is assimilated by translating
the precise directional sources and complex waveform characteristics of a couple billion incoming photons into an electrochemical cellular depository: an amazing feat. No
explanation has ever been made as to how the precise spatial
arrangement and atomic intensity of the light that breached
the eyeball is electro-chemically transmitted to the brain and
mapped within.
If we actually saw what our eyes take in, the world would be
a chaotic place. ~ American cognitive psychologists Michael
Hout & Stephen Goldinger
What is known is that sight is a mental fabrication: a fact
which cannot be contradicted given the limited capacities of
the physical tissues involved.
Your only high-resolution vision is in the very center of your
eye – about 0.1% of your entire visual field. You are legally
blind to objects more than a finger width or 2 from the center
of your vision. ~ Stephen Macknik & Susana Martinez-Conde
While the human eye is a wide-angle lens, the acuity over
most of that range is poor. From physical input, only 15° has

*

High-definition TV images, such as with Blu-ray discs, are 2.1
megapixels. So, a single visual image brought to you by your eyes
is 274 times more detailed than HDTV.
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any sharpness (in the macula), and only 2º renders high-resolution acuity (in the fovea). Further, the optic nerve creates
a central blind spot which is compensated for via multiple
snapshots, by the eyes constantly microscopically moving
(saccades), which is an autonomic function.
The fovea is well-suited for fine tasks like reading, but,
compared to the peripheral retina, the fovea is quite slow in
processing visual signals. This slow sensitivity is why we perceive motion in flipbooks and movies. It is also what prevents
us from seeing flicker unless we glance from the corner of our
eye, where processing is quicker (though resolution is much
coarser).
The upshot is that what we perceive as a single static picture is in fact a massive montage, inscrutably assembled.
Many thousands of snapshots must be correlated and exactly
aligned into a seamless image in less than 1/100th of a second. To do this requires eliminating the extreme distortion
caused by the eyes' lenses, vertically flipping and horizontally reversing the incoming image data, enhancing sharpness for edge detection, balancing light levels, ensuring color
constancy, and many other differential processing tasks, so
as to detect distinct objects and their relative distances, all
in a flawless montage. 1/3rd of the brain is furiously active
during the parallel processing that magically creates a vivid
panorama.
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It's become quite clear that there are many, many aspects of
our visual system that are taking place at levels you might call
reflexive, automatic, or subconscious. ~ American neurobiologist David Berson

Given the massive simultaneity of processing involved,
ostensibly within the visual cortex, how and where an assembled image physically comes together into coherency remains
utterly unknown. But that mystery is just the tail end of how
neural signals with insufficient information manage to portray image bits in the first place.
Invisible information can be maintained within the higher
processing stages of visual perception. ~ cognitive neurobiologist Jean-Rémi King et al
In 2016, researchers used magnetoencephalography to
monitor brain activity during visual processing. They found
a striking lack of correlation between the imagery presented
and its neural representations. Quite simply, they could not
demystify vision physiologically when looking at the electromagnetic patterns that transpire when seeing.
Undoubtedly, our current understanding of the neural mechanisms of conscious perception need to be revised. ~ JeanRémi King
Further, the visual acuity we take for granted is beyond
biological physics. The mind fills in with imagery of its own
making.
A large part of the periphery may be a visual illusion. For
many basic visual features, this "filling in" is a general, and fundamental, perceptual mechanism. ~ Dutch psychologist Marte
Otten

 Squirrel Eyes 
Unlike humans, squirrels possess peripheral vision as
sharp as focal eyesight. Whereas people have only 2º highresolution acuity, squirrels see well at some 50º; an astounding feat.
This follows from the squirrel's rapid detection of visual stimuli and quick response time, as observed by its phenomenal
ability to avoid predators. ~ Canadian physicist Dafna Sussman
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Peripheral vision acuity is particularly puzzling considering that the squirrel eyeball has a construction similar to humans.
The squirrel's visual acuity is likely dictated by its photoreceptor sampling. Such sampling is determined by the spatial distribution of the photoreceptors in the retina. The photoreceptor
spacing of the ground squirrel can be assumed to be similar to
that of other diurnal mammals, which is approximately 3 µm in
the central retina. This distribution restricts the data sent to the
brain, thereby limiting the neural image reconstruction process,
and the final image perceived by the brain. ~ Dafna Sussman
Purely physiological explanation for a squirrel's excellent
peripheral vision is impossible.

 Owls 
Owl eyes are round but not spherical. They
are immobile, tubular structures which sit on
the front of an owl’s face like a pair of built-in
binoculars.
Owl brains are much different than those in humans. For
one, owls lack the neocortex humans have, which is active
during higher-order sensory perception. Yet owls visually
process scenery the same way that people do.
A critical task of the visual system is to arrange incoming
visual information into a meaningful scene of objects and
background. ~ Israeli neurobiologist Zahar Yael et al
Seeing an object as salient requires a preceding process:
grouping the object and background elements as perceptual
wholes. Whether person or owl, visual elements moving together gives a strong cue for grouping.
In short, owls and people see the world in the same way.
If brain circuitry dictated sight, the identicality of visual processing in owls and humans could not be reconciled.*

*

The physiological differentiation of brain parts indicates that
brains are not analogous to general-purpose computers, even
though mentation acts that way. See Spokes 4: The Ecology of Humans.
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Basic visual perception shares universal principles across species. ~ Israeli neurobiologist Yoram Gutfreund et al

 Motion Detection 
To perceive motion is much more complicated than assembling a single image: detecting positional changes, and
the velocities of objects, within the context of the scenery in
its entirety, as well as accounting for movement by the perceiver. These differentials must be calculated within a small
fraction a second – practically as fast as they occur. But the
brain is overwhelmed handling fast-moving objects. So, a predictive algorithm is applied.
The object is not perceived in the position where the eye tells
us it is. The object is shifted forward in the direction that it's
moving, predicting where things are going to be. ~ American
psychologist Gerrit Maus

 Blinking 
Blinking is another indication that vision is partly a product of energetic immateriality.
Human blink both eyes synchronously. Some animals, including tortoises and hamsters, independently blink their
eyes.
Though blinking rate varies considerably, depending
upon emotional and mental states, humans blink their eyes
about every 4 seconds. A blink lasts 1/10th of a second.
Eye blinks cause disruptions to visual input and are accompanied by rotations of the eyeball laterally by 0.5° or 1.0°. Like
every motor action, these eye movements are subject to noise
and introduce instabilities in gaze direction across blinks.
~ Gerrit Maus et al
Visual imagery remains constant despite the frequent
outages and misdirection in eye movement caused by blinking. This cannot be accomplished through purely physiological means.
The material paradox of consistent vision despite blinking is brought home by the fact that there must be image consistency at least every 13 milliseconds not to detect jitter; far
faster than the time it takes the eyes to blink. The threshold
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rate at which flickering light is perceived as steady is known
as the flicker fusion threshold.

If vertebrate sight as a purely physical phenomenon is inexplicable, consider how much more complex vision is for
dragonflies and other insects with compound eyes.

 Dragonflies 
Dragonflies can see in all directions at the same time. ~ Robert Olberg, who specializes in dragonfly vision

Predatory flying insects have a far greater need for
speedy sight at high resolution than humans, as they must
visually track prey at least as fast as you can wave your hand.
A dragonfly attack flight may last only 200–500 milliseconds.
Insects, like mammals, seem to possess mechanisms for extracting spatial features from visual scenes. ~ Australian neurobiologist David O'Carroll, who specializes in insect vision
processing
Dragonflies are superb hunters. They track their prey via
compound eyes that each have up to 30,000 facets (ommatidia), which are functionally arranged for the different light
characteristics of sunlight from above and refraction from be-
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low. The sky appears especially bright to a dragonfly to provide a clear contrasting background against which small agile prey can be detected.
The capture of flying insects by foraging dragonflies is a
highly accurate, visually guided behavior. Rather than simply
aiming at the prey's position, the dragonfly aims at a point in
front of the prey, so that the prey is intercepted with a relatively
straight flight trajectory. During prey pursuit, the dragonfly adjusts its head orientation to maintain the image of the prey centered on the "crosshairs" formed by the visual midline and the
dorsal fovea, a high acuity streak that crosses midline at right
angles about 60 degrees above the horizon. The visual response
latencies to drifting of the prey image are remarkably short: ~25
ms for the head and 30 ms for the wing responses. ~ Robert
Olberg
Whereas humans have opsins (light-sensitive proteins)
for trichromatic (3-color) vision, dragonflies have anywhere
from 11–30 different opsins, which render unimaginable
color discrimination. They can also detect light's plane of polarization, which helps them identify and navigate bodies of
water.
Different opsins are specifically arranged within each ommatidium. This means that dragonfly visual processing is orders of magnitude more complicated than human vision.
Ommatidia are segregated in the compound eye so that the
upwards facing eyes has only blue and UV receptors, and the
downwards facing eye has receptors for longer wavelengths,
such as green and orange. ~ Robert Olberg
Dragonfly optical sensation involves initial stimulation of
opsin-filled pigment cells. Each facet/ommatidium has 7–11
such sensory receptor cells.
Receptors are connected to ocellar nerve dendrites
(ONDs). A receptor interprets received photons into an electrical impulse before translating it into an electrochemical
signal at its axon terminal, whereupon the receptor prods the
dendrite of its correspondent OND.
The OND turns this prompt into an electrical signal,
which it sends as sensory input to one of the 2 optical lobes
in the brain, where yet another exchange translation – from
electrical to electrochemical – takes place. Supposedly, and
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inexplicably, precise photonic information is accurately conveyed. All told, the optical input process to the brain takes
~2.5 milliseconds.
Assuming physiological processing could do so, over
100,000 optical inputs are precisely spatially and temporally
collated within several milliseconds, producing a vivid panoramic image with exponentially more color content than humans can perceive, and light polarization to boot.
Together, these thousands of ommatidia produce a mosaic,
but how this is integrated in the insect brain is still not known.
~ English evolutionary biologist GrrlScientist*
Dragonfly vision is infinitely more
complicated than human sight, yet dragonflies manage to see with just 1% of the
neurons humans have in their visual cortex. Whereas the human eye has an optic
nerve of up to 1.7 million nerve fibers, the
dragonfly optic nerve is an information
conduit of just 16 neurons.

The foregoing is just a dragonfly taking a snapshot image.
Consider high-speed motion detection. A dragonfly can detect
a tiny insect moving up to 20 meters away.
Intercepting a moving object requires prediction of its future
location. This complex task has been solved by dragonflies, who
intercept their prey in midair with a 95% success rate.
A group of 16 neurons code a population vector that reflects
the direction of the target with high accuracy and reliability
across 360°. A successful neural circuit for target tracking and
interception can be achieved with few neurons.
In dragonflies this information is relayed from the brain to the
wing motor centers in population vector form. ~ neurobiologist

*

GrrlScientist wrote this after interviewing 3 of the world's foremost experts in dragonfly vision: Robert Olberg, American biologist Dennis Paulson, who is interested in the biology of
dragonflies and birds, and David O'Carroll.
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Paloma Gonzalez-Bellido et al, who blithely assumed that dragonfly neural physiology is sufficient for the lightning-fast realtime task at hand

Dragonflies can accurately estimate size and distance to
their prey within a few hundredths of a second. Further,
dragonflies practice selective attention: screening out useless
visual information to focus on a target. This ability was long
thought unique to humans.

A small group of neurons can control complex interactions
with moving objects. ~ Robert Olberg

Dragonfly vision is physically impossible. It is a fantasy
to think that 16 neurons manage predation at dragonfly
hawking speeds.
Many dragonflies are so agile that they can closely follow the
movements of their prey even if the latter are engaged in swarming activity. ~ English entomologist Philip Corbet

 Robber Flies 
A miniature brain can achieve accurate performance in highly
demanding sensorimotor tasks. ~ English neurobiologist Trevor
Wardill et al

At 6 millimeters in length, a robber fly is 10
times smaller than a dragonfly. Compared to
dragonflies, robber fly compound eyes have
1/3rd the total number of lenses, and 99% of
those are almost 4 times smaller; yet robber fly vision is
nearly as sharp as dragonflies. (Though robber fly sight is
acute looking forward, their peripheral vision is no match for
the wide-angle acuity of dragonflies.)
Robber flies give dragonflies a run for their money with regards to spatial resolution of the retina. ~ Paloma GonzalezBellido
The lenses in a robber fly's compound eyes range from 20
to 78 microns (μ) in diameter. 78 μ, which is about the width
of a human hair, matches dragonfly lens size.
The largest lenses in robber fly eyes are clustered together in the center of each eye and pointed forward. There
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only ~20 of these foveal ommatidia. They occupy ~20% of the
eye volume, while covering only ~0.1% of the eye's visual
space. These large lenses are paired with small light-receptor
cells set farther back from the lens than in other flies. The
result is astonishing binocular vision.
The effect of this is like zooming in on a camera lens. By extending the focal length, the sensor at the bottom samples a
smaller region of visual space. ~ English entomologist Sam Fabian
Most saliently, the neural equipment for vision processing that robber flies have is much tinier, and many times
more modest, than the meager resources that dragonflies
manage their impressive aerial feats with.
A robber fly attentively sits, waiting for a tempting prey
to fly past. A robber fly can detect a morsel on the wing
smaller than 2 mm from up to 100 body lengths away: acuity
so astonishing as to be physically implausible.
Once a meal is spotted, a robber fly takes off, using an
interception trajectory known as constant bearing angle:
keeping the target at a constant angle to ensure eventual intersection. This same strategy is also used by fish, bats, and
sailors.
Once a robber fly has closed in to 29 cm, it changes tack
to a direct intercept. The lock-on phase transition is driven
by invariant image properties of the targeted prey, not by any
specific subtended angular size or by distance estimation.
It has been considered that the lock-on trigger relates to
the angular size of the object over its rate of expansion as the
robber fly closes in. This ratio, called optical tau, yields an
estimated duration to contact. But the rapid robber fly attack
violates 2 conditions necessary for optical tau to be reliable:
constant approach speed and symmetrical head-on approach.
Whatever triggers robber fly lock-on, it is an instantaneous calculation of an advanced geometrical algorithm; something well beyond human ability at any speed.
There's a trade-off going on between having excellent vision
– which requires bigger lenses – and the size of the insect. The
only way a robber fly could have vision as excellent as a dragonfly would be to have an eye with many more and larger
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lenses ; but then the fly itself would need to be much larger to
be able to carry it. ~ Paloma Gonzalez-Bellido

 Houseflies 
Flies do a precise and fast calculation to avoid a
specific threat, and they are doing it using a brain
that is as small as a grain of salt. They process information so
quickly. Flies' nervous system and muscles are able to control
movements to a very, very fine scale. ~ Dutch biomechanist
Florian Muijres

According to matterist doctrine, each time you shift your
gaze (which you do several times every second), the brain
sends a command to the eyes to move. A copy of that same
command is issued to the internal visual system. This allegedly allows the brain to predict that it is going to receive a
flood of visual information resulting from the body's movement, and to compensate for the movement by suppressing
or enhancing certain neural activity.
A fruit fly or housefly has to do the same thing, with a
brain that is a miniscule fraction of yours. But the situation
is even more complicated for a fly.
A fly's eyes are bolted to its head. For a fly to shift its
gaze, it must maneuver its whole body like a tiny airplane.
Despite the physical encumbrance, a fly
Roll
still manages to compensate for expected
and unexpected visual motion.
A group of motion-sensitive neurons
in a fly's visual system are adjusted during a rapid, intentional turn. The compen- Yaw
sation is quite specific: only visual motion
along the yaw axis is suppressed. Sensitivity to roll is unimpaired.
This makes sense because a fly must
first roll, and then counter-roll, to
Pitch
properly execute an intentional turn. If a
fly were to counter-yaw, it could never
head off on a new direction. So, the fly's
visual neurons must distinguish visual signals caused by yaw
from those related to roll.
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Visual neurons quantitatively silence their predicted visual responses to rotations around the relevant axis while preserving
sensitivity around other axes. The brain can remove one sensory
signal from a circuit carrying multiple related signals. ~ American neurobiologist Gaby Maimon et al

Once again, the assumptive physiological explanation is
fantastic. The supposed neural computation is equivalent to
tuning out the sound of a single instrument in an orchestra –
it simply cannot be done. That a small group of nerve cells
can selectively edit multiplexed signals at the speed at which
flies fly is beyond belief. The most advanced algorithms that
mathematicians and computer scientists have come up with
could not accomplish such a fine-tuned feat. The idea that a
few neurons could do so literally on-the-fly is absurd.

 Insect Night Vision 
Reliable vision in dim light depends on the efficient capture
of photons. ~ Finnish biophysicist Anna Honkanen

The compound eyes of cockroaches are on the top of their
little rounded heads, looking out with 2,000+ ommatidia.
They can see all around. Cockroaches can even see when they
shouldn't be able to: when a photoreceptor in their eye only
captures a single photon every 10 seconds.
The cockroach has extremely high night-vision capability.
~ Anna Honkanen
Cockroaches are not the only insect which can inexplicably see in the dark.
On a moonless night, light levels can by more than 100 million times dimmer than in bright daylight. Yet while we are
nearly blind and quite helpless in the dark, moths are flying agilely between flowers. ~ Australian biophysicist Eric Warrant
Despite diminutive physical visual systems, nocturnal insects see so amazingly well in near darkness that they can
distinguish colors, detect faint movements, learn visual landmarks for homing later, and avoid obstacles during their
rapid flights. They can even orient themselves according to
polarized moonlight.
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For example, the nocturnal Central American sweat bee absorbs just 5 photons into its tiny eyes when light levels are at
their lowest – a vanishingly small visual signal. And yet, in the
dead of night, it can navigate the dense and tangled rainforest
on a foraging trip and make it safely back to its nest. ~ Eric
Warrant
The nocturnal elephant hawkmoth uses colour vision to discriminate coloured stimuli at intensities corresponding to dim
starlight (0.0001 cd m–2). It can do this even if the illumination
colour changes, thereby showing colour constancy – a property
of true colour vision systems. In identical conditions, humans
are completely colour-blind. ~ German zoologist Almut Kelber
et al

The proffered physical hypothesis is that cockroaches and
insect night flyers see 100 times better by summing photons
"from different points in space and time." According to this
myth, disparate photonic summation somehow creates "super pixels" of imagery.
Spatial and temporal summation combine supralinearly to
substantially increase contrast sensitivity and visual information
rate. ~ Swedish neurobiologist Anna Lisa Stöckl et al
The physics of this are impossible, especially for creating
a reliable visual image; but then consider the physical equipment these insects possess for vision processing, and even supralinear summation could not possibly provide the
necessary visual acuity and color discrimination in such low
light and at the speeds which many nocturnal bees and
moths fly. While experiments have proven the visual abilities
of nocturnal insects, accounting for these abilities by physical
means alone can only be a science-fiction story.
Insect vision is precisely adapted to the light and movement
conditions of their environment. ~ American biophysicist
Simon Sponberg et al

 Scallops 
Scallops are cosmopolitan, bottom-dwelling, marine bivalves, found in all the world's oceans. Scallops can swim.
Many can rapidly spurt short distances to escape prey. Some
scallops migrate.
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Like all bivalves, scallops lack brains. Scallops suffice
with a nervous system controlled by 3 paired clusters of nerve
cells (ganglia). The most extensive ganglia group connects to
all the tentacles and eyes that a scallop has.

A scallop has up to 200 eyes, each about the size of a
poppy seed. Rather than a lens, each eye acts as a mirror,
similar to the reflector telescope invented by Isaac Newton.
Some crustaceans and deep-sea fish also have mirror eyes.
A scallop's optical mirrors are formed of guanine, a nucleobase. Each mirror has 20 to 30 layers of
crystalline squares, separated by thin layers of cytoplasm. Each layer is composed of
tightly packed crystal plates, precisely arranged so that each micron-wide square
lies directly beneath another, forming a
vertical stack.
The most complex optical function of guanine crystals in Nature is in image formation. This function demands an extremely
high degree of ultrastructural organization because light must
not only be reflected but also focused. The hierarchal organization of the scallop mirror is finely tuned for image formation,
from the component guanine crystals at the nanoscale to the
overall shape of the mirror at the millimeter level. ~ Israeli biologist Benjamin Palmer et al
Every scallop eye has millions of crystal squares, each
just over 1 micron (μm). These tiles themselves don't reflect
light: they are transparent, but their arrangement fantastically turns them collectively into a mirror.
As a ray of light passes through the layers of tiles and
fluid, it gets bent further and further from its original direction. The light eventually reverses its direction and heads
back toward the front of the eye.
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The scallop eye has 2 retinas: one for direct gaze, the
other for peripheral vision. The optical axes of the mirror and
the retina are not aligned. While scallop eyes are completely
different from mammalian eyes, they function alike: an enigmatic functional convergence given the structural disparities.
There is a striking correspondence between the apparent
functions of the scallop's distal and proximal retinas and the
cone and rod cells of mammals. ~ Benjamin Palmer et al
A scallop's mind collates the disparate inputs and creates
a panoramic view. A sharp central view allows scallops to
quickly recognize oncoming predators. Well-focused peripheral vision helps a scallop find the perfect spot to settle down
to feed. A scallop has a range of vision spanning ~250°.
Chameleons manipulate guanine crystals just under
their skin to change their color at will. Scallops mentally control their mirror eyes at nanoscale to see.
The scallop controls the crystal morphology and spacing to
produce a tiled multilayer mirror with minimal optical diffraction aberrations, which reflects wavelengths of light that penetrate its habitat and are absorbed by its retinas. The mirror forms
functional images on both retinas. ~ Benjamin Palmer et al
There is no physiological explanation for how scallops can
control their mirror eyes, or how the simple nerve network
that a scallop has can create excellent vision from such a
strange arrangement.

 Fruit Fly Larvae 
The human eye has over 125 million photoreceptors.
Fruit fly larvae have a just 24, but they see quite well.
Fruit fly larvae are able to take just a couple dozen points
of light and process that into recognizable images. They are
– to a very high degree – visually sensitive to detail and rate
of motion and can recognize their own species. ~ American
neurobiologist Barry Condron

 Vision Systems 
Sight evolved in innumerable organisms, many without
any identifiable physical means to process vision.
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Sea urchins are mobile pincushions, without a brain or
eyes. Instead, a sea urchin is an eye, a very prickly one. Sea
urchins have opsins scattered over their surface and on their
feet. Though their mental images are rough, the urchin bodyeye is good enough to tell light from dark and detect movement: sufficient to know when to put one's spines up or run
for cover.

 Warnowiids 
Warnowiids are a family of single-celled marine protist.
These unicellular eukaryotes have an organelle eye – an ocelloid – that is used to catch prey and avoid predators. An ocelloid can even detect polarized light.
Ocelloids consist of subcellular components which together
resemble the camera-type eyes of some animals. It's an amazingly complex structure for a single-celled organism to have
evolved. ~ Canadian evolutionary biologist Gregory Gavelis
Warnowiid eyes are so extraordinary that no one believed
German zoologist Oscar Hertwig for nearly a century after he
first described them in 1884. But then, it is hard to explain
how a unicellular organism can see when it has no brain nor
even nerves.
How is the image processed by a single cell? It's very difficult
to wrap your mind around. ~ Canadian marine cytologist Brian
Leander

 Photoreceptors 
Rhodopsin is a pigment-containing sensory protein that
converts light into an electrical signal. As a photoreceptor,
rhodopsin is employed by a wide range of organisms, from
bacteria to mammals.
Rhodopsin has 2 components: a protein called scotopsin
and its covalently bound cofactor retinal. Scotopsin is an opsin. Retinal, a pigmented form of vitamin A, is the chemical
agent that affords light-sensing via photoisomerization:
changing isomer upon absorbing a photon. The configuration
change provokes scotopsin to dissociate from retinal, resulting in photobleaching, which lessens opsin sensitivity to
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light. In humans, bleached rhodopsin-powered vision rod
cells fully regenerate in ~30 minutes.
Animals have 2 kinds of photoreceptor cells that use rhodopsin: rhabdomeric and ciliary. In each case, light activates
rhodopsin, but the subsequent stages of phototransduction
diverge. In rhabdomeric receptors, light causes cation channels to open in the photoreceptor cell membrane, thereby depolarizing the cell, whereas in ciliary receptors light
hyperpolarizes the cell by closing these channels.
The common ancestor of animals had both ciliary and
rhabdomeric photoreceptors, and they continue to coexist.
One puzzle is how these photoreceptors evolved to perform
opposite roles in different animals.
Visual photoreceptors – those present in eyes – are ciliary
rods and cones in vertebrates, but rhabdomeric in protostomes (segmented worms, arthropods, and mollusks). Conversely, vertebrate rhabdomeric receptors have non-visual
roles such as regulating circadian rhythms, whereas protostome ciliary receptors are non-visual sensors.
Insects have rhabdomeric receptors and vertebrates have ciliary receptors, but both have excellent vision. ~ English neuroscientist Daniel Colasco
In bright light, ciliary receptors are superior to rhabdomeric receptors because they consume less energy and suffer
less response variation, which would reduce signal reliability. Also, a higher photopigment density in ciliary receptors
enhances their sensitivity.
The morphology and phototransduction cascade of the rods
and cones enable them to count photons more efficiently in
terms of the space they occupy, the materials and energy they
use, and the accuracy with which they register photon hits. For
this reason, the majority of vertebrates adopted a duplex retina
with slow, high-sensitivity rods for efficient scotopic vision in
dim light, and lower-sensitivity cones for fast and accurate photopic vision in bright light. ~ American physiologist Gordon
Fain et al
To their credit, rhabdomeric receptors function over an
enormous intensity range: from starlight to bright sunlight.
By contrast, the ciliary mechanism has to trade off response
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speed against the rate of spontaneous photopigment activation in the absence of light. This spontaneous activation, or
dark noise, creates a constant veiling pseudo-light effect,
which, in cone photoreceptors, overwhelms vision at low intensities but is insignificant in daylight.
To overcome this ciliary functional deficiency, vertebrates
have a duplex retina of rods and cones. Whereas retinal cones
are responsible for photopic (bright-light) vision, rods afford
scotopic (low-light) sight.
Low spontaneous activity allows rods to signal detection
of a few photons, but rods suffer from slow response and take
considerable time to recover from bleaching, which leaves
them blind in daylight. Vertebrate cones give snappy responses, but dark noise makes them useless at night.
Rods burn out in bright light and cones create a haze in
the dark, yet we have no awareness of these failings. Our vision seems seamless regardless of light level. Continuous signal clarity is a mystery given the biodynamics of
photoreceptors.
Gene duplications provide raw material for functional adaptations. ~ Gordon Fain et al
To create the vertebrate photoreceptor complex, the genome duplicated early on in these animals' descent.* The
original acted as a base of gene conservation while the copy
served as a workshop for innovation. New sets of opsin genes
were generated.
Ciliary cone-based color vision evolved before the dimlight capability of rods developed – low-light vision being a
refinement. Yet rods must have been on the evolutionary
plan, as ciliary-based vision is inferior overall to rhabdomeric
vision without low-light rod cells.
Ciliary photoreceptors come to dominate the chordates due
primarily to the invention of the high-sensitivity rod. ~ Gordon
Fain et al

*

The genome of the vertebrate ancestor was doubled twice at the
dawn of these creatures. These massive gene duplication events
led to many novel functions, not just vision.
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The Sun's brightness was gaining intensity as life developed on Earth. Early evolved animals stuck with the traditional rhabdomeric receptors, whereas the chordates that
became vertebrates crafted the more complex but energy-efficient ciliary system. This adaptation anticipated sunnier
days.*

 Avian Eyes 
The purpose of a visual system is to sample light in such a
way as to provide an animal with actionable knowledge of its
surroundings. In most cases, this is achieved most effectively by
a highly regular 2-dimensional (2D) array of photoreceptors that
evenly sample incoming light to produce an accurate representation of the visual scene. The optimal arrangement of a 2D array of detectors is a triangular lattice (i.e., a hexagonal array).
Indeed, any deviation from a perfectly regular arrangement of
photoreceptors will cause deterioration in the quality of the image produced by a retina. Accordingly, many species evolved
an optimal arrangement of their photoreceptors. For example,
the insect compound eye consists of a perfect hexagonal array
of photoreceptive ommatidia. In addition, many teleost fish and
some reptiles possess nearly crystalline arrangements of photoreceptors. ~ Italian American scientist Salvatore Torquato et al

Of vertebrates, diurnal birds have
a most sophisticated system of visual
cone cells. Their eyes have 4 types of a
single cone cell for color vision (violet,
blue, green, and red) and double cones
to detect light level (luminance). Despite numerous adaptive specializations in the avian eye, the overall arrangement of cone cells
in a bird's eye appears oddly irregular.
The 5 avian cone types exist as 5 independent spatial patterns, all embedded within a single monolayered epithelium.
The individual cone patterns in the retina are arranged such that
cones of one type almost never occur near other cones of the
*

This book brushes past adaptive evolution as existence-proof of
coherence and an argument against matterism, which cannot explain the observed dynamics of evolution. For an exploration of
this subject, see Spokes 3: The Elements of Evolution.
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same type. In this way, the bird achieves a much more uniform
arrangement of each of the cone types than would exist in a
random (Poisson) pattern of points. ~ Salvatore Torquato et al

The apparent disorder belies a distributive homogeneity.
Both retinal cone cells overall and individual cell types are
simultaneously hyperuniform in their spatial arrangement.
Each set of cones by type, although not regularly arranged,
is as uniform as possible given the packing constraints of
having 5 distinct cone cell sizes.
A disordered hyperuniform many-body system is an exotic
state of matter that behaves like a perfect crystal or quasicrystal
in the manner in which it suppresses large-scale density fluctuations and yet, like a liquid or glass, is statistically isotropic with
no Bragg peaks. ~ Salvatore Torquato et al
Hyperuniformity is a hallmark of a deeper optimization process. ~ American mathematician Henry Cohn

Because we can see, the naïve assumption has always
been that sight is somehow accomplished through known
electrochemical neuronal processing. This is faith, not science. Examining the biomechanical details involved reveals
that real-time vision processing simply is not physically possible. Sight is just the tip of the iceberg.
The fundamental problem is that our brain doesn't work in
real-time. The brain actually works rather slow. Information that
the brain receives from the eye is already out of date by the time
it gets to the visual cortex. ~ Gerrit Maus
If human brains are too slow for visual processing, the
pathways and processing power for insect vision, and especially color sight at night, are woefully inadequate. The matterist explanation for vision is not credible.
You might think that vision is easily accomplished because cameras capture images, but the processes are quite
different. Photography involves cumulative deposition of
photons onto a photo-reactive chemical substrate; a relatively
simple operation thousands of times slower than sight. And
single-lens cameras are nothing like compound eyes.
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Vocalization 

As animals vocalize, their vocal organ transforms motor commands into vocalizations for social communication. ~ Danish
zoologist Coen Elemans et al

Sound is a vibration propagating as an audible wave of
pressure. Audition is sound perception.
Animals make sounds in a variety of ways. The subtlest
and most complex is via vocalization: willfully pushing air
through the respiratory system in a precisely controlled manner.
Humans and other mammals vocalize through their vocal
cords, which are more accurately called vocal folds: 2 folds
covered in a mucous membrane which extends across the interior cavity of the larynx, which is the hollow tube atop the
windpipe (trachea).
The vocal folds are twin infoldings of 3 distinct tissues. A
central, thin, loose, gel-like layer of connective tissue, the
lamina propria, forces a vocal fold to vibrate and produce
sound when muscles regulate the folds as air from the lungs
rushes past.
The lamina propria includes an array of different cells,
some of which form intricately arranged and layered elastic
fibers. A pair of vagus nerve cables physiologically provide
the necessary stimulation to twitch specific lamina propria
fiber cells so that they stretch and tighten with molecular
precision. Dissection has failed to reveal how this exactly
works, especially in light of the ability to punctiliously adjust
pitch, intensity, and timbre at the millisecond interval.
Birds vocalize through their syrinx, which has no vocalizing membrane. Instead, avian vocalizations are made by
muscling the walls of the syrinx during airflow. They can do
so at over 10 times the speed at which humans can vocalize.
The physical structures of avian syrinxes differ considerably.
The syrinx is a tiny box of cartilage. It reinforces the airway,
and when air passes over the folds in it, it produces a sound:
birdsong. ~ American zoologist Chad Eliason
Despite using disparate organs independently evolved,
mammals and birds converged on the same mechanism for
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vocalization, corresponding with the myoelastic-aerodynamic
theory.
Expiratory airflow is mechanically converted by vocal folds
into pulse-like airflow, which causes air pressure disturbances
constituting the acoustic excitation of the system. The mechanical properties and recruitment of different layers of vibrating
tissues affect their resonance properties, which in combination
with aerodynamic driving forces determine the frequency and
mode of oscillation. ~ Czech biophysicist C.T. Herbst et al
While sound is merely a mechanical pressure wave at a
frequency which is audible, the specific process of vocalization is astounding when considering the precise control which
animals must have to produce the exact sounds that they do.
Sound-producing tissues must be continuously moved with
molecular precision while meticulously adjusting airflow.
Just like vision, the everyday activity of utterance is so
mundane that we take it for granted as being physically accomplished. Considering the precise atomic intricacies involved, it is impossible to imagine that twitched cells and
physical forces alone make vocalization happen. Modulated
energy must be involved, and energy is not material, even as
it has physiological effect.

Over 90% of the matter in a human body is replaced every
month. Yet people remain themselves. It is not the physical
material that matters, only the integrity of the energetic pattern.
Physicality renders a rough ruse approximating functionality, to provide the illusion that matter alone is enough; but
sensory systems and mentation show that matter does not
suffice.
From sensation to perception to cognition, making sense
of the moment, and of the world, is the province of the mind.
A mind may correspond with physiological organs to process
sensory stimuli and regulate behaviors, but not necessarily.
Whereas animals have identifiable brains of considerable variety, plants, fungi, and microbes do not. Yet all – brain or no
– perceive well their respective worlds and act intelligently
within their sphere of existence.
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Finally, it is impossible to deny what physicists have
shown about the nature of matter: that fermions comprise
nothing more than localized coherent HD energy fields,
pitched about by immaterial forces (bosons), which obey their
own laws of interaction.
Matter is only energy at play, and so is not fundamental.
If there is a monism, it simply cannot be matterism.
The ontology of matterism rested upon the illusion that the
kind of existence, the direct 'actuality' of the world around us,
can be extrapolated into the atomic range. This extrapolation,
however, is impossible. Atoms are not things. ~ German theoretical physicist Werner Heisenberg

All truth passes through three stages. 1st, it is ridiculed. 2nd,
it is violently opposed. 3rd, it is accepted as being self-evident.
~ German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer

All theories which rely upon the tenets of matterism are
discredited. As with the disjointedness between classical and
modern physics, observations must be considered as proximate only: applicable at the ambient scale, without possibility of projection to explain the underpinnings of Nature. This
is a bitter pill for matterists to swallow, and so the denial will
continue.
In proper perspective, the demise of matterism makes science even more demanding. With Nature as a correlated energy-matter spectacle, the intellectual challenge is to
understand the interrelations of matter and energy and discern the boundaries where matterism falters: an inquiry into
interfaces.
Is man related to something infinite – that is the central question. ~ Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung


Energyism



The world is a creation of your consciousness. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Energyism posits that physicality is ultimately a mirage,
created in the mind. This monism has flavors. Whereas subjective idealism states that the appearance of physicality is a
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mental construction, neutral monism postulates that existence is ultimately neither mental nor material. These 2
schools of thought are congruent. Indeed, combining the 2
provides a coherent explanation of the nature of psychological reality.


Idealism 

The mind is everything. ~ Indian guru Buddha

Idealism posits that physicality is the product of the
mind. Under idealism, the ostensible outside world is a fabrication of perception, moment by moment, given continuity
by memory.
Your body is your subconscious mind. ~ Candace Pert
In rendering Nature a mental construct, idealism dissolves the mind-body problem. Idealism instead raises the conundrum of how we can see the same world if it's all in our
minds.


Neutral Monism 

Some subset of these elements form individual minds: the
subset of just the experiences that you have for the day, which
are accordingly just so many neutral elements that follow upon
one another, is your mind as it exists for that day. The neutral
elements exist, and our minds are constituted by some subset of
them, and that subset can also be seen to constitute a set of empirical observations of the objects in the world. All of this, however, is just a matter of grouping the neutral elements in one
way or another, according to a physical or a psychological
(mental) perspective. ~ William James

Neutral monism (aka neumonism) is the metaphysical
view that the Nature is neither physical nor mental, but instead consists of one kind of non-physical stuff with its own
independent existence.
Plato was a proponent of neumonism, believing the empirical world an ersatz, fleeting manifestation of pure forms
(ideas), which have an independent, eternal existence.
These absolute ideas exist as simple, self-existent, and unchanging forms. ~ Plato
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German mathematician and philosopher Gottfried von
Leibniz envisioned the universe as having a hierarchy of 4
different types of souls, which he termed monads. Unsurprisingly, Leibniz's supreme monad was God: a mythical figure
who seldom escapes being in the mix of philosophical musings in the history of Western thought since medieval times.
Neumonism not only sidesteps the mind-body problem, it
sidesteps psychology altogether. Nonetheless, neumonism is
a philosophy with serious scientific implications.
Animism, the oldest spiritual belief, is a neutral monism.
Eastern philosophic traditions and religions also embrace
neumonism, whereby a substrate of noumenon (nonexistence) invokes phenomena as an expression.
Modern physics instructs that the essence of existence is
energy. This is neutral monism, with energy as the medium.
The residual conundrum of neumonism is that energy is
only relative, not absolute. Energy as the essential medium
suggests a deeper foundation to reality, which harkens back
to Platonic forms.

 The Language of Nature 
The laws of Nature are written in the language of mathematics. ~ Galileo in the early 17th century

Mathematics has long been a favored target for neutral
monism. Its seamless, open-ended entanglements have often
made many scientifically inclined to consider math's constructs the language of reality.
The enormous usefulness of mathematics in the natural sciences is something bordering on the mysterious, and there is no
rational explanation for it. ~ Hungarian American physicist and
mathematician Eugene Wigner
Austrian logician Kurt Gödel is among many who considered the concepts of math as forming "an objective reality of
their own, which we cannot create or change, but only perceive and describe."
It was mathematics, the nonempirical science par excellence,
wherein the mind appears to play only with itself, that turned
out to be the science of sciences, delivering the key to those
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laws of Nature and the universe that are concealed by appearances. ~ German political philosopher Hannah Arendt


Mathematics is a merely mental abstraction that serves useful
purposes. ~ Derek Abbott

Skepticism of mathematics as the language of reality has
been succinctly stated by Australian electrical engineer
Derek Abbott: that math is merely a mental invention which
occasionally renders useful approximations of phenomena.
Mathematics is a product of the imagination that sometimes
works on simplified models of reality. ~ Derek Abbott
The unraveling of Abbott's argument begins with the observation that faculty for math is innate in all organisms.
Even microbes must be able to tell when food supplies are
plentiful or running short into order to take appropriate action – which they do based upon estimated quantity. Universalities of life are not inventions; at least, not inventions of
those who innately use them.
Why Nature is mathematical is a mystery. The fact that there
are rules at all is a kind of miracle. ~ American theoretical physicist Richard Feynman
That any representation of Nature we may model is a
gross simplification owes not to the limits of mathematics,
but to our ability to understand and employ math. Every historian of science knows that science's progress has been facilitated by mathematical discoveries. This has been especially
true in physics.
For a physicist, mathematics is not just a tool by means of
which phenomena can be calculated, it is the main source of
concepts and principles by means of which new theories can be
created. ~ English-born American theoretical physicist and
mathematician Freeman Dyson

 Complexity 
We naturally assume that we perceive things as they are.
There is magic behind that process.
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The world is comprehensible only because our perceptions
transform sensations into a state where they may be understood. Science has shown actuality to be infinitely complex,
while paradoxically still striving to construe laws of Nature,
which can only be simplifying heuristics (rules of thumb).
Input-output maps are ubiquitously employed to understand natural mechanics, including physics and biology. As
the maps necessarily involve quantized units, represented as
numbers, these models are intrinsically discrete, but are often used to comprehend continuous systems. Calculus is exemplary in being able to analyze holistic systems through
discrete differentiation.*
Without knowing details about a map, there may seem to be
no a priori reason to expect that a randomly chosen input would
be more likely to generate one output over another. ~ British
mathematical biologist Kamaludin Dingle et al
Mathematics itself appears biased to fabricate simplicity:
models inherently tend to generate simple outputs at an exponentially higher probability than complex outputs.
Simplicity bias – that simple outputs are exponentially more
likely to be generated than complex outputs are – holds for a
wide variety of systems in science and engineering. ~ English
theoretical physicist Ard Louis


Natural Order 

Arithmetic reasoning captures deeply important properties of
the world. ~ American psychologist C.R. Gallistel & Canadian
psychologist Rochel Gelman

Are the maxims of mathematics invented or discovered?
The answer to this question can be found in a grander inquiry, more readily answered – is there a natural order?
Nature commonly exhibits self-organization and hidden
order within apparent disorder. Chaotically tumultuous fluids spontaneously create stripes of coherent flow alternating
*

Calculus was conceived in the late 17th century via the idea of
infinitesimals: atomic quantities too small to measure. 2 centuries
later, this same concept was pivotal in the quantization discoveries of Max Planck which led to modern physics.
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with turbulent regions. Liquids self-organize into crystalline
structures: a phenomenon known as disordered hyperuniformity. Photons in laser light self-organize into fractal patterns. Viewed as particles in a system (instead of linearly),
prime numbers exhibit an ordered structure.
The studies of cosmology, physics, chemistry, and biology
all aver a natural order. Hence, the universal means for understanding Nature's ways – through mathematics – cannot
be an invention.

 Wasan 
During the Edo Period (1603–1867), Japan had limited
contact with foreign cultures.* A Japanese school of mathematics – wasan – flourished, without knowledge of European
mathematics. Mathematical discoveries in Japan often contemporaneously mirrored those in Europe.
Proceeding from a different basis, calculus was independently discovered by the Japanese and Europeans at
roughly the same time. Whereas Europeans had in mind the
numerics of atomic infinitesimals, the Japanese approached
calculus geometrically – an unlikely convergence if math
were mere invention.
When Japan became infested with Western culture during the Meiji era (1868–1912), Japanese scholars lost interest
in wasan, as the Chinese had in their own mathematics almost 3 centuries earlier.

One cannot escape the feeling that these mathematical formulae have an independent existence and an intelligence of
their own, that they are wiser than we are, wiser even than their
discoverers, that we get more out of them than was originally
put into them. ~ German physicist Heinrich Hertz

*

The Japanese had an active interest in Chinese science from 1600
to 1675. The bit of math imported from China during this time
was significantly advanced by the Japanese. This was at a time
when China was abandoning its own native mathematics under
the influence of the Jesuits.
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The realm of reason is entangled: structured by Nature,
and in a way that that the order may be discerned, using the
abstract means by which the order is expressed.
Understanding is a matter of discovery. We invent only
contrivances of misunderstanding.
Every new body of discovery is mathematical in form.
~ Charles Darwin

 Complex Numbers 
The use of complex numbers comes close to being a necessity
in the formulation of the laws of quantum mechanics. Yet complex numbers are far from natural or simple, and they cannot be
suggested by physical observations. ~ Eugene Wigner

If reality is a mathematical construct, its mechanics are
not quite hiding in plain sight. Complex numbers illustrate.
A complex number is itself 2-dimensional. Complex numbers are ubiquitous for characterizing dynamics in physics,
chemistry, and biology.
Construed through complex numbers, fractals are patterns which exhibit self-similarity at different scales. The
numbers involved are extra-dimensional: fractional complex
numbers.
Fractals are dimensionally discordant. ~ Polish-born French
American mathematician Benoît B. Mandelbrot
Many aspects of Nature are fractal.
Fluid turbulence forms fractal patterns.
The patterns that tree leaves and
branches exhibit are fractal. Romanesco
broccoli (pictured) are brazenly fractal.
Fractals occur in time as well as
space. The brilliant, distinctive symphonies of Austrian composer Gustav Mahler were temporally fractal, with self-similar themes recurring throughout. These were not instances
of exploratory variations, which are common in composition
(e.g., Bach). Mahler instead ingeniously crafted an interwoven temporal fractal fabric.
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 Phase Transitions 
There are 2 types of equations. One is invented, human
made. The other reflects some 'pre-established harmony,' which
can only be discovered. ~ Alexander Polyakov

In the 5th century BCE, Greek rationalist philosopher
Democritus formulated a hypothesis about atoms. One of his
arguments in support of atomism was that atoms naturally
explain the boundaries known as phase transitions, such as
ice melting, or hot water steaming away. Democritus rightly
conceived that small atomic transforms could actuate largescale changes: the idea of physical gyres.
At any moment, matter exists in a certain state, which is
really a phase, as matter may transform from one state to
another via a phase transition. Phase transitions occur with
a sufficient change in ambient energy: thermal (heat), mechanical (pressure), and/or electromagnetic.
The 3 states of matter with which we are naturally familiar are gas, liquid, and solid. There is a 4th material state:
plasma, which is an ionized gas-like state. While rare in our
experience (neon signs excepted), plasma is the most abundant state of matter in the universe. Stars are plasmic, which
is to say that the foundry of matter works in a plasmic state.
Plasma may be invoked thermally or in the presence of a
strong magnetic field. Despite the sustained intense ioniza-
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tion required for its existence, plasma is odd in being conductive while remaining electrically neutral. Of course, one may
consider any matter phase peculiar for its properties. Peculiarity is, after all, only a matter of expectation as to how Nature operates. Any law of Nature one conceives is nothing
more than an expectation.

Mathematically, phase transitions represent a discontinuity. Hence, their mathematical representation is tricky.
In attempting to deal with irreversible processes, nonequilibrium statistical mechanics deals with phase transitions. In principle, the results could be mathematically exact
by following deterministic equations, but the underlying
complexity of such an approach renders precise solutions difficult to come by.
In 1920, German physicist Wilhelm Lenz challenged his
doctoral student Ernst Ising to have a go at modeling the
transition of magnetic materials losing their magnetism
when sufficiently heated. Heat – thermodynamic disequilibrium – is a common provocateur of phase transitions.
Ising imagined a material comprised of millions of tiny
atomic magnets, all aligned, exerting their influence. At a
high enough temperature, the alignment broke down, shedding magnetism: a critical point of phase transition.
Ising's model was insufficient, as it applied only to a 1dimensional row of atoms. Anything more complex was mathematically overwhelming.
In 1944, Norwegian physicist Lars Onsager solved Ising’s
model in 2 dimensions: not only could the model acquire magnetism, but it could also demagnetize above a critical temperature. For such a simple approximation, Onsager's 2D Ising
model proved far more powerful than it had any right to be.
It was used to simulate a bewildering array of phenomena
that quickly flip between states: from infectious disease dispersal to neuron signaling in the brain.
The race was on to solve the Ising model in 3 dimensions:
"something that could open up entirely new fields in mathematical physics," speculated Israeli physicist Zohar Komargodski.
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In the late 1960s, Russian theoretical physicist Alexander
Polyakov was studying interactions between fundamental
particles. Polyakov realized that they represented strongly
coupled systems which could undergo sudden phase transitions. For instance, triads of quarks are bound by the strong
nuclear force to form a hadron. Thus enslaved, they tribally
serve as the nuclei of atoms. A high enough energy could liberate quarks, freeing them into independence, as they may
have once existed in the infant universe.
Polyakov thought that solving the 3D Ising model might
provide insight into why atomic matter exists as it does.
Mathematically, the 2D Ising model and equations typifying elementary particle behavior are linked
by certain symmetries. In particular, at critical points they exhibit conformal symmetry.
Conformal transformations distort space,
but leave angles unchanged within small recf
gions, as illustrated by the function cf. If this
were true of the 3D Ising model, its mathematical description at a critical point might
describe other strongly coupled systems with
similar symmetries.
I remember in the 1960s, some senior physicist, a very good
one actually, asked me what I'm working on now. I said, I'm
trying to understand elementary particles by looking at a boiling
kettle. I got a very strange look; obviously he thought that me a
crackpot. Nobody believed that it was serious. ~ Alexander
Polyakov
Polyakov's shot in the dark was certainly an odd one. Rather than start with some sense of what a particle system
should look like, Polyakov began by describing overall symmetries, and other properties, needed for such a model to
make sense. From there he worked backwards to equations.
The more symmetries described, the more constrained the
underlying equations became. Polyakov's technique is now
known as the bootstrap method, for its ability to generate
knowledge from only a few general properties.
Polyakov and his colleagues soon managed to bootstrap a
replication of Onsager’s achievement with a 2D Ising model.
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A 3D version still lay out of reach. Frustrated, Polyakov
moved on, and the bootstrap technique became moribund.
By 2008, after extensive fruitless search, physicists were
wondering if the mythical Higgs boson actually existed. In
trying to build an alternative hypothesis, Russian theoretical
physicist Slava Rychkov and his group stumbled upon Polyakov's discarded bootstrap.
It was one of those lucky moments. We basically said, either
we can try to tackle it using the bootstrap, or we will never be
able to solve this problem. ~ Slava Rychkov
Solve it they did: 4D conformal transforms. (3D was not
feasible because "explicit conformal blocks are not known in
odd dimensions.")
The Higgs boson showed itself in 2012 at the expected energy level (mass). By then, American physicists David Simmons-Duffin and David Poland had gone back to the problem
that puzzled Ising: a mathematical description of magnetism
at critical points. They hadn't set out to solve the 3D Ising
model. Bizarrely, using Polyakov's bootstrap technique, their
equation system started to reproduce characteristic features.
It seemed to know about the 3D Ising model. This was a big
surprise. ~ David Simmons-Duffin
Simmons-Duffin and Poland teamed up with Rychkov
and others to carry on. Using the bootstrap method, they constrained key model properties over 1,000 times more tightly
than had ever been done, thereby providing the 1st rigorous
mathematical foundation for describing 3D systems at their
critical points. The achievement was impressive, but for Polyakov a major mystery lingered.
It's not obvious why it should be so precise. There's something hidden which we don't understand. ~ Alexander Polyakov

The physical universe could emerge naturally from a mathematical structure. ~ American theoretical physicist Garret
Lisi & American physicist and mathematician James Weatherall
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If existence is mathematical in nature, it begs the question of what the foundation of mathematics is. The answer:
nothing.
The basis of all mathematics is 0 = 0. ~ American theoretical
physicist John Wheeler
Mathematics is founded upon sets: groups of entities.
Math begins with the empty set. Only then can 1 be defined as the set which contains only the empty set.
To be created, something first has to not exist in space or time,
and then exist. ~ Swedish American cosmologist Max Tegmark
Mathematically, space and time themselves are contained within a larger construct. If mathematics has credence
as the spinner of Nature, this suggests that actuality is a subset of reality.
Space and time themselves are contained within larger mathematical structures. ~ Max Tegmark
There are salient examples which suggest that mathematics necessarily defines reality, and vice versa.
When Einstein finished his general theory of relativity in
1916, his equations elicited an unexpected message: the universe is expanding. As Einstein believed then that the universe itself was static, he ignored the implication. 13 years
later, American astronomer Edwin Hubble unearthed convincing evidence of cosmic expansion.
In the 1960s, several researchers found lurking in their
models of particle physics a fundamental field whose interactions formulate existence. Almost a half-century later, the
field revealed itself as the Higgs.
The quantum fields that pervade all of space encode within
themselves the potential for particles and antiparticles and dictate the rules of how they behave. ~ American physicist Brian
Skinner
All of the fields which give rise to quanta dictate the properties that quanta possess. Quantum fields, which are mathematical expressions of energy, bestow upon their creations
the behaviors which define them; behaviors which are entirely mathematical.
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Maybe it's because math is reality. ~ American theoretical
physicist Brian Greene


The 2 energetic monisms do not conflict so much as cover
different scopes. Idealism and neumonism are congruent
kissing cousins.
Subjective idealism has the mind producing each individual's world and goes no further. Meanwhile, neumonism postulates Nature as the product of something noumenal, such
as energy, which is insubstantially conceptual.
Philosophically, idealism is an inadequate account for the
nature of existence, in failing to identify how different minds
may share the same sense of reality. Neumonism goes beyond
idealism in positing an independent source of minds (e.g., energy), but does not identify an origin for that energy. Thus,
though on the right track, these monisms fall short of a comprehensive explanation.

The seeming but chimerical connection between the mind
and body provides the best empirical evidence to infer the nature of monistic reality. Saliently, the choice of matterism or
energyism centers on a single issue in physics: whether space
and time are real, or only relations.
If space and time are absolute, we live in a physical world.
If they are only relational, an amazingly convincing simulation is constantly before us.
For spacetime to be real requires inherent integrity. Instead, cosmological observations confirming Einstein's relativity theories show spacetime as anything but incorruptible.
Spacetime predictably distorts under the sway of gravity and
is observer dependent. The only possible conclusion is that
the spacetime coordinate system is merely a set of relations,
and so cannot buttress matterism. In short, relativity alone
proves energyism, with wave/particle duality as icing on the
cake.
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Mediocre minds usually dismiss anything which reaches beyond their own understanding. ~ French author François de La
Rochefoucauld

Matterism is literal minded in taking what is perceived
as being reality (naïve realism). In contrast, energyism posits
manifestation as a persistent illusion of objects which act as
a puppet show of energetic interactions. The conclusion of energyism coincides with modern physics.
Materiality is to energyism analogous to what classical
physics and thermodynamics are to modern physics: an approximation which works at ambient scale but is not fundamental. Matter is not to be taken literally as elemental.
Actuality is an artifice of a deeper, immaterial reality.
Probable impossibilities are to be preferred to improbable
possibilities. ~ Aristotle

 Principles 
The coherence of the cosmos is accounted for by natural
interactions, with patterns exhibited according to basic operating principles. The modus operandi of producing Nature is
energy emergently shaping a mirage of matter which constitutes the actuality fabricated in the mind. Various oddities
which physicists have uncovered indicate an underlying complexity utterly outside our experience of the world.
The order in Nature implies an architecture with bases
upon which phenomena arise. Operating principles include
diversity, continuity, entanglement, desire, and ignorance.
These principles rely upon witnessing awareness provided by
consciousness and mentation as a processor: the seeming existence of minds.
That which exercises reason is more excellent than that which
does not exercise reason; there is nothing more excellent than
the universe; therefore, the universe exercises reason. ~ Stoic
philosopher Zeno of Citium
The reason for existence is simple: existence is a theater
of amusement for Ĉonsciousness, which is the unified field
which begets individual consciousnesses. The operating prin-
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ciples and constructs of Nature are arranged to provide maximum entertainment. A core thematic element is struggle,
which is essential for every riveting story.

 Diversity 
A universe of singularity would be nothing. Existence requires diversity. To compose Nature, coherent energy patterns localize and appear as quanta, through which complex
forms emerge.
Diversity defines every aspect and scale of existence. Nature loves variety. Physics has its plethora of subatomic particles, emergent from distinctive energies. Chemistry is of
elements and compounds of astounding assortment and complexity. Biology has lineages (clades) and hierarchies (taxonomy) that include species, populations, and individuals –
where, despite any classification imposed, every organism
and each cell is unique.
Sex evolved to increase diversity and does so most flagrantly. In an intricate display of entanglement, evolutionary
biology shows continuity in lineages and diversity incubated
by deviance.
Biodiversity is infinite. ~ American taxonomist Terry Erwin
Some 30 million different plants and animals live on
Earth now (though that variety is precipitously declining owing to human environmental desecration). Over the history
of the planet, that species diversity soars toward the billion
mark; which is how many microbial varieties there are now.
In affording expansive expression, space is the medium of
diversity.


Variability



Topological defects play important roles throughout Nature.
~ American physicist Michael Ray

At every scale, coherence employs templates. These templates instantiate as localized, information-laden energy patterns, some of which manifest in particulate form (quantize).
Defects engender diversity by divergence from templates.
Defect production may seem an odd algorithm for variety
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generation, but it works. Instantiations which resonate well
through time themselves become a new template – templates
evolve.
Quantum physics models suggest that Nature should be
quite different than the how it is. Only by unaccountably
breaking symmetry in the models does matter manifest as it
does. The breaking is a blot on a mathematical perfection.
Each particle of matter is itself a defect artifact. Quanta
are formed via defects in the fields which generate them.
Every particle is an unnecessary defect in a smooth and featureless field. ~ Brian Skinner
Further, interactive properties arise from defects. Superfluidity at the quantum level comes via defects which alter
the flows of vortices.
Unique properties amongst complex liquids arise from a
highly ordered defect structure. ~ Mexican biochemist José
Martínez-González et al
Small flaws may produce outsized effects, and so alter
fundamental properties or dynamics. Dislocations in a crystal lattice determine the strength and hardness of materials.
Genetically identical cells grown under the same conditions
display extensive variability in their potential to grow and differentiate. They have the intrinsic ability to generate emergent,
self-organized behaviour that results in the formation of complex, multicellular, asymmetric structures. ~ Swiss cytologist
Prisca Liberali et al
Biological diversity arises from statistically breaking
symmetry. Cells individually decide their fate.
New species arise from changed environmental conditions, or from preferences away from the norm, such as in
mating or food selection. Speciation is a process of population
symmetry breaking: a minority group becomes a new population by finding the norm unacceptable.

 Consistency 
The course of Nature cannot be limited by time, which must
proceed in a continual succession. ~ James Hutton
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A jumble of ongoing incoherency provides no basis for stability. Without continuity, there could be no consistency or
predictability.
Without continuity, each instant is an isolated event, each
thought fleeting and unrelated, each precept without relevance, each person a stranger, every event unexpected.
~ American psychologist Anthony Greene

Continuity is incremental moment-by-moment manifestation: the current instant entangled with the moment before. A vector of time is the perceived medium for continuity.
Disorientation would be de rigueur if time did not seem to
flow continuously.
In life forms, continuity comes from remembering a past,
and its temporally vectored converse: the future, toward
which organisms feel compelled to survive. Continuity offers
opportunities for comprehension, problem-solving, goals, and
planning.
Despite its necessity, continuity is an illusion, in that only
the present instant exists. Sense of continuity comes from
memory recall, which a problematic device. The mind tailors
memories to suit the situation, not for veracity. As such,
memory is frequently a shimmering mirage, even as it is commonly taken as gospel.
The seeming stability of the outside world reassures us of
continuity, but, as perception is entirely within, that assurance of continuity is unassured. Nevertheless, we commonly
take continuity for granted and count upon it, even as our life
experiences repeatedly point out the hazard of doing so.
Continuity is the temporal aspect of consistency. There is
a spatial aspect as well. The harmony of consistency is attained by keeping the locations of objects in space in memory.
Topographic memory is vital to creating a comprehensible
world. We have all experienced distress at not knowing the
current location of a desired object. Life would be inoperable
if such were an environmental norm.
Categorization plays an essential role in achieving a
sense of continuity. All objects decay in time, foods especially
quickly. Categorization affords recognizing the same object
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in different states. Learning about processes and phase transitions is only possible via categorization.

 Entanglement 
Diversity among entities is entirely relational. Manifestation is a matter of interactivity. Nature would be a nonstarter if everything were in its own little bubble, unable to
interact with its environment. So, everything is entangled.


Quantum Entanglement



The theater called Nature is accomplished via entanglement: by bosons acting upon fermions. Meanwhile, these elemental actors are hosted by hordes of virtual particles,
demonstrating extra-dimensional entanglement.
Nonlocality is a spatially brazen entanglement: synchronous behavior among spatially separated matter, what Einstein called "spooky action at a distance." Nonlocality has
been demonstrated at the quantum and atomic levels.
Spooky action either involves faster-than-light extra-dimensional communication, which physics cannot explain, or
spacetime itself is a mirage, which means that the foundation
of Nature is beyond actuality.
Universal nonlocality is profound evidence that our universe
is fundamentally interconnected as a unified entity. ~ English
cosmologist Jude Currivan


Ambient Entanglement



In being all about bonding, chemistry is a study in entanglement. The ambient world of matter is molecular. Molecules are ongoing collaborations among chemical species.
Life is an entangled diversity at every level. Populated by
legions of proteins working together, even the simplest cell is
brimming with intertwined complexity. Multicellularity exponentially entwines synchrony with variety to achieve macroscopic life.
All life is dependent upon the habitat in which it lives: an
entanglement of the organic with the inorganic. Beyond biomes and ecosystems, the Earth itself is enmeshed with all
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that lives in or upon it, as encompassed in the term ecology.
The sporadic mass extinction events that severely shuffle life
on Earth melodramatically illustrate the point.
English environmentalist James Lovelock coined Gaia to
characterize the entanglement of Earth: the inextricable entwining of geophysical dynamics with biotic interactions at
the planetary level. The systemic gyre of Gaia was scorned
by reductionist scientists, who religiously refused to countenance ecology on a global scope. But ample evidence supports
Lovelock's gyral theory. Microbes were shaping the atmosphere eons before manmade climate change.
Planets depend upon their suns, the light and warmth of
which are processes of physics and chemistry that produce
matter and recycle it, thus providing for the next generation
of stellar formation. The swing of star systems is an interstellar ballet, as is galactic kinesis, and so on up to the largest
cosmic structures.
Consider phenomena at every scale as processes, not objects, and you may readily perceive that existence is defined
by entangled interactions, not the more apparent diversity of
bodies.


Evolutionary Entanglement 

Evolutionary arms races are well known. Predator and
prey (or pathogen and host) adapt to each other's respective
defenses and offenses, sharpening their skills to survive.
That pertinent adaptations transpire is beyond doubt. How
the information required is acquired for evolutionary adaptations is an enigma.
From viruses on up, many parasitic organisms manipulate host behaviors to their whims, so that they may better
propagate. While hundreds of such instances have been seen
in a wide variety of species, how parasites manage to acquire
the fine-tuned acuity to effect host manipulation is inexplicable.

 Plant Metabolites 
Plants produce different classes of secondary metabolites
to achieve explicit ecological effects. Regardless of type, the
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chemical mechanics of metabolite production are selfsame:
attach specific elements onto carbon rings.
The issue is determining which molecules might be efficacious for a precise effect. In retrospect, the ecology of effective interaction in secondary metabolites looks obvious. But
hindsight brings only bewilderment when considering how
plants knew which formulas to concoct.
Metabolite creation was not a trial-and-error exercise. It
instead arose, as does adaption, from goal orientation.
Producing sugary fruits to attract seed carriers seems
simple enough, but plants package seeds specifically to target
consumers that will eat and disperse them. Part of the packaging plan includes skins that facilitate the intended aim of
maximizing reproduction potential. A further detail is having
the skins advertise their conditions, so that fruits are not
eaten before the plant is ready for them to go to market.
These are non-trivial decisions. Failure to anticipate can
mean wasted potential and loss of life.
Constructing noxious metabolites is an entirely different
challenge. Warding off herbivores involves knowing what is
seriously unpalatable to those that pose the greatest threat.
Plants produce molecules that mimic the hormones which
control animal reproduction and development. They package
these poisonous parcels in precise places where a threat may
arise: leaves, stems, and/or roots.
Insects follow one of 2 development plans. Plants know
the key to both and produce specific hormones that deter development.
Chemical deterrents that alter the life cycle put a profound hex on an herbivore; a legacy that affects a predator
population over a considerable expanse of time.
Those same metabolites which keep herbivores at bay become medicines for animals which are plagued with the same
problem: being chewed on by little critters. Even with rise of
synthetic drugs in the late 20th century, 2/3rds of new remedies still come from the secondary metabolites of plants.

Biological entanglement is beyond dispute, most strikingly in antagonistic and parasitic relations, and more subtly
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in microbiomes. The teleological intelligence by which adaptations are achieved remains mysterious and can never be
discerned empirically.

 Mind Meld 
It involves interbrain communion that goes beyond language
itself. ~ Spanish neurobiologist Jon Andoni Duñabeitia

We all know how being with someone can affect mood, especially lively conversation. Whether bird, bat, or human,
brainwaves synchronize during communication. The entanglement is energetic.
Communication creates links that go far beyond what we can
perceive from the outside. ~ Jon Andoni Duñabeitia

 Synchronized Heartbeats 
Women have a strong link to their partners – perhaps more
empathy. ~ American psychologist Jonathan Helm et al

The power of love is never to be underestimated. Calmly
sitting apart from each other a few feet, the heart rate of females rapidly adjusts to that of their male partners. The
heartbeat of an infant instantly synchronizes to its mother
when she shares a smile with her little loved one.*

Physiological synchrony has been found in a variety of relationships and environments. ~ American health physiologist
Chad Danyluck


The Theory of Everything



In 1865, Scottish physicist James Clerk Maxwell opened
the door to modern physics with a field theory that unified
electricity, magnetism, and light. A half-century later, Einstein's relativity theories rendered the platform of existence
– spacetime – as irreducible. The quest for the unification of
Nature continued over the next century. The theory of everything was solved only by enshrining entanglement as the
*

Babies who don't tune in to their mothers grow up to be less empathic.
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lynchpin mechanism. Physics theories affirm existence as an
interwoven fabric.


Information 

Everything in our reality is made up of information. ~ Serbian-born British physicist Vlatko Vedral

Once inured to matter, and to what it took to put matter
to work (energy), physicists in the 21st century have increasingly cottoned to the concept that physics is ultimately about
information. This arose from trying to reconcile the quantum
realm with the cosmological. It is an implicit acknowledgment that reality is fundamentally immaterial.
A century of physics has taught us that information is a crucial
player in physical systems and processes. Regard the physical
world as made of information, with energy and matter as incidentals. ~ Israeli physicist Jacob Bekenstein
A key issue is how information is encoded to present the
3D spatial world which we perceive. Interfaces at the different scales of existence illustrate the problem.


Interfaces



Space and time will end up being emergent concepts; i.e.,
they will not be present in the fundamental formulation of the
theory and will appear as approximate semiclassical notions in
the macroscopic world. ~ Israeli physicist Nathan Seiberg

The principle of continuity suggests that reality is scaleinvariant, but that is not the case. Discrepancies exist at the
different phenomenal scales, of which 3 are most pronounced:
1) quantum, 2) ambient, and 3) cosmological.


Quantization 

All matter originates and exists only by virtue of a force which
brings the particle of an atom to vibration and holds this most
minute solar system of the atom together. We must assume behind this force the existence of a conscious and intelligent mind.
This mind is the matrix of all matter. ~ Max Planck

In studying heat radiation, German physicist Max Planck
discovered that energy always emits or absorbs in discrete
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units: quanta. From that he derived a constant that stated a
quantum's energy: Planck's action quantum. The Planck constant is the energy level of the smallest possible localized coherent energy field.
In essence, Planck' action quantum defined the minimal
limits of existence. Space has a minimum: the Planck length.
The temporal equivalent is Planck time: the least duration.
Planck discovered that every phenomenon naturally
takes granular form. Quantization is the interface between
nonexistent energy and manifest matter. Though energy defines actuality, Nature is made of bits. Continuity has its limits.


Thermalization 

Chaos is a totally classical concept; there's no idea of chaos
in a quantum system. Similarly, there's no concept of entanglement within classical systems. And yet it turns out that chaos
and entanglement are really, very strongly and clearly related.
~ American physicist Charles Neill

The dynamics of Nature involve an intricate, instantaneous weaving that creates variety while sustaining existing
patterns. Diversity is engendered while continuity is ensured. This seeming paradox embodies both chaos and entanglement.
The link between the quantum and classical scales occurs
through thermodynamics. In their evolution, quantum systems thermalize – interactive patterns laced with chaos.
Thermalization is also a driving force in the classical domain.
Diffusion of energy is key in connecting the ambient with the
quantum realm, from which our observable world emerges.
There's a very clear connection between entanglement and
chaos in quantum and classical systems. Thermalization is the
thing that connects chaos and entanglement. ~ Charles Neill

The quantum arena begins with subatomic phenomena.
It ends at the atomic.
The ambient scale ranges from the molecular to planetary
phenomena. Classical (Newtonian) physics characterize this
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realm. The microscopic realm, which is the province of microbial life, is where the ambient scale starts. The world we perceive is in the middle of the ambient scale. The planetary gyre
of Earth (Gaia) is at the end of the ambient realm.
Relativity is the primary theory that guides astrophysics
in studying cosmological dynamics. Gravity is the predominant phenomenal effect at this scale, most severely and cryptically exemplified by black holes.
Dynamics at one scale affect others to varying degrees.
Quantum effects strongly influence chemical reactions but
are otherwise subdued in the ambient. Gravity is practically
nonexistent at the quantum scale, tangible but typically
tame at the ambient scale, but powerfully potent cosmologically.
Scale-dependent interfaces hint at the glue that renders
Nature a piece, albeit Matryoshka-like upon close inspection.
The issue is of frames of reference, and how one scale creates
effects at a different scale. This essentially goes to information sharing: how an output at one scale shapes activity
at another.
The information corresponding with genes create a symphony of biological traits that an organism has. The essential
information transfer involved is not molecular, as precocious
knowledge illustrates. As with a brain, DNA is a material,
but ultimately symbolic, representation.


Molecules 

Ordinary matter is made of molecules. Molecules are subject to thermodynamic phase transitions between solid, liquid, gas, and plasma. Exactly how matter manages
transitions – between fermions, atoms, and molecules – remains a mystery.
Thermodynamics is fiendishly complex, as incisively illustrated by the mathematics which characterize it. There is
an entanglement of interactions, and a sharing of information to coherent action that is inexplicable. 4D interactions
are only part of the story.
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Atoms bond together in numerous ways to form molecules. Bonding may be fluid or robust. There are a tremendous variety of molecular affinities.
Though the electrons of the atoms in a molecule are the
primary actors, atomic nuclei, at relatively great remove
from the atomic electron cloud, influence bonding interactions. Albeit neatly classified by chemists, molecular bonding
behavior has enigmatic oddities and intricacies.
Colossal clouds of alcohol float in the frigid vastness of
space, defying the cardinal rule of chemistry: that reactions
rates slow as temperature drops. The proffered explanation
for cosmic booze is quantum tunneling. Somehow the everyday chemistry that seems so predictable in the lab is shunted
aside by extra-dimensional forces, which create vast stills in
space. Quantum tunneling is shorthand for activity dimensionally beyond examination: the interaction cannot be explained empirically.
Similarly, our understanding of the makings of matter is
incomplete. Atoms are made up of parts which do not neatly
fit within the constructs which physicists have devised for
them. The Standard Model (SM), which characterizes quantum phenomena, is just a sketch. Its math is suspect, with
workarounds to ward off infinities and break the symmetries
which insistently appear. SM is an approximation at best,
just as classical physics was apt only for a curtailed scale.

 The Spectral Gap 
The most intimate level of existence is the boundary between something and nothing. The spectral gap is the energy
difference between the ground state and the 1st state of excitement in a physical system.
Mathematically modeling the spectral gap is central to
quantum physics. The central issue is whether there is a
quantifiable gap in the spectral gap, or whether it is gapless
(perfectly continuous). The Planck quantum of action suggests discrete discontinuities, but certain transitions indicate
otherwise. It looks like the spectral gap is itself situational.
The spectral gap plays a key role in various manifestations of the material world. That there is a small spectral gap
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in the energy needed to shove an electron from a low-energy
state to a more excited one is the central property for semiconductors.
When the spectral gap closes, a phase transition becomes
possible. A material becomes superconducting with a closing
spectral gap.
Mathematically characterizing the spectral gap has
proved insolvable.
There exists no algorithm to determine whether the spectral
gap is gapped or gapless. ~ English theoretical physicist Toby
Cubitt, Spanish mathematician David Pérez-García & German
mathematician Michael Wolf
This means a general method to determine whether matter
described by quantum mechanics has a spectral gap, or not,
cannot exist; which limits the extent to which we can predict
the behaviour of quantum materials, and potentially even fundamental particle physics. ~Toby Cubitt
The Standard Model assumes a spectral gap. That is
nothing more than wishful thinking.
The reason this problem is impossible to solve in general is
because models at this level exhibit extremely bizarre behaviour that essentially defeats any attempt to analyze them. ~ David Pérez-García

 Gas–Liquid Interface 
A phase of matter is characterized by its organization of
atoms. The atoms in a solid arrange themselves in uniform
patterns.
Contrastingly, atoms behave disorderly in gases and liquids. At one moment atoms may be locally packed, then disperse an instant later.
Gases and liquids are fluid, as both flow when under
stress. Unlike gases, liquids can form a free surface: a coherent interface layer.
The interface between gases and liquids at the atomic
level can only be explained by incorporating a hierarchy of
resonances (wave synchronies) during the spontaneous symmetry breaking (Goldstone mode) that naturally occurs between atoms during van der Waals interactions (distant-
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dependent interactivity). There is a subtle, hidden, atomic order in the seeming chaos of fluids converging.
A microscopic theory of correlations in the interfacial region
between gases and liquids originates from recognizing that the
correlation function displays, in addition to a Goldstone mode,
an unexpected hierarchy of resonances that severely constrain
structural properties. ~ English physicist Andrew Parry & Spanish mathematician Carlos Rascón

The mathematics within human comprehension only
provide a crude view of Nature. Modeling the fundamental
interfaces for phase transitions, and between phenomena
and noumenon, have proved intractable.
Features at every scale of observable existence are only
roughly approximate at another. Sometimes interactions at
one scale create anomalies at another.

 Semiconductor Sandwich 
Lanthanum aluminate (LaAlO3 (LAO)) and strontium titanate (SrTiO3 (STO)) are 2 mundane semiconductors: putting
up a fair amount of resistance to electricity running through
them. Neither has magnetic properties. But when LAO and
STO are layered together, they become both conductive and
magnetic.
At the interface of these 2 materials, elemental units of
magnetism – local moments – form. The moments interact
with conductive electrons to create a magnetic state which
arranges the moments into a peculiar spiral pattern at the
ground state. How this quantum phenomenon arises is a
mystery.
It's like taking 2 pieces of bread and putting them together
and having the sandwich filling magically appear. ~ Indian
American physicist Mohit Randeria

 Photosynthesis 
At the ambient scale, photosynthesis is a chemical reaction that produces energy for sunshine autotrophs. The
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astonishing efficiency of photosynthesis owes entirely to
quantum coherence; how it happens is hardly apprehended.
The photosynthetic system of plants is Nature's most elaborate nanoscale biological machine. ~ Indian molecular biologist K.V. Lakshmi

Life on Earth began as soon as environmental circumstances permitted. The conditions may have been severe, but
life then was as it is now: an act of will.


Abiogenesis 

No matter how minute an organism may be, or how elementary it may appear at first glance, it is nevertheless infinitely
more complex than a simple solution of organic substances.
~ Russian biochemist Alexander Oparin

The numerous atomic bonds that orchestrate molecular
dynamics differentiate by energy level. Why they form the
way they do, and in such variety, is not entirely understood.
The most vital chemical bonds of all – those that afford life –
we utterly fail to comprehend.
Reproducing the spark that differentiates organic compounds from even the simplest life eludes us despite much
study and experimentation. The sophistic idea of "primordial
soup" has not been abandoned, but its explanatory power is
increasingly seen as inadequate, as something fundamental
goes missing in all attempts to stir organic goop to life.
The underlying problem is complexity. Although we have no
idea of the minimal complexity of a living organism, it is likely
to be very high. It could be that some sort of complexifying principle operates in Nature, serving to drive a chaotic mix of chemicals on a fast track to a primitive microbe. ~ English physicist
Paul Davies

While physics raises uncertainties as a matter of principle at the quantum scale, evolution illustrates the opposite.
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Evolution 

Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of
evolution. ~ Ukrainian geneticist and evolutionary biologist
Theodosius Dobzhansky in 1973

In effecting phase transitions, evolution is the dynamic
interface to variety in both the inorganic and organic realms.
Life diversifies via evolution. Populations of organisms attune themselves to their habitat in various ways.
Environmental factors influence organisms to develop new
characteristics to ensure survival, thus transforming into new
species. ~ Arab writer Al-Jahiz, in the mid-9th century
Underlying the plethora of forms and behaviors are consistent trends. Evolution may seem predictable.
The evolutionary path is repeatable and predictable. ~ Canadian evolutionary biologist Peter Andolfatto
Traits have repeatedly emerged which aim at precise
functionality: ways to sense, maneuver through, and manipulate the environment. Vision, vocalization, and flight are examples of such convergent evolution. There are many others.
Adaptation necessarily relies upon acquisition and transfer of information, from ecological interaction by an organism
to the molecular level, where the data are encoded.
There is more to inheritance than genes. ~ English evolutionary biologist Kevin Laland et al
As with other phenomena where physicality falls short,
molecular genetics alone is insufficient to explain evolution.
Evidence indicates that DNA merely provides recipes for proteins and other biomolecules which are manufactured within
cells.
Genes don't exist. They are merely a conceptual construal
to correlate a trait with nucleic acids such as DNA.
Biological traits include behavior patterns which are
manifestations of the mind. Such patterns are heritable yet
explaining mentotypic traits via nucleic acids is impossible.
Molecular genetics cannot account for mental patterns.
Just as the idea of energy is necessary to account for matter in motion (or even the very existence of matter at the
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quantum level), the idea of egenes – energetic genetics – provides an explanation for heritable conveyance of traits which
molecular genetics cannot.
As coherence quantizes, the implementation of inheritance is intelligence which takes molecular form but is not
the manifestation per se. With this in mind, genetics (more
properly, egenetics) makes sense.
Beyond molecules, it is critical to comprehend that all
physical appearance is a but a ruse for energetic (noncorporeal) intelligence. This observation applies for all perceptions, which are ultimately nothing more than symbolic
representations.
Besides mentation, there are at least 2 interfaces which
evolutionary biologists have been unable to explain: how
adaptive advantages (for a habitat) are translated to actionable intelligence at the molecular level; and how genetics encodes development, both form and function.*
The conventional answer to these quandaries is the vacuous term natural selection, coined by English naturalist
Charles Darwin in 1859 – though the concept dates to antiquity. Darwin's hypotheses regarding evolution have been disproved. Having undergone a series of mechanical revisions
since Darwin's time, natural selection is used mostly as a hex
against any evolutionary theory embodying teleology (goal
orientation), which is exactly how adaptation must transpire.
Natural selection is the main evolutionary mechanism. Evolution is not moved by any mystical force. ~ Venezuelan American biologist Aldemaro Romero Jr.
As Romero's remark exemplifies, evolutionary biologists
reject teleology because it invokes an unobservable force; the
same sort of religious objection Einstein, and other physicists
in his generation, had in discovering the nonempirical implications of their physics theories.
*

Yes, geneticists have done remarkably well identifying genes associated with specific phenotypic traits or developmental pathways. This has been done by disturbing certain genes and seeing
abnormal results. It does not explain how genes were organized
in the first place for a master plan of organism development. (Just
because you can break it does not mean you can put it together.)
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Nature is not embarrassed by difficulties of analysis.
~ French engineer and physicist Augustin Fresnel

The failure of biologists to explain evolution by biomechanical means alone indicates that an invisible, but natural,
force of coherence is behind evolution. Nature does not select:
it proposes.
Evolution exhibits an identifiable driving force. ~ Israeli
chemist Addy Pross
Given that evolution is apparent in every aspect of existence we observe, it is reasonable to suspect that Nature itself
undergoes evolution, which implies that coherence learns
and evolves.
Nature herself has a memory. ~ American anthropologist
Walter Evans-Wentz

 Desire 
Desire propels life. All desire is aimed at enjoyment. A
most abiding desire is the will to live: to continue the entertainment. Life could not have evolved or be sustained without
this will. Multicellularity could not have arisen without reliable relations between cells – dependability ultimately based
upon will to live.
The mind uses desire as a tool of enslavement: forming
attachments based upon what mind instructs is important
and keeping focused on attaining an endless stream of imagined satisfactions.

 Ignorance 
Like everyone else you were born into bondage. Into a prison
that you cannot taste or see or touch. A prison for your mind.
~ Morpheus, in the movie The Matrix (1999)

The Collective comprise the great bulk of humanity, defined by their convictions and constrained by their fears.
Though their belief systems vary widely, the Collective are
burdened by a selfsame ignorance: belief itself.
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Ignorance has 2 facets: perspective-ignorance (pignorance) – a wrong worldview, and fact-ignorance (fignorance).*
The delusory pignorance of the Collective may seem mysterious: why pignorance clings and perpetuates.
Enlightenment as a norm – life without suffering – would
deliver a dearth of entertainment. Nature is the cabaret of
Ĉonsciousness; hence, pignorance serves a purpose.
Inevitably, we are all captives of our present personal perspective. ~ American psychologist Baruch Fischhoff
Pignorance engenders diversity in decided points of view,
as faith in the mind's mutterings congeal into persuasive perspectives, each bent to individual predisposition. Beliefs deliver contention when met by countervailing facts or
opponents, causing internal dissonance or social discord, respectively.
All stories are of conflict and their resolution, for good or
ill. The vexation of pignorance generates entertainment.
Nature never deceives us; it is we who deceive ourselves.
~ Genevan philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau
Pignorance generates challenge, which is itself a diversion. The mind feeds on difficulty.
People are attracted to what is difficult and complicated.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
The mind uses memory for problem-solving, skill acquisition, and as bait to keep its resident creature in pignorance.
The mind is both an all-purpose tool and subjugator, plying
emotions and memories to keep its captive in thrall.
The trump cards of ignorance are emotions, with fear as
the ace. The poignancy of emotions intensifies the experiences of life, rendering them vividly real. Emotional attachment creates a feeling of investment. Fear of loss promotes a
sense of jeopardy.
The Collective constantly seek to satisfy their minds, but
the mind is insatiable. Brief moments of satisfaction are all
that may be managed. This gyre drives desire.

*

Loose usage of 'ignorance' herein intends pignorance.
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As long as your focus is on the body, you will remain in the
clutches of food, sex, fear, and death. Find yourself and be free.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Socially gleaned beliefs and superstitions apply some
salve to a mind easily troubled. Conformance to tradition
brings a sense of belonging, which is a comfort in itself.
Lies are the source of meaning, belief, and hope. ~ Titus
Abrasax in the movie Jupiter Ascending (2014)
All boundaries are conventions, waiting to be transcended.
One may transcend any convention, if only one can first conceive of doing so. ~ English novelist David Mitchell
As social creatures, solace is not commonly found in
solitude; quite the contrary, as the mind preys upon those
who believe the follies of the mind. Thus, pignorance among
the Collective remains irreducible, as it is collectively selfsustaining.

Grace is within you. If it were external, it would be useless.
~ Indian guru Ramana Maharshi

At the personal level, pignorance has its own gyre of selforganized criticality. The mind retains mastery, which results in suffering, upon which the mind feeds. This narcissism of mentation may drive one toward enlightenment, if
only as a means of escape. The Collective struggle against an
incomprehensible but compelling force: their own minds.
Life is just one damn thing after another. ~ American philosopher Elbert Hubbard
It's not sure that life is one damn thing after another. It's one
damn thing over and over. ~ American poet and playwright
Edna St. Vincent Millay

 The Biology of Existence 
We sense the world to be real because we feel our bodies to
be real, and vice versa. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

It seems natural to accept that reality constitutes what
our senses provide us. We believe the observable to be true,
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even comprehensive. This naïve realism is foolhardy. The expanse of our perception is so miniscule that our experiences
are merely a make-believe movie compared to the vastness of
Nature.
Other organisms – animals, plants, microbes, et cetera –
experience completely different worlds. Like us, they are confined to their sensory apparatus as a basis to constructing
mental worlds. Their empires of existence may be so alien to
us as to constitute a different universe, but those realms are
no less 'real'.
According to quantum mechanics, what we can observe
about the world is only a tiny subset of what actually exists.
~ Sean Carroll
Actuality appears as a set of spatial scales. Through microscopes, telescopes, and mathematical projections, we can
conceptualize vistas which we cannot directly observe, such
as the dynamics that transpire at the quantum and cosmological levels.
The world looks classical because the complex interactions
that an object has with its surroundings conspire to conceal
quantum effects from our view. ~ Vlatko Vedral
The mirage of objects we tangibly experience are quantized fields which remain ethereal and entangled in interactions. Only the mind makes the world appear.
This is the primordial illusion: that the world is ancient. Actually, it rises with your consciousness. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Our experience is of duality: a mind housed in a body,
looking out onto an external world. Dualism is only our proximate actuality – it is not real.
All existence is imaginary. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
We feel within ourselves our own energy and witness it in
the world. Yet the mind tells us instead of bodies moving
through spacetime, not energetic gyres ecologically interacting in a vast entanglement.
Without objects, consciousness would be nonsense. ~ German philosopher and psychologist Johann Friedrich Herbart
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The mind insists that Nature is of discrete objects. We
accept it, even as we wonder what is behind it.
It is ironic that one's mind takes the body to be itself while
trying to know its source. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

 Life 
Every organic being, every autopoietic cell is conscious.
~ American evolutionary theorist Lynn Margulis

Every organism is a localized consciousness coupled to coherent energy fields which emergently form a mind and a
physical body. The energetic and physiological are entangled
in their expressions.
It is not only the entire organism that
consciousness
has its own consciousness. Each organ
and every cell in a multicellular organism must have its own intelligence to
function. Even organelles and the proteins within cells need savvy to do their
jobs. All of these consciousnesses and
minds in a being are entangled, though
we know neither how nor the implications.
Intelligence is behind every decision.
Making a choice necessarily involves perceiving the environment and directing
energy
activity accordingly.
Ĉonsciousness and its attendant intelligence are distributed throughout
every life form: localized for appropriate
functionality at every scale. Physical centers of mentation, such as the brain, are
analogous to chakra energy centers
mind–body
which correspond to nervous systems.*

*

Cognitive biologists have been so focused on brains that they have
largely overlooked that other localized intelligence centers exist.
One acknowledged exception is the digestive system, which researchers refer to as a "gut-brain axis."
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For a body, matter-energy coupling remains upon death,
after the resident consciousnesses have left and stopped enlivening the body. Only by continuing the illusion of materiality can the mirage of a physical world be sustained.* In
showing a smooth transition, the illusion of death illustrates
the unity of Ĉonsciousness and Nature.

In that actuality appears as ordered schemata, appreciable by sentient beings spawned by schematic interactions, it
is impossible to argue against the proposition that coherence
is the intelligent force behind the order in Nature.

 Coherence 
In all chaos there is a cosmos, in all disorder a secret order.
~ Carl Jung

In observing a cosmic order, 6th-century-BCE Turkish
Greek polymath Anaximander of Miletus considered an infinity of worlds created and destroyed in a perpetual gyral
cycle, powered by apeiron: an eternal force of coherence. Less
than a century later, Turkish Greek philosopher Heraclitus
used the term logos for the Tao which Lao Tzu had described:
an intelligent coherence from which Nature emerges.
All things are one. Everything comes to be in accordance with
logos. Logos holds always, but humans always prove unable to
understand it. ~ Heraclitus
Given all that science has shown, the only possible explanation for the order in the universe, and its evolution, is that
a creative force continually weaves energy into the entertainment platform we call Nature.
We lie in the lap of immense intelligence. ~ American poet
and essayist Ralph Waldo Emerson

*

Sustaining the semblance of physicality is the function of coherence, irrespective of there being a vital spark of consciousness resident within a quantized mind-body.
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The Standard Model of quantum physics posits that a
universal field, called the Higgs field, imparts mass, an essential ingredient to produce matter. Analogously, the unified field of coherence imparts order, an essential ingredient
to produce Nature. Just as the Higgs field localizes, so too
coherence.
Coherence is entwined in the gyre of ever-emergent creation from which all phenomena arise, evolve, and subside.
Yet all that appears is but an appearance: substance but not
essence.
Unmoving yet swifter than the mind; beyond the reach of the
senses and always ahead of them; standing still yet outrunning
those who run. There is a pervasive essence supporting all life.
It moves and yet does not. It is far and near. It is both inside all
and outside all. ~ Isa Upanishad
Looking at life as cells and bodies misses its most essential feature: the ecology of being. Organisms are not fundamentally defined by their materiality, but by their
interactions with their environment.
The term coherence indicates nothing more than the orderly interactivity called Nature. Even the energetic diffusion of entropy cascades via waves with an underlying order.
Everything in the cosmos propagates as waves. ~ Italian
polymath Leonardo da Vinci
Nature is elementally composed of sets of nested rules
which may be expressed mathematically. These guides are
the functional essence of coherence.
Energy is the medium of coherence. Algorithms shape energy into different profiles, which we characterize according
to their manifest effect on materials. Some energies form
complexes to shape quanta. Other energies provide support
platforms upon which quanta interact, such as yielding thermodynamics.
Quanta assemble to form subatomic particles, atoms,
molecules, and compounds. Higher-level particulate forms
make matter at the microscopic level, which then further aggregates into ambient materials which we experience via sensation.
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Existence is emergently constructed bottom-up: from the
Planck quantum of action to the cosmological in scope. Rule
complexes apply at every level, maintaining the phenomenal
entertainment platform.
Whereas the dances of energies appear continuous, existence is discretely emergent: composed every Planck moment.
Energy localizes, then quantizes, even time. As matter is the
end-product, quantization is a cardinal rule.
Living matter is infused with consciousness (and a mind),
which, like its inanimate cousin, adheres hierarchically to
formulas. Further, seeming quanta of consciousness have
transcendental souls, with rules applicable to their phase
transitions.
The most impressive accomplishment is the meshing of
the algorithms which promote variety with those which engage interdependency and entanglement; an astonishingly
intricate weave.
Coherence manages a web of existence which exhibits
startling individuality at every level. Every quantum and
every object, every cell, and every organism, is unique – yet
the profusion of classed diversities is all bound into inextirpable relations.

 Noumenon 
Truth cannot be an object of knowledge. Only something impermanent can be an object of knowing. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Without dimension or existence lies the transcendental
substratum behind manifestation: the unmanifest, the mathematical equivalent to zero and infinity rolled into one. Just
as zero is indispensable in mathematics, and infinity ever
lurking, so too noumenon with respect to phenomena. Beyond
ever-changing phenomena lies never changing noumenon.
There can be no knowledge of the unmanifested. Only the
actual can be known. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Noumenon cannot be described, as there is nothing to describe. All characterization is of phenomena, beginning with
the localization of Ĉonsciousness to consciousness.
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The manifestation of consciousness is itself duality. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

The mind deals in concepts. As concepts, phenomena and
noumenon portray a duality.* This falsity arises because all
that can be conceived are concepts. The unicity of reality is
beyond concepts.
Your true nature is beyond description. It cannot be known
with the mind. It is the source of everything. ~ Nisargadatta
Maharaj
Phenomena arise from noumenon via the abiding desire
of Ĉonsciousness for entertainment. Nature is propelled by a
will for animation which forms beauty by virtue of coherence.
Your mind projects a structure and you identify yourself with
it. It is in the nature of desire to prompt the mind to create a
world for its fulfillment. Even a small desire can start a long line
of actions; what about a strong desire? Desire can produce a
universe. Its powers are miraculous. Just as a small matchstick
can set a huge forest on fire, so does a desire light the fires of
manifestation. The very purpose of creation is the fulfillment of
desire. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

 The Nature of Reality 
Consciousness itself is the source of everything. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

From the substrate of noumenon ushers all phenomena.
The performance of Nature by coherence entertains Ĉonsciousness. This is known because those who become enlightened – those with a clear connection to Ĉonsciousness –
invariably feel bliss. If the intent of our lives is to enjoy the
show, it is merely an echo of Ĉonsciousness regarding Nature
as a whole.
It is the nature of appearance to appear to be real, even
though it is unreal. ~ Vasistha

*

Duality is inherent in conceptualization, which occurs via discrimination of generalities. Duality and diversity are tautological as
the backbone of Nature.
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Nature itself is emergent: instantly composed energetically via quantization into fantastically complex structures
which appear substantial. This moment-by-moment process
is the same as in the mind: atomic symbols, taken as sensation, are assembled into edifices of meaningful representations via perception.
That which is seen is reflection of one's own consciousness.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Contrary to the classical physics' law, there is no conservation of energy, as energy is nothing but a concept. There
can be no conservation of nothing.
We are almost certainly living in a simulation. ~ Swedish
philosopher Nick Bostrom
Nature may be construed as a holographic information
system, distributed in space and manifesting through time.
The existence we experience merely conforms with operating
principles of a mind in an entertainment platform.
Time is in the mind. Space is in the mind. The law of cause
and effect is also a way of thinking. In reality all is here and now
and all is one. Multiplicity and diversity are in the mind only.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
The mind reflects its environ – coherence having structured mentation for the life form to which it applies.
What we take to be Nature is our own nature. The two
are indivisible. The world we see as being without is the
world within.*
On the stage of spacetime whirls an endless gyre of desire, with an animated intent: life. With its multifarious
meaning, the term organic is ideally apropos: naturally occurring, systemically organized, coordinated, and alive.
A human being is part of the whole called by us universe. We
experience ourselves, our thoughts and feelings as something
*

This observation is validated by the fact that different people may
interpret the import of an event divergently. Meaningful representation is an expression of worldview, which reflects one's mental frame in the moment. Sharing the same event is illusory, as
every event is independently perceived. The nature of duality is
individuality.
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separate from the rest: a kind of optical delusion of consciousness. ~ Albert Einstein

From the perspective of an observer, quantum physics'
uncertainty principle posits the present as particulate, while
the future lurks as an indeterminate wave. Whereas the present presents itself in material form, the pending moment is
a probability, premised on the undulation at the leading edge
of now.
A salient point of the uncertainty principle is in the definition of manifestation: that existence only comes into being
with conscious perception. Whether a probabilistic wave collapses into particulate form requires observation. The witnessing of Ĉonsciousness suffices.
This seed Ĉonsciousness is the cause of experience, which in
no time takes on the form of the universe. If you see the unreality of this Ĉonsciousness, the experience disappears along with
one who experiences. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Reality may be construed as a nested hierarchy, with
outer layers being forces to what manifests in inner layers.
Noumenon is an unmanifested shell to phenomena produced
by coherence in the exhibition of Nature.
Coherence is the mathematical, fundamental force for
generating phenomena. Coherence creates the interwoven,
waveform fabric of energetic existence which naturally quantizes into particulate form as matter. Coherence is the mind
of Nature. Like Ĉonsciousness, coherence also localizes.
Ĉonsciousness provides the awareness by which coherence fabricates phenomena. Like matter, Ĉonsciousness
Ĉonsciousness

Coherence
energy
matter

Noumenon

Reality

Phenomena
(Nature)
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manifests in quantized form, as souls in living organisms.
The duality of all proximate phenomena is ultimately illusory.
All is pure Ĉonsciousness and nothing but that. Everything –
form, diversity, and appearance – is actually Ĉonsciousness and
in fact non-material. ~ Indian guru Anandamayi Maa
Like a mirror with reflective backing to light-absorbing
glass, the power of introspection – silent witnessing of one's
mind – derives from consciousness, which is the interface between noumenon and phenomena. The witnessing capability
of consciousness allows introspection, and so provides the basis upon which realization – learning the true nature of self
and reality – is possible.
Pure witnessing is unaffected by whatever it contains.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

There is an inescapable problem with writing about
reality for those who are have not realized it: at best, it reads
as philosophy; at worst, mystical gibberish – as the preceding
section may exemplify, in trying to cross-sectionally dissect
something/nothing which defies the attempt, as reality is
beyond concepts. To those who are realized, such writings
may invoke the thought: "well, that's one way to put it." This
dilemma is illustrated by the teachings of archaic gurus.

 Eastern Essences 
The mists of time obscure beginnings. It cannot be known
when the first of our kind attained unity consciousness, or
even how they tried to convey it to those not enlightened.
What is known is that epigrams about enlightenment have
passed down from ages which now seem mythical. 2 emanate
from the most ancient civilizations: China and India.


The Tao



Evolved individuals hold to the Tao and regard the world as
their pattern. ~ Lao Tzu
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Lao Tzu (6th or 5th century BCE) was a legendary Chinese
guru. The name itself is an honorific title meaning venerable
master. Next to nothing is known about Lao Tzu as a person.
Some think he lived before Confucius (551–479 BCE). Some
think he lived later. Some think he was Confucius.
The great Tao extends everywhere. It does not have a name.
~ Lao Tzu
Lao is credited with writing Tao Te Ching (The Virtue of
the Way), a compilation of 81 brief recitals.
Tao acts through natural law. All things depend upon it for
growth, and it does not deny them. ~ Lao Tzu
The meaning of the Tao has been subject to endless
speculation by the unenlightened. It has even been used as a
fortune-telling device; an ironic employment of timeless
wisdom.
It is a famous puzzle which everyone would like to feel he
had solved. ~ American East Asian scholar Henry Holmes
The Chinese diagram symbolic of the Tao
geometrically represents the interplay of 2 opposite
principles: yin and yang. Yang is masculine, active.
Yin is feminine, receptive. Together, yin and yang represent
the eternal generation of diversity. They are enclosed in a
circle, which symbolizes the unity that is the ineffable Tao.
The Tao never acts, and yet is never inactive.
So formless, so intangible.
When Tao is expressed, it seems without substance or flavor.
We observe and there is nothing to see.
We listen and there is nothing to hear.
We use it and it is without end.
~ Lao Tzu
Lao Tzu's Tao poetically alludes to noumenal Ĉonsciousness as the springboard to phenomena; it's that simple.


Yoga



Freedom is won in realizing the true nature of self. Matter is
transcended. The nature of being and the force of absolute
knowledge are then revealed. ~ Patañjali in Yoga Sutra
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Yoga arose in India around the 5th century BCE. Though
yogic practices have been various, including physical postures, the aim has always been quieting the mind.
The classical work on the rudiments of yoga is
the Yoga Sutra, attributed to legendary Indian
guru Patañjali (~250 BCE). Sutra means thread, etymologically related to the English term suture.
The basic text of Yoga Sutra is only 191 short
sentences, enveloped in a prodigious mass of commentary tacked on in the centuries that followed
the original fabric of threads.
Yoga Sutra begins with "instruction in Union."
Union is restraining the thought-streams natural to the mind.
Then the seer dwells in his own nature. ~ Patañjali
Yoga Sutra goes on to describe the afflictions of ignorance, the spiritual discipline required to achieve realization,
and the results.
When the mind maintains awareness, yet does not mingle
with the senses, nor the senses with sense impressions, then selfawareness blossoms. ~ Patañjali

Meditation modifies the mind, which has for its substratum
nothingness. ~ Patañjali

Meditation as a means to achieve enlightenment is universal in the teachings that come from ancient times. That
this prescription transcends cultures for all time indicates its
inestimable value.

 Subjectivity & Objectivity 
Whether mythic or scientific, the view of the world that man
constructs is always largely a product of the imagination.
~ French biologist François Jacob

Western views on reality bifurcate into 2 diametric
schools: objectivity versus subjectivity. Subjectivity embraces
manifestation as necessarily an experience of individual consciousness: the world is in one's own mind. Objectivity is the
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notion that reality is outside of individual consciousness,
which offers only a peephole to the 'real' world.
All that reaches us from the world are a few rays of light
hitting our retinas, and a few air molecules vibrating in our
eardrums – images and echoes. So how can we really know
anything about the outside world? ~ American psychologist
Alison Gopnik

Philosophic subjectivism was eschewed by empiricists,
who triumphed in the modern world with their 'scientific'
stance that reality is external to its observers. The only evidence of objectivity is that individual observers, through admittedly subjective perceptions, may concur about events,
and thereby imagine an existence independent of its witnessing – shared subjectivity as a guise for objectivity.
Whereas the 2 schools are irreconcilable philosophical opposites, they are commonly treated as merely facets of existence: an external, objective world is merely juxtaposed to the
private, subjective world. This conceptual tack is a philosophical duality: belief in both mind and body – whereas the products of the mind may be disputed as subjective, bodies are
considered objective, as their existence is subject to consensus.
The mind and feelings are external, but you take them to be
intimate. You believe the world to be objective, while it is entirely a projection of your psyche. That is the basic confusion.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

I think, therefore I am. ~ René Descartes

Individual consciousness is undeniably apparent. Taking
this fact to its logical conclusion produces solipsism: that only
the self can be proven to exist. After all, all you ever really
know of Nature is through your own awareness.*
Nothing perceived is independent of perception and perception differs not from the perceiver, therefore the universe is
nothing but the perceiver. ~ Indian polymath Abhinavagupta
*

Here we have the foundation of skepticism: to doubt that fact
should be taken at face value.
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Solipsism cannot be disproven. Instead, through the influence of others it is ubiquitously brushed aside: typically,
around the age of 5 years, regardless of culture.
The world you can perceive is a very small world indeed. And
it is entirely private. Take it to be a dream and be done with it.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Only through social consensus – that our perceptions correspond with others – do we come to believe in objectivity.
That others share seemingly identical experiences deceptively validates the appearance of an objective reality.
The worldliness of living things means that there is no subject
that is not also an object and appears as such to somebody else,
who guarantees its 'objective' reality. What we usually call
"consciousness," the fact that I am aware of myself and therefore
in a sense can appear to myself, would never suffice to guarantee reality. ~ Hannah Arendt
Discerning the interface between the mind and body –
mind-body problem – dispatches duality as untenable. Further, the matterist approach of neurobiology has no answer
as to how the mind arises, nor how organisms without brains
could possess awareness or make decisions. That a proximate
mind exists is undeniable, even for neurobiologists.
The first fact is that thinking of some sort goes on. ~ William
James
Modern physics has shown that existence is essentially
energetic, fashioned into coherent waves of information, entangled into a manifest fabric. If there is objectivity, then reality must ultimately be noumenal, as energy is nothing but
a concept.
We are neither matter nor energy, neither body nor mind.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Given energyism, shared experiences show that reality
must be entirely within a communal Ĉonsciousness. As Nature necessarily is of dualistic diversity, subjectivity must
arise – but it is illusory, as is objectivity, which can only be
shared perceptions. This platform for experience – of common
subjectivity via Ĉonsciousness – is showtivity.
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As long as we imagine ourselves to be separate personalities,
one quite apart from another, we cannot grasp reality, which is
essentially impersonal. First, we must know ourselves as witnesses only, dimensionless and timeless centres of observation,
and then realize that immense ocean of pure awareness, which
is beyond both mind and matter. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Accepting showtivity as the modus operandi for all individual perceptions of every conscious entity still leaves the
issue of how the illusion of objectivity may be projected, such
that shared subjectivity may arise. The only possible answer
is that all occurs within a universal mind. Just as localized
consciousnesses are composed from a universal Ĉonsciousness, so too individual minds must be portions of the universal mind.
Note that universal mind is a synonym for coherence: the
interaction which delivers order to the universe in its composition of Nature. For what is order but its perception?
Embracing the idea of a universal mind reclaims objectivity, albeit in an immaterial and paradoxical way. Matter is a
deception created in the mind. All that exists are concepts,
and concepts don't exist.
Further, all that one can ever know are encountered concepts: ones that seem to appear external to oneself are considered facts, whereas those that are acknowledged as not
having a factual foundation per se are mere ideas: the raw
constructs from which beliefs are fabricated. With this recognition, subjectivity again moves to the fore, with objectivity a
hazy, unknowable backdrop that is nothing but a conceptual
sketch which may only appear whole via showtivity – did you
see that too?

Just as Nature is distributed deception, existence is atomized insignificance. The definition of significance is assignation of importance. As Nature proceeds regardless of its
material composition, its components cannot be construed as
meaningful in and of themselves. In the theater of Nature,
there are only bit parts: no lead actors.
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The objects in space that appear before you are guises for
gyres of entangled interactivity. To assign meaning is only a
personal attachment: the root significance of subjectivity.
Assigning significance is the sine qua non of perception:
the means by which attention is doled out. Living is both enriched by meaning and possible only by giving meaning.

 Synopsis 
Reality is merely an illusion, albeit a very persistent one.
~ Albert Einstein

➢ Nature is an entertainment platform. 6 key principles are
in operation: diversity, consistency, entanglement, consciousness, desire, and ignorance.
➢ As a singularity is nothing at all, duality – expressed spatially by diversity – is essential. Diversity manifests in
particulate form, emergently quantized by localized energy fields.
➢ Concepts comprise mental diversity. Concepts arise from
perception via the discriminating power of the mind. Concepts are signified symbolic representations deemed significant by the mind and so codified via categorization.
➢ In contrast to the discontiguity of diversity, consistency is
necessary to establish an environmental context, with
memory as the substrate and time perceived as a flowing
medium.
➢ For the enactment of entertainment, the diversity in Nature must interact. Hence, all phenomena are ultimately
entangled. Belying the appearance of diversity experienced, entanglement signifies a unity of spacetime.
➢ Nature – the exhibition of existence – manifests from the
quantum level up, constantly emergent, with an exquisite
order throughout every scale of existence. This localizedbut-unified coherence may be understood as an intricate
nesting of algorithms.
Look deep into Nature and then you will understand everything better. ~ Albert Einstein
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➢ The basic mechanism of quantum physics is localization
of universal fields, thereupon quantizing into particulate
form.
The same localization/quantization mechanism which
gives rise to Nature also populates the means to witness
phenomena. A unified field of Ĉonsciousness localizes.
From proteins to cells to organisms, everything that flexibly reacts to its environment possesses consciousness:
the faculty for awareness.
➢ Matter is phenomenal energy. Not all energies take material form; some act upon matter directly, or indirectly
via energy-to-energy interactions.
➢ Entertainment is storytelling art – tales of wrangling
symbols. All stories are of conflict which lead to resolution. Hence, to maximize entertainment, life forms must
struggle toward understanding (as contrasted to learning
providing easy passage).
➢ The idea of objectivity is a joke of social consensus. Victims of naïve realism, the Collective mistakenly believe
their experiences of duality and materiality to be real.
The Collective suffer from a wrong worldview: perspective-ignorance (pignorance). Their ultimate struggle of
sufferance is not with the outside world, but with their
own minds, which mischievously promote entertainment
by obscuring the true nature of reality.
People like to say that the conflict is between good and evil.
The real conflict is between truth and lies. ~ Mexican author
Don Miguel Ruiz

➢ The showtivity called Nature happens by individualized
consciousnesses having a view to the performance by coherence (aka universal mind) within Ĉonsciousness. Ultimately, this show is solely of symbols – an unimaginably
intricate tensor network of ideas of which we perceive
glimpses, whereupon fooled by the mind into believing
these symbolic constructs are material and real.
Appearances are a view of that which is unseen. ~ Greek
philosopher Anaxagoras
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➢ Noumenon is the unmanifest which underlies Nature.
➢ Reality is an irreducible blend of noumenon, Ĉonsciousness, coherence, and Nature – beyond concepts because of
their ultimate unicity.
Truth is exact correspondence with reality. ~ Indian yogi
Paramahansa Yogananda

 The Mind 
That neither our thoughts, nor passions, nor ideas formed by
the imagination, exist without the mind, is what everybody will
allow. ~ Irish philosopher George Berkeley

The mind is an intangible organ for perception and other
symbolic processing. The mind's functioning may be materially grounded in whatever biological system processes sensory input into ecological comprehension. For humans, the
physiological system for intelligence is the brain and associated nervous system.
Physical concepts are free creations of the mind, and are not,
however it may seem, uniquely determined by the external
world. ~ Albert Einstein
Mentation is inherent in every life form, from viruses and
cells on up. Every organism has a mind, even if it lacks an
identifiable organ analogous to the brain.
As to the connection between mind and vital force, mind is
the language of the vital force. This vital force and the consciousness appear simultaneously and always exist together.
When there is no vital force, there is also no mind. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Mind and consciousness are not things but processes. ~ Austrian American physicist and system theorist Fritjof Capra & Italian chemist Pier Luigi Luisi

The mind has 2 functional realms. The useful part is
willmind: mentation under volition, for problem-solving. The
other – nattermind – is a not only a nuisance, it is the generator of pignorance.
The human condition: lost in thought. ~ German guru Eckhart Tolle
Nattermind is the woodpecker on the lumber of mentation: the voice of distraction, doubt, and distress; a deceiver
by its nagging worries and schemes. The mind demands a
sense of security, or it works itself into a frenzy of worry to
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resolve its fear. More mundanely, nattermind craves stimulation. It loves to be tickled by puzzles of every province. Nattermind insists upon needless worry about events which are
not transpiring, upon which it spins countless scenarios to
resolve.
The priceless galaxy of misinformation called the mind.
~ American writer and artist Djuna Barnes

 Restlessness 
It is not your real being that is restless, but its reflection in the
mind appears restless because the mind is restless. The wind of
desire stirs the mind and the 'me'. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Nattermind is a restless beast, continually striving to
overshadow its source: consciousness.
In its relentless self-stimulation, the mind endlessly devours patterns and regurgitates them. The patterns may be
sensory, emotive, or abstract in their origin.
Among the Collective, nattermind endlessly chatters
while awake; so much that being alone with oneself is discomforting.
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Kant discovered "the scandal of reason," that is the fact that
our mind is not capable of certain and verifiable knowledge regarding matters and questions that it nevertheless cannot help
thinking about. ~ Hannah Arendt

 Daydreams 
You are familiar with missing something because nattermind has your awareness occupied with its musings.
Most people daydream every day. In fact, it is abnormal if you
do not! ~ American psychologist Philip Zimbardo et al
Daydreaming is as normal as the ignorance of the Collective, because the mind running the show is what defines ignorance.
Youngsters daydream more than later in life. Nattermind
engenders ignorance early on by generating paracosms and
distractions that lower environmental awareness and obscure knowledge of one's own true nature.

Only chemically assaulted or exhausted does nattermind
seek repose, whereupon one succumbs to sleep. Yet the body's
requirement for rest is tempered by a mind that still wants
to shuffle patterns: hence dreams.
While awake, though relentlessly engaged with sensation, the mind is quick enough to constantly conjecture and
conceptualize about what is being received, what it means,
and how it relates to an abstraction known as self-interest.
Though appearing to be intelligent, thought is unable to comprehend anything really. ~ Indian guru Vasistha

The problem is excessive interest, leading to self-identification. Whatever you are engrossed in you take to be real.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

The mind believes in itself, taking as gospel what it concocts. Much of it are symbols from sensory input, soaked by
perception with emotive meaning.
The mind craves for experience, the memory of which it takes
for knowledge. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
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Memory is fallible and the mind not reliable. To reassure
itself, the mind often presents unrealistic scenarios based
upon desires and fears. Its naturally repetitive perspective
fails to conjure more valid viewpoints – but the Collective believe.
The mind has great importance only because you have not
gone beyond it. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
The mind itself is the source of addiction of every sort.
Physical dependence comes only as discomfort. The mind
translates that into craving.
Thoughts are ripples in the mind. With a quieted mind,
consciousness reflects reality.
The mind is the flow force. The mind is continuously flowing;
that means the words are continuously welling up. When you
do not get involved with the thought process or the flow of
words, or the flow of mind, you are not the mind. When you
are in a position to observe the mind, you are other than the
mind. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

 Mind-Body Association 
We are bound to our bodies like an oyster to its shell. ~ Plato

The mind identifies itself with its body: a self-centered
dualism where the mind considers the body is its servant.
The mind wants you to think that you are a mind-body and
nothing more: a soulless physicality.
The setup for this runs deep. Body parts and property objects figure heavily in the vocabularies and word usage of all
languages. This consistent focus suggests a natural inclination toward a matterist mind-set.
As we grow up, we construct a sense of self based upon
interactions with others, which create the products of the
mind: fears, desires, and experiences. By this we forget our
true nature.
The intellect is the play of the concept "I am." It is the string
that flies the kite. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
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 The Descent of Ignorance 
The world is entirely in one's mind as fabrications of concepts. How closely that mental world hews to actuality is the
practical measure of pignorance.
Imagination is the faculty for forming counterfactuality.
There are 2 realms of imagination: problem-solving and paracosmic. Problems are solved by imagining a goal and then
working symbolic representations to a status in which they
represent satisfactory resolution.
Problem-solving associated with matter is craftwork. By
contrast, purely abstract problem-solving, such as mathematics or philosophy, is symwork. A hybrid form – sociowork
– is problem-solving of social relations.
As a symwork, worldview is by its nature paracosmic.
Like musical notes on sheet music, actuality comprises a
multitude of observations. To see patterns in the notes, and
thereby make music, is metaphoric to constructing a
worldview: a merging of minutia into a gestalt. Such a 'discovered' system may feel profound, even spiritual, but is ultimately a gross simplification. This is why theoretical
constructs in any science often have incongruent exceptions
– to our level of ken, Nature is not formulaic. Creative diversity being a guiding principle of coherence obscures underlying patterns of self-similarity.
All life forms, from viruses on up, practice craftwork and
sociowork – solving problems to survive or simply enjoy life.
Symwork is something else indeed.
Other organisms besides humans create and use tools,
build homes, communicate in languages, play games, and
practice culture. If there is any uniqueness to humanity, it is
in symwork. As far as we know, only people construct the
paracosms of worldviews, ideologies, and religions. Human
imagination alone can be utterly divorced from actuality.
Hominids crafted wood tools for many millions of years.
~3.4 million years ago (MYA) they took to shaping stone: flint
knapping. 1.7 MYA humans managed to overcome their fear
to control fire.
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Representational artwork dates to the Old Stone Age; becoming more elaborated, and expressed in different materials, into the New Stone Age. Hominin craftwork expressing
abstractions only began to proliferate during the Mesolithic,
beginning 20,000 years ago. Religions – the culmination of
symwork – appeared even later. As a state of mind not obviously deranged, paracosms as cherished belief systems are
unique to humans, and recently evolved.
Under cover of fear, nattermind generates pignorance via
symwork. Once instilled, these false belief systems may prove
impregnable. This is the triumph of ignorance which defines
'civilization'.
Pignorance is a web of deceit that must be gotten through
to achieve realization: the state of consciousness in which one
lives as is, having shed symwork except as a recreation. In
unity consciousness one witnesses the mind as a separate entity. This dissociation markedly contrasts with the state of
pignorance, in which one is deceived into thinking the mindbody is the self, having the swallowed the lies of nattermind
whole.
Mind is the creator of everything. When you are able to employ your will always for constructive purposes, you become
the controller of your destiny. ~ Paramahansa Yogananda

The evolutionary obstacles to enlightenment emanate
from 2 distinct vectors: mental chatter which blocks the requisite transcendental state of consciousness (nattermind)
and being bound to concrete experience (as contrasted to the
potentiality of dissociation from actuality which affords abstract thinking).
Nattermind generates counterfactual thinking which
may lead to self-delusion. For animals and other organisms
which are not apex predators like humans, the paracosms of
nattermind would be an evolutionary formula for extinction,
as the need for diligent awareness of the actual environment
is often paramount.
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Organisms less burdened by nattermind ostensibly have
an easier path to enlightenment. The reason this may not be
so is that the dissociation inherent in enlightenment can be
countermanded by rigorous identification with the mindbody as a survival strategy (concrete mindedness).
The same need for keen awareness of actuality which reduces nattermind concomitantly debilitates distinction between sentience and the mind. In other words, some living
entities are constrained to concrete experiences, thereby
lacking the facile ability to construe abstractly, and so unable
to readily dissociate the mind from witnessing awareness
(sentience).
The necessity for concrete mindedness is to sustain will
to live. Enlightenment loosens the bonds of the mortal coil.
Multicellularity depends upon cells as steadfast to their
function. Freed from their mental shackles, cells and organs
might too easily give up the ghost rather than soldier on,
thereby proving fatal to their host. Hence, as a prerequisite
for the evolution of multicellularity, the subunits of multicellular organisms don't philosophize. In contrast, single-celled
life faces an entirely different situation.
With a continuous flood of sensory input which must be
consciously consumed, plants live rich mental lives. Yet fungi
and plants cogently comprehend the power of nattermind, as
most flagrantly illustrated by some of them making psychedelics as a way to ward off predation by animals, who rightfully loath the disorientation of hallucination. Floral and
fungal secondary metabolites indicate both potent imagination and close connectivity to coherence by dint of mystically
knowing which molecular formulas would disorient their
predators.
Other organisms are doubtlessly capable of enlightenment. It's just that their obstacle may not be nattermind, but
a tightness between sentience and assiduous mentation
which binds awareness to the duality of Nature.
Failure to achieve high-level (abstractive) construal is evidenced by how easily many animals subject to predation are
skittish: fear readily oozing from a mind which binds these
creatures to their bodies and obstructs transcendence. (This
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same phenomenon also obviously manifests in the Collective
upon occasion.)
Intriguingly, a very few conspecifics of such animals may
be observed as having a preternatural sense of calm: the
presence of mind to observe and unflappably react accordingly. This suggests enlightenment.

 Synopsis 
Ours is a world of feelings and ideas, of attractions and
repulsions, of scales of values, of motives and incentives: a
mental world altogether. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

➢ The mind is a symbolic processor: turning sensations into
abstractions; then, via perception, assigning meaning and
value to objects – an unceasing process that evinces belief
in matterism.
Time, space, causation are mental categories, arising and
subsiding with the mind. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

➢ The mind can be a restless beast (nattermind), continually striving to overshadow sentience and so keep its occupant in pignorance.
When it rains and shines, it's just a state of mind. ~ English
musician John Lennon in the song "Rain" (1966)

 Consciousness 
Consciousness is merely the witnessing process. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Consciousness is a localized platform for awareness. Consciousness is the interface between the mind-body and the
all-enveloping field of Ĉonsciousness. Ĉonsciousness is the
interface between phenomena and noumenon.
Consciousness is not something we see. It's something
through which we see. ~ George Mashour
Every organic entity experiences a separation between itself and its environment. This illusory concept – that self exists in an external world – is the duality we experience in
everyday life, defining actuality.
Your consciousness itself gives rise to this world, which is a
unified field, a unicity. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Nature is a cacophony of phenomena, performing on the
stage of noumenon which defines reality. Actuality is a fabric
of quantized energy, patterned by coherence, emanating from
Ĉonsciousness. Ĉonsciousness is itself a unicity, which appears localized as consciousness, leading to sentience.
It is not really the individual that has consciousness, but it is
the Ĉonsciousness that assumes innumerable forms. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

 States of Consciousness 
There are 7 nominal states of consciousness. 3 predominate: awake, asleep, and dreaming. These states reflect basic
bodily and mental activity.
While awake, the body is receptive, and often active. The
mind is active with perception, as well as with thoughts not
immediately based upon sensory input. The typical awake
mind maintains several mental streams, but only 1 consciously predominates at any moment.
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While asleep, the body is at rest, and not receptive to experience; so too the mind. The sleeping state has the mindbody in repose.
During dreaming, the body remains at rest, but the mind
is active in experiences not based upon immediate perception. Instead, the mind engages with memories and other internally generated fabrications. The mind is more open to
extra-consciousness communication while dreaming than
when awake.
Simultaneity in states of consciousness is common. For
instance, daydreaming is dreaming while awake: in both, the
mind presents fantasies. State transitions over short durations are also common, as catnapping illustrates.

 Awareness 
Awareness comes as if from a higher dimension. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Sentience is the capability of consciousness to be aware.
Whereas consciousness is the platform for awareness, sentience is the witnessing of awareness.
Awareness refers to the quality of being conscious in the
present moment. Awareness is a level of activated consciousness.
Baseline awareness varies, depending upon the normal
level of noise from nattermind. An astute person never loses
the perspective that categorized objects are just a convenience. Uniqueness is as readily perceived as classification. By
contrast, someone less aware lumps similarities together and
takes the concept of identical as fact.
The extent and quality of perception creates the fact base
upon which empirical knowledge is built. Acute observation
is an essential element in living a bright life.
Inattentional blindness – immediate focus on thoughts or
a memory overshadowing attention to the present moment –
affects the quality of perception. Much is missed by a diverted
mind.
Each individual has a certain capacity for processing information. People vary in their ability to bear a cognitive load
without slipping in inattentional awareness.
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Cognitive load capacity and level of awareness are closely
related. A major factor in cognitive load capacity, and level of
awareness, is how quiet the mind is when unfocused. A constantly chattering mind lowers awareness, as nattermind is
itself an incessant cognitive load. In contrast, a quiet mind
(quietude) greatly improves cognitive load capacity. As a bonus, a clear mind improves mood, as bliss flows from Ĉonsciousness.
The ultimate value of life depends upon awareness. ~ Aristotle

 Transcendence 
The 4th state of consciousness – transcendence – is mental silence while still readily receptive to physical stimuli.
While the body is inactive yet sensitive, the mind reposes.
For most people, transcendence is fleeting when it does
occur. Transcendence may transpire when the body has become fatigued and the mind-body system momentarily lapses
into relaxation.
There are several bungling methods to provoke the transcendental state. These typically involve repetitious mental
exercises. Extended prayer is a hoary practice unknowingly
aiming at transcendence in a most inefficient fashion. Zen
kōäns are another inapt technique.
A modern ersatz practice is called mindfulness, which involves paying attention to what comes to mind. In contrast,
proper meditation effortlessly leads to transcendence by
abandoning attention away from any mental production.
In the transcendental state, the mind rests as consciousness communes with Ĉonsciousness.
Our minds are just waves on the ocean of Ĉonsciousness.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

 Enlightenment 
Our essential nature is usually overshadowed by the activity
of the mind. When the mind has settled, we are established in
our essential nature, which is unbounded Ĉonsciousness.
~ Patañjali
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Transcendence may be sustained during the waking
state. This is a 5th state of consciousness: enlightenment, also
known as quietude or quiet consciousness.
In the state of quietude, even as thinking transpires,
there is a backdrop of mental silence. Being present in the
moment, enlightenment affords focus, clarity, and keener
awareness.
When the mind is calm, how quickly, how smoothly, how
beautifully you will perceive everything. ~ Paramahansa Yogananda
Though nattermind will never cease, as it is an integral
agency of the mind, the mind's incessant noise loses its grip
on the way to quietude. In enlightenment, a backdrop of calm
exists even when the mind is engaged.
The noise of nattermind sphincters awareness and engenders a sense of individuality. Quietude clears the conduit to
empyreal Ĉonsciousness.
The key to growth is the introduction of higher dimensions of
consciousness into our awareness. ~ Lao Tzu


Bliss



There is inherent contentment in enlightenment. Bliss
become an ordinary experience.
When the mind is pure, joy follows like a shadow that never
leaves. ~ Buddha
Bliss is the entirely natural feeling of joy in being alive.
It is visibly evident in every infant that is well cared for.
Beyond pain and pleasure there is bliss. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Bliss comes from living in resonant harmony with Ĉonsciousness. Bliss biologically fortifies enlightenment by acting as a calmative on the system.
This bliss is not like the intoxication of wine or that of riches,
nor similar to union with the beloved. The manifestation of the
light of consciousness is not like the ray of light from a lamp,
Sun, or Moon. When one frees oneself from accumulated multiplicity, the state of bliss is like that of putting down a burden;
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the manifestation of the Light is like the acquiring of a lost treasure, the domain of universal non-duality. ~ Abhinavagupta

Too much may be made of bliss. Bliss is a symptom, not a
goal.

The term enlightenment is especially apropos, as the worries and suffering that burden the Collective are lifted.
I hope for nothing. I fear nothing. I am free. ~ Greek philosopher Nikos Kazantzakis

 Toward Realization 
The realized knows that all this is the play of ignorance.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Enlightenment is profound step toward realization. The
last 2 progressions in consciousness are a deepening of the
experience.
When the mind is quiet, we come to know ourselves as the
pure witness. We withdraw from the experience and its experiencer and stand apart in pure awareness, which is between and
beyond the two. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Coherence consciousness is the 6th state of consciousness,
where awareness of the entanglement of diversity is felt. The
unity of Nature begins to be part of everyday experience.
I find one vast garden spread out all over the universe. All
plants, all human beings, all higher mind bodies are about in
this garden in various ways, each has his own uniqueness and
beauty. ~ Anandamayi Maa
Realization (aka unity consciousness) is the apex of sentience. Though in a mind-body, one witnesses phenomena in
the silence of noumenon. In realization, there is an abiding
experience of the unicity of Nature.
No sorrow nor delusion can overwhelm one who sees the
oneness of existence. ~ Isa Upanishad
Awareness in realization is expanded over its facility in
ignorance. Further, nattermind in realization is reduced to
occasional intrusion, whereas nattermind is often overwhelming in ignorance. Nattermind is responsible for the
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Ignorance

Realization

awareness

perception
subconscious

subconscious
other
mentation
nattermind

abridged awareness in ignorance, including less perceptive
acuity. Finally, realization augments the performance of the
subconscious mind and enhances its accessibility.

 Construal 
It is impossible to experience the past and the future, other
places, other people, and alternatives to reality. And yet, memories, plans, predictions, hopes, and counterfactual alternatives
populate our minds, influence our emotions, and guide our
choice and action. ~ Yaacov Trope & Nira Liberman

Everything is a mental construction, even perception. All
that is experienced is a construal.
Psychospace is the subjective experience that something is
close or far away from the self, here, and now. Psychospace distance is egocentric: its reference point is the self, here and now,
and the different ways in which an object might be removed
from that point – in time, space, social distance, and hypothetically – constitute different distance dimensions. ~ Yaacov
Trope & Nira Liberman
Israeli psychologists Nira Liberman and Yaacov Trope
construed construal level theory in 1998 to explain psychospace, which is the relative distance that the mind considers objects, actions, and events to be. The more distant
something is construed to be, the more abstractly one thinks
of it, and vice versa. Whatever is the focus of attention is always a concrete experience.
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Mental construal processes traverse psychological distances
and switch between proximal and distal perspective. Moving
from a concrete representation of an object to a more abstract
representation involves retaining central features and omitting
features that by the very act of abstraction are deemed incidental. ~ Yaacov Trope & Nira Liberman

High-level construal is abstract: looking at the big picture, getting the overall gist. Conversely, low-level construal
is concrete, focused on detail.
There are 4 psychospatial dimensions: spatial, temporal,
social (interpersonal), and hypothetical (imagining event
likelihood). For instance, the more likely something seems,
the more concrete the mind takes it to be. The same applies
to time and space.
Spatial distance is conceptualized as a dimension of psychological distance. People identify actions as ends rather than
means to a greater extent when these actions occur spatially distant, as opposed to near, and they use more abstract language
to recall spatially distant events, compared with near events.
Spatially distant events are associated with high-level construals. ~ Japanese psychologist Kentaro Fujita et al

A child's mental development involves gaining pliability
with psychospace – notably, learning to attain a higher-level
construal. Maturing to achieve a proper perspective is a matter of psychospace management.
Human development in the first years of life involves acquiring the ability to plan for the more distant future, to consider
possibilities that are not present, and to consider the perspective
of more distant people (from self-centeredness to acknowledging others, from immediate social environment to larger social
groups). ~ Nira Liberman & Yaacov Trope
Emotional intensity is an outcome of psychospace. Frustration is a very concrete experience which can be reduced by
psychologically distancing oneself from the situation. More
generally, increasing psychological distance via a high-level
construal dampens the impact of negative emotions and
makes challenging tasks seem easier.
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Psychological distance can reduce the subjective experience
of difficulty caused by task complexity and task anxiety. ~ Indian American psychologist Manoj Thomas & Taiwanese behavioral economist Clair Tsai

 First Impressions 
We look at a person and immediately a certain impression of
his character forms itself in us. Such impressions form with remarkable rapidity and with great ease. ~ Solomon Asch

American social psychologist Solomon Asch determined
that the impressions formed when meeting someone is a Gestalt-like process, in that details of observation and conversation effortlessly meld into a summation. Asch found that
first impressions form abstractly and holistically rather than
concretely and piecemeal.
The situation in which acquaintances are made affects
the impressions formed via construed psychological distance.
When forming impressions, psychological distance affects
whether perceivers construe behavioral information about another person relatively concretely (e.g., how a behavior was performed) or relatively abstractly (e.g., why a behavior was done).
The behaviors of distant individuals are especially likely to
spontaneously elicit trait inferences. ~ American psychologists
Randy McCarthy & John Skowronski
Implicit psychological distance subtly shapes expectations about another person's behaviors and their consistency.
People expect distant (relative to near) individuals to behave
in a manner that is especially consistent with their inferred dispositions. ~ Randy McCarthy & John Skowronski
In the present electronic age, within an increasing number of contacts made at a geographical remove, it may take
mental effort to close the psychological distance and consider
long-distance acquaintances and attendant impressions of
them with an appropriate construal level.
Placing individuals into a more abstract construal mind-set
influences stereotyping. ~ American social psychologist Sean
McCrea et al
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 Construal in Unity Consciousness 
For the Collective, the involvement of the mind-body is
concrete: experience feels real. In realization there is an inherent psychological distance between consciousness and the
mind: a dissociative sentience, as contrasted with the concrete experience of being the engaged mind-body. It is this
dissociation that affords high-level construal of everything
that is not occurring at present.
Psychospace is an aspect of meaning. ~ Yaacov Trope & Nira
Liberman
The idea of oneself is an abstraction when one is realized.
A distinction between actuality and reality is not only conceptual in unity consciousness, it is experienced. The spiritual maturation of realization is the fruition of the same
process that a young child undergoes in mentally taking
steps to higher-context construal.
By contrast, being in the moment is completely concrete.
With quietude, full attention can be paid to the task at hand
without mental distraction, affording focus on details. Easy
low-level construal also applies to social situations, so as to
attain an enhanced sense of intimacy.
The best of both worlds is had in unity consciousness: a
generalized high-level construal along with a fine focus for
getting work done. The experience of entanglement and
unicity makes treating other life with requisite respect easy.
The overall effect is comfortable self-actualization and a natural compassion.
Live quietly in the moment and see the beauty of all before
you. ~ Paramahansa Yogananda

 Synopsis 
Ĉonsciousness is said to be the cause of all things because
it is everywhere emergent as each manifest entity. ~ Abhinavagupta

➢ A unified field of Ĉonsciousness entrains existence as an
entertainment platform; populating all levels of life with
the semblance of individualized consciousness.
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You are the immensity and infinity of Ĉonsciousness.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

➢ There are 7 nominal states of consciousness: awake,
asleep, dreaming, transcendence, enlightenment, coherence consciousness, and realization (unity consciousness).
While some states are mutually exclusive, such as being
awake or asleep, others may be coincident: enlightenment
is transcendence while awake.
➢ Efficacious meditation technique easily leads to transcendence: a state of consciousness in communion with
Ĉonsciousness.
➢ With regular meditation and mental discipline, familiarity with transcendence engenders enlightenment: sustained mental silence, largely free from the distractions
of nattermind.
➢ Manifestation is a mirage and attachment to it can only
bring suffering. In contrast, considering life as entertainment, despite its vexations, utterly changes worldview.
➢ Knowing the noumenal nature of reality, one naturally
progresses from enlightenment to realization, which is a
state of unified consciousness with Ĉonsciousness.
Once you realize that bodily existence is but a state of
mind, a movement in consciousness, that the ocean of Ĉonsciousness is infinite and eternal, and that, when in touch with
Ĉonsciousness, you are the witness only, you will be able to
withdraw beyond consciousness altogether. ~ Nisargadatta
Maharaj

 The Soul 
You don't have a soul. You are a soul. You have a body.
~ Irish novelist C.S. Lewis

An ancient idea still holds sway, despite disdain from
matterists: the soul encapsulates the consciousness of an incarnate individual. In common parlance, soul and consciousness are largely synonymous, but there is a distinction.
Whereas consciousness embodies a live constituent, a soul
has a resonance which transcends mortality.
The senses in the body operate only thanks to the consciousness. And you are separate from this body and the consciousness. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
The soul is a simple essence. ~ Johann Friedrich Herbart
Our absorbing experiences in the everyday world obscure
our extra-dimensional relations. Like quanta, which are incomplete without their virtual companions, souls do not exist
in solitude.
You are never alone. There are powers and presences who
serve you all the time most faithfully. You may or may not perceive them, nevertheless they are real and active. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Just as transcendence affords freedom from the mind, a
soul may transcend the mortal coil. As with all else, there are
state-based rules associated with transmigration, though not
morally grounded, as some religions have it. The evolution of
a soul is in its learning.

 Afterlife 
'Tis too horrible! The weariest and most loathed worldly life.
That age, ache, penury, and imprisonment can lay on nature
is a paradise, to what we fear of death. ~ William Shakespeare

As mortality is dreaded, the afterlife has been a core
spiritual concern of the Collective: whence the ridiculous
conceit of Heaven.
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Every religious tradition uses the afterlife to speak of the ultimate reward of the good. ~ American religion scholar Alan
Segal


Memories



Attachment to life is attachment to sorrow. ~ Nisargadatta
Maharaj

Individuality is cherished via memory, but memories are
always adumbrations, suspect in their fidelity. Memory's evolutionary import is for survival skill, not sentiment; yet those
in the Collective cling to their memories, as they envelop selfimage. Upon death, a relative few refuse to let go and move
on. A confused, obstinate soul may sustain itself for some
time after the body dies.
Ever since the dawn of humankind, people have believed in
ghosts. ~ American paranormal researcher Hans Holzer


Ghosts 

A ghost is somebody who's gotten stuck in the physical world
but is not part of the physical world. ~ Hans Holzer

Ghosts have been noted in every culture across the world
throughout all of history, and doubtlessly ever since hominids could communicate the concept. Ghosts exist, albeit rather tenuously, and certainly not in any recommendable way.
Attachment to life can be abiding, and the shock of its sudden
termination unacceptable.*
A ghost appears to be a surviving emotional memory of someone who has died traumatically, and usually tragically, but is
unaware of his or her death. Unwilling to part with the physical
world, such personalities continue to stay on in the very spot
where their tragedy or their emotional attachment had existed
prior to physical death. ~ Hans Holzer

*

At death, the conscious spirit is ushered out of the body. What is
known about the near-death experience gives insight into this
process. In the instance of those who become ghosts, the process
fails because of their traumatic state at the time of death. Ghosts
just won't let go.
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There are many different kinds of ghosts. ~ English paranormal researcher Peter Underwood

This 4D actuality we take as the walls of incarnation are
not the final confines. There is what is often called the spirit
plane, where extra-dimensional beings exist, including revenants.
It's quite arrogant to ignore these experiences and to say
they're all deluded. ~ English psychologist Ciarán O'Keeffe
Nature is an entangled dimensional web of inconceivable
complexity and diversity. There is an interface between our
existential 4D plane and the expansive HD platform.

 White House Ghosts 
The damned place is haunted, sure as shootin'. ~ US President Harry Truman

The American White House is haunted, with copiously
documented sightings. Abraham Lincoln reportedly received
regular visits from his son Willie, who died in the White
House in 1862 at age 11 from typhoid fever. A bereaved Mary
Lincoln spoke of seeing her son's ghost once at the foot of her
bed. Willie Lincoln was also seen by staff members of the
Grant administration in the 1870s. President Lyndon Johnson's daughter Lynda saw and talked with the disembodied
young Lincoln.
After his 1865 assassination, Lincoln joined his son in
phantasmal appearances. First lady Grace Coolidge spoke of
seeing Lincoln looking out a window in his former office.
In 1940, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill had
just stepped out of a hot bath in the Lincoln bedroom, wearing nothing but a cigar, when he encountered Lincoln by the
fireplace. "Good evening, Mr. President," Churchill said. "You
seem to have me at a disadvantage."
Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands was sleeping in the
Lincoln bedroom in 1942 when she heard a knock on the bedroom door. She opened it to see Lincoln and fainted.
President Ronald Reagan said that his dog would go into
any room in the White House except the Lincoln bedroom,
where he'd just stand outside the door and bark. Reagan and
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his daughter Maureen both admitted that they saw the spectral Lincoln in the White House.
There have been many other reports by numerous people
serving in various administrations of seeing Lincoln, including President Theodore Roosevelt and Eleanor Roosevelt,
wife of Franklin Roosevelt.
Abigail Adams was the 1st first lady to live in the White
House. She used the East Room to dry sheets. Since her
death, there have been repeated sightings of her likeness in
that area. She walks with her arms outstretched, as if holding clean linens.
Dolley Madison liked taking care of the White House garden. During the Woodrow Wilson administration, staff members reported seeing her ghost as they were about to move
the Rose Garden. They decided to leave the garden where
Dolley wanted it.
William Henry Harrison was the first president to die in
the White House. He haunts the attic.
The White House has the best ghost stories, and the most verified. If I said I didn't believe in ghosts I'd be calling about 8
different presidents liars. ~ American tour guide Jared Broach

There is nothing to learn from the disembodied souls who
seem to be in a shadow world.* ED beings have no more to
teach us than we do them. Their world is not ours. Living 4D
while knowing that extra dimensions exist is all that may be
relevant. The challenges here and now are enough, as is the
tangible entertainment to be had.
Don't hassle the dead. They have eerie powers. ~ American
cartoon figure Homer Simpson, who has eerie entertainment
power
Those who pursue the spirit realm for insight are wasting
their time and energy. Such pursuit can bear no fruit.

*

beings seem disembodied in our experience, but are, of course,
embodied within their dimensional platform, while encountered
beings from our 4D plane seem similarly disembodied to them.

ED
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Dropping the body is like letting a bird out of its cage.
~ Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

In contrast to the Collective, those who are enlightened
are utterly unconcerned about what follows life, as individuality has no value. To have experienced life and be done with
it is sufficient.

Death may mean dissolution of an individual soul from
the organism in which it existed: merging back into the great
pool of Ĉonsciousness. For many, the path back to the pool is
more convoluted.

 Reincarnation 
Reincarnation implies a reincarnating self. There is no such
thing. The bundles of memories and hopes, called the 'I', imagines itself everlastingly and creates time to accommodate its
false eternity. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Maharaj is, of course, correct: the concept of self is illusory, and incarnation a phantasm. But actuality – the
shadow play that the Collective mistake for reality – is what
is being described here.
Every moment and every event of every man's life on Earth
plants something in his soul. ~ Anglo American Catholic writer
and mystic Thomas Merton
The actions of the mind-body may impress upon the soul.
Memories may ferociously hold the illusion of individuality.
Memories are a burden that restrain potentiality, as they
envelop the artifice of self-image. Nonetheless, sometimes
snatches of a previous incarnation may linger.*
*

Young children, typically between the ages of 3 to 5 years, have
the strongest reportable memories of a past incarnation. Before 3
years such children commonly lack the mental discrimination and
language faculty to decently describe these previous incarnation
memories. From ~5 years, memories of the current life gradually
smother those of past lives. There are (of course) exceptions.
Strong reincarnation memories commonly occur when the previous incarnation ended traumatically.
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As far back as I can remember I have unconsciously referred
to the experiences of a previous state of existence. ~ American
author Henry David Thoreau

Sense of self is not intended to transcend a lifespan; nor
should it. But coherence plays a complicated game, and the
resonance of existence may extend in a localized field beyond
the corporeal, as ghosts illustrate. A soul coming back for another round of life is termed reincarnation.
A soul grows by reincarnation. ~ English writer Annie Besant
Reincarnation may be an expansive experience in the life
cycle of a soul, but considering experiences as a metric is a
mistake.
One who entertains desires is repeatedly born here and there
and on account of it. But one who has sated desire fully, who is
a perfected soul, all desires vanish even here on Earth. ~ Mundaka Upanishad 3:2:2
Souls must reenter the absolute substance whence they have
emerged. But to accomplish this, they must develop all the perfections, the germ of which is planted in them. ~ Zohar
A common myth about reincarnation – as expressed in
the Upanishad ("perfected soul") and Zohar ("all the perfections") – is that incarnation is supposed to be progressive:
that a soul matures through existential seasoning. Some

Canadian-born American psychiatrist Ian Stevenson extensively recorded the memories of reincarnation in 3,000 children
worldwide. Stevenson remarked: "Too often the children are troubled by confusion regarding their identity and this becomes even
more severe in those children who, conscious of being in a small
body, can remember having been in an adult one, or who remember a life as a member of the opposite sex." Other researchers have
reported on reincarnations where the particulars of memory recall have been verified; cases where the reincarnated child could
not possibly have known such details. Stevenson and others have
found correlations between previous lives and birthmarks or
physical defects in the reincarnated, and otherwise inexplicable
food and clothing preferences (and, in some cases, certain fears).
In a relative few instances, such children exhibit xenoglossy: being able to speak an unfamiliar foreign language.
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Buddhists and Hindus try to get a leg up on the quality of the
next life by token good deeds in the current one.
Nature is not a moral accountant, and the soul is not a
pecuniary ledger. The exhibition of right action is an existence proof, not a bank deposit.
Karma is only a store of unspent energies, of unfulfilled desires and fears not understood. The store is being constantly replenished by new desires and fears. It need not be so forever.
Understand the root cause of your fears – estrangement from
yourself; and of desires – the longing for the self, and your
karma will dissolve like a dream. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Every incarnation presents a challenge that reflects the
residual of the previous incarnation. Learning in life works
as a puzzle to be solved: to progress from ignorance to realization.
Reincarnation is not about perfection in any sense. It is
only about wiping the soul's slate of needless graffiti.*
You are a little soul carrying around a corpse. ~ Turkish
Hellenistic Stoic philosopher Epictetus

 Presences 
Every culture since prehistory, and practically all religions, have teachings related to spiritual presences, including Hinduism, Taoism, Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity,
and Islamism. The concepts of spirits, angels, and demons
reflect these beliefs, which are well-grounded experientially.
The most publicized, and extreme, aspect of presences is
exorcism: the expunging of a malingering spirit. Exorcism
rites feature in all the aforementioned religions.
An individual soul is part of a group, like a leaf on a tree.
This spirit complex corresponds conceptually with the fact
that the human body is a symbiorg: a host with a vast, multitudinous microbiome.

*

Desire is part of incarnation; the issue is attachment to it. The
phrase "sated desire" in the above Upanishad verse refers to having no attachment to desires.
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Further, like virtual particles which enliven subatomic
quanta, there are spiritual presences which transiently make
themselves felt in various ways, including moods, thoughts,
insights, and in dreams. Presences may feed or feed off of
psychic energy.
You have the ability to sense energy. ~ American spiritualist
Amanda Linette Meder
The body is warm, and energy is cold. Strong presences
may sometimes be felt as a core of cold which may cause an
internal shiver. Beyond any material effects on objects,
ghosts may come across through such a sensation.
People are aware of presences to various degrees. Ascension to enlightenment may make one more sensitive to spirits, just as sensitivity to all aspects of being is heightened.
This acuity can be instrumental in identifying the source of
certain curious mentation.
Presences are part of life: an ED involuntary sociality.
There is nothing much to be done about them beyond living
in meditation: being focused on the present moment and letting all else slip by like water off a duck's back. To indulge in
sussing spirits is not spirituality.

Nothing dies. The body is just imagined. There is no such
thing. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Actuality is not reality. In reality, nothing lives and nothing dies. If materiality is a mirage, so too is life and death.
Death is not an event in life. We do not live to experience
death. If we take eternity to mean not temporal duration but
timelessness, then eternal life belongs to those who live in the
present. ~ Austrian philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein

 Synopsis 
The person comes into being when there is a basis for it –
an organism, a body. In it the absolute is reflected as awareness. Pure awareness becomes self-awareness. When there is
a self, self-awareness is the witness. When there is no self to
witness, there is no witnessing either. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
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➢ A soul is the consciousness of a living being. The term is
used to indicate that the resonance of a consciousness
may transcend corporeality. A soul may reincarnate.
➢ A soul is part a social group and is constantly attended
and visited by other souls: presences. As our existence is
mired in matter, the best course of action is to focus on
skills and entertainment in the earthly realm.
➢ A sated soul abandons its quantized form with the expiration of the mind-body, merging back into the infinite
and eternal Ĉonsciousness. Satiation comes in not desiring more experience as a phenomenal entity.
He who is related to a mind that is restrained, possesses
discrimination and therefore always pure, then the embodied
soul attains the goal, from which he is not born again. ~ Katha Upanishad 3.3.7

 Realization 
Human behavior flows from 3 main sources: desire, emotion,
and knowledge. ~ Plato

2 instincts preponderate mental life. Foremost is the biologically based urge to satisfaction. This instinct dominates
the lives of the Collective.
2nd is the desire for control. We begin our quest at birth.
The fundamental means for obtaining control is comprehending the world in which we live, including our own evolving
nature.
If trying to control the world is an exercise in frustration,
it is small-time compared to what is inside. Self-control is
most formidable obstacle we face.
The longest trip you'll take is inside. ~ South African musician Trevor Rabin in the song "Endless Dream" (1994)
There are negative and positive vectors of motivation for
spiritual seekers. Some are driven by emotional torment to
find relief. Others seek understanding, finding conventional
explanations, whether religious or scientific, insufficient. The
two are not mutually exclusive – in combination they can be
most compelling.
Something inside us subtlety senses that there is more to
life than what is facilely felt and observed: a feeling only denied by those with a neurotic need for the delusion of certitude. It is within our nature to seek a deeper truth, beyond
the empirical.
The mind of man is so constituted that it cannot remain content with the mere observation of facts, but always attempts to
penetrate into the inner reason of things. ~ Georges Sorel

Mom and pop will fuck you up for sure. ~ Scottish musician
David Byrne in the song "Sax and Violins" (1991)

One may be born enlightened or even realized. If not, for
an infant, enlightenment is as a word on the tip of the tongue:
pregnant with fruition. Alas, the parenting of the Collective
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quickly wipes it away. Socialization effectively scrubs the
sheen off potential for enlightenment.
From the moment of birth, when the stone-age baby confronts
the 20th-century mother, the baby is subject to these forces of
violence, called love, as its mother and father have been, and
their parents and their parents before them. These forces are
mainly concerned with destroying most of its potentialities. This
enterprise is on the whole successful. ~ Scottish psychiatrist
R.D. Laing
Despite the difficulty many have in attaining enlightenment, it is a natural state: a homeostasis of consciousness.
Man is the only creature that refuses to be what he is.
~ French philosopher Albert Camus

 Gurus 
The 1st written references to the concept of guru are
found in the earliest Vedic texts (~1500 BCE) which became the
basis of Hinduism. Sages scrivening wisdom doubtlessly date
to the earliest writings; an echo of what had been orally
passed down through generations in prehistory. Knowledge
may be lost in social chaos, but the sagacity that comes from
realization is individually received, and so transcends time
and place.
It is not that you knew what you are and then you have forgotten. Once you know, you cannot forget. Ignorance has no
beginning, but it can have an end.
The world is full of contradictions, hence your search for harmony and peace. These you cannot find in the world, for the
world is the child of chaos. It is your restlessness that causes
chaos. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj


Paramahansa Yogananda



The power of unfulfilled desires is the root of all
man's slavery. ~ Paramahansa Yogananda

Indian yogi and guru Paramahansa Yogananda (1893–1952) was born into a devout Hindu
family, and took to the spiritual path at an early
age like a duck to water.
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In 1920, Yogananda went to the United States to teach
yoga and meditation. He stayed for the rest of his life, albeit
with a visit back to India 1935–1936 to see his guru, Sri Yukteswar.
Yogananda was very influential among American seekers. His life story, Autobiography of a Yogi (1958) was popular.
In the days leading to his death, Yogananda hinted that
his time had come. He spoke at a banquet on 7 March 1952.
Yogananda's talk ended with: "I am hallowed; my body
touched that sod." Upon uttering these words, his body
slumped to the floor. His followers thought Yogananda committed mahasamādhi: intentionally shuffling off the mortal
coil.
Mortician Harry Rowe received and interred Yogananda's
body. He wrote in a notarized letter:
The absence of any visual signs of decay in the dead body of
Paramahansa Yogananda offers the most extraordinary case in
our experience. No physical disintegration was visible in his
body even 20 days after death. No indication of mold was visible on his skin, and no visible drying up took place in the bodily
tissues. This state of perfect preservation of a body is, so far as
we know from mortuary annals, an unparalleled one. No odor
of decay emanated from his body at any time.


Meher Baba



The universe is the outcome of imagination. Then why try to
acquire knowledge of the imaginative universe instead of
plumbing the depths of your real self? ~ Meher Baba

At 30 years of age, Indian guru Meher
Baba (1894–1969) said all he was ever going to
say. While he kept an active teaching schedule, Baba maintained silence the rest of his
life, communicating using an alphabet board
or by unique hand gestures.
Suffering is essential for the elimination of the ego. ~ Meher
Baba
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Anandamayi Maa



The supreme calling of every human being is to
aspire to self-realization. ~ Anandamayi Maa

Nirmala Sundari (1896–1982) was born and
lived her early life in poverty. She attended
school for 2 years. Although Nirmala's teachers
were pleased with her scholastic ability, her
family thought she was dimwitted because of her constant
blissfulness. When her mother fell seriously ill, relatives remarked with puzzlement about Nirmala appearing unperturbed.
At age 13, in keeping with rural custom, Nirmala was
married. She then spent 5 years at her brother-in-law's home,
mostly in a withdrawn, meditative state.
During this time, a devout neighbor, Harakumar, developed the habit of addressing her as "Maa," prostrating before
her morning and evening in reverence. Harakumar was considered insane.
Nirmala moved to Shahbag with her husband in 1924.
She was in a silent state of ecstasy much of the time.
In 1926, Nirmala set up a temple and devoted herself to
spiritual practices. While in a meditative state at the temple
one day, she held difficult yogic positions for extended durations and spontaneously formed complex mudras (yogic hand
positions and gestures).
More and more people became drawn to Nirmala as a living embodiment of the divine. She was given the name Anandamayi Maa, meaning "Bliss Permeated Mother," by an early
disciple. Though she called herself "a little unlettered child,"
many were attracted to Maa's spontaneous spiritual teachings.
This world is itself but an embodiment of want. To perceive
duality means pain, conflict, struggle, and death. Suffering is
sent to remind you to turn your thoughts toward that which is
real. ~ Anandamayi Maa
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The real world is beyond the mind's ken; we see it
through the net of our desires, divided into pleasure
and pain, right and wrong, inner and outer. To see
the universe as it is, you must step beyond the net. It
is not hard to do so, for the net is full of holes.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

In his early adulthood, Nisargadatta Maharaj (1897–1981)
ran a string of small-goods stores, which mainly sold beedis
(south Asian cigarettes). He smoked these spicy cigarettes
his entire adult life. They took their toll.
Maharaj died of throat cancer at 81. The cancer was to
him a painful inconvenience, which he stoically accepted. Maharaj made himself available to seekers until he was no
longer able physically.
When you get the choice to sit it out or dance, I hope you
dance. ~ American singer Lee Ann Womack in the song "I
Hope You Dance" (1999)*
When he was still healthy, it struck many visitors odd
that Maharaj would participate in the daily rituals – dancing
and chanting – that took place in his ashram. They wondered
why he felt the need to do that.
Maharaj needed nothing. He simply lived the life that
was enjoyable to him.
Do not take the trouble to acquire or renounce anything.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj


Maharishi Mahesh Yogi



There is unified wholeness in transcendental
consciousness. ~ Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

Once known as the "giggling guru" for his
easy laughter, Indian guru Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi (1918–2008) built an empire of wealth on
his Transcendental Meditation program, which

*

"I Hope You Dance" was written by American songwriters Tia Sillers & Mark Sanders.
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initiated millions into the practice of meditation.
Born Mahesh Prasad Varma, Maharishi studied physics
and mathematics at university before becoming a disciple of
Brahmānanda Saraswatī for 13 years, whom he later called
Guru Dev.
As Mahesh was not of the Brahmin cast, Saraswatī could
not name him as his successor. Instead, Saraswatī charged
Mahesh with traveling and teaching meditation to the
masses.
These are ancient teachings, but now I have made them new.
~ Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
Mahesh began teaching meditation throughout India in
1955. Within a few years, Mahesh bestowed upon himself the
title of Maharishi ("great seer").
From 1959, Maharishi toured the world teaching meditation. Maharishi's growing prominence brought criticism from
other Indian sages and gurus, for his unorthodoxy in disseminating a simple technique without teaching other traditional
Hindu concepts, particularly the need for internal discipline.
Maharishi's fame peaked in 1968, when he was visited by
The Beatles at his ashram in India. Maharishi's meditation
business continued to bloom in the early 1970s.
Maharishi introduced his sutra for levitation in 1978. Often called "yogic flying," the technique launches the body into
the air, defying known physics in the process.
In the last decade of his life, Maharishi increasingly limited his social contact, even as he retained interest in the potential for meditation to solve world problems.


Eckhart Tolle



Awareness is the greatest agent for change.
~ Eckhart Tolle

Eckhart Tolle (1948–) had an unhappy childhood in post-war Germany. He later remarked
that pain "was in the energy field of the country."
"Depression, anxiety and fear" plagued Tolle
until one night in 1977, when, at age 29, he had
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an epiphany: that the mind-made self is false.* An abiding
"state of deep bliss" ensued.
Being spiritual has nothing to do with what you believe, and
everything to do with your state of consciousness. ~ Eckhart
Tolle
Tolle abandoned his academic career and spent a few
years in penury before beginning to teach. Thanks to an endorsement by American talk show host Oprah Winfrey,
Tolle's book – The Power of Now (1977) – became a bestseller.
All the things that truly matter – beauty, love, creativity, joy,
inner peace – arise from beyond the mind. ~ Eckhart Tolle


Ishi Nobu



The most egregious illusion is belief. ~ Ishi Nobu

Ishi Nobu (1955–) learned how to meditate at
age 19. At 21 he received an inner instruction to
"explain everything." After 42 years of research,
Nobu published his magnum opus: Spokes of the
Wheel. While having a Western scientific bent,
Nobu's teachings are spiritually classicist in
emphasizing conceptual knowledge as guidance,
along with the discipline of living in meditation by subduing
the mind.
Your only choice is to stay a creature of your mind, or to gain
the skill of silence and live fulfilled. ~ Ishi Nobu

 Teachings 
Truth is singular. Its 'versions' are mistruths. ~ David
Mitchell

All the mind can comprehend are concepts. Truth is beyond concepts.

*

Tolle's sudden realization may be explained by his profound desire
for release from his mental torment; in other words, wanting
nothing but enlightenment.
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Ĉonsciousness straddles the interface between the phenomenal and noumenal. As a witness in quietude, truth may
seep into an individual's consciousness.
The voluminous construals of Nature may have elements
of veracity in them, like grains of sand taken from a beach.
That is because all knowledge has a singular source.
Beyond the senses are the objects. Beyond the objects is the
mind. Beyond the mind is the intellect. Beyond the intellect is
the great Ātman (soul / true self). Beyond the Ātman is the
Unmanifested. Beyond the Unmanifested is the Purusha (the
cosmic soul / universal principle). Beyond the Purusha there is
nothing. ~ Katha Upanishad 3.3.7
Knowledge of reality, and the path to realization, is archaic. The Upanishads (aka Vedānta) are ancient Vedic texts,
the earliest of which date to the 7th century BCE.
For those in ignorance, these texts are treated as allusions: mystical in import to those who cannot take them at
face value. To one who is realized, they are instead merely
florid statements of fact.
In essence there is and always has been only one spiritual
teaching, although it comes in many forms. ~ Eckhart Tolle
In relating the wisdom of ancient spiritual texts, distortions arose from lack of clarity in the interpreter, along with
cultural orientations. Many preach who are not realized, and
so their contributions are scattershot. These pretenders disguise reality as much as illuminate it.
Even among those who are realized there are canonical
differences. One of the most glaring examples is the expressed belief in a God. Some gurus believe in God. Many
don't, for the simple reason that it is a fantasy of consequence: beggaring a false comfort from a capricious foreign
source (one can never know what God may do).
God works in mysterious ways. ~ common religious expression, emanating from a 1779 poem by English poet William
Cowper
The God issue is more than semantics. Combine the potential omniscience of Ĉonsciousness and the seeming omnipotence of coherence and you have the power of God. What you
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don't have is a Supreme Being, as Ĉonsciousness and coherence are labels of convenience for natural processes. As object
orientation is the mind's rote ruse, confusing a process with
a being is facilely made.
God is only an idea in your mind. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Is it that God-faring gurus have been careless philosophical analysts, and so off-base? Absolutely. Attaining a higher
state of consciousness is not an injection of intellect. Most enlightened people are rather mundane outside their attained
state of consciousness.
To err is human. ~ English poet Alexander Pope
Does this mean that the practicable teachings of certain
gurus may be incomplete, ineffective for followers, or even incorrect? Yes. Misconception defines the human experience.
Individuals learn in their own way, taking in ideas which
resonate at the time they are presented. Once satisfied, spiritual seeking stops, and acceptance sinks in, however perverse.

As truth is ultimately beyond concepts, the only possible
veracity check is through aporetic cross-validation of all that
is known: a demanding intellectual task that takes decades
of devotion, abetted by a sustained scientific skepticism that
few possess the stamina for.* By contrast, believing a smooth-

*

Spokes of the Wheel conveys salient information for all fields of
knowledge. The intention behind Spokes is to allow the dedicated
reader to connect the data dots into discernible patterns which
validate, via inference, what empirical evidence can only suggest.
Verifying the core of the ancient spiritual teachings requires the
personal experience of unity consciousness. Whereas the force of
coherence in Nature becomes obvious via cumulative scientific evidence, and the occasional feeling of "oneness" in Nature is somewhat common among those spiritually inclined who are not
enlightened, Ĉonsciousness as a unified field can only be reliably
felt when one is realized. That Ĉonsciousness localization corresponds with the quantum production of Nature via the Higgs
mechanism, as theorized in physics, is strongly suggestive.
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talking authority figure, or buying into Collective convention,
is a no-brainer.
Nisargadatta Maharaj is more extensively quoted in this
book than Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, who was wildly successful thanks to his brief association with The Beatles and his
easy instruction that all one needed to do to become enlightened was to meditate. Though he planted pointers, Maharishi never laid out a map to reach the ethereal territory known
as reality.
By contrast, in recorded sessions, Maharaj addressed
seekers directly, in dialogues pertinent to their specific concerns. The cumulative effect, provided through edited books
of transcripts, was to convey a comprehensive worldview
from a savvy guru.
For realization, understanding is essential. ~ Nisargadatta
Maharaj

The purchase of matterism, for instance, is an instance of
pseudoscience by the simple-minded, notably neurobiologists. Have these clowns never bothered to consider how organisms without brains manage to possess awareness and
exhibit intelligence?! If they had, they would have disabused
themselves of the nonsense which they tout.
A common misdiagnosis is thinking that known facts are
sufficient to encompass the world. Mistaking a peephole of
atomic evidence for the whole picture is an egregiously erroneous projection when trying to comprehend reality merely
from matter transformations, especially when implications
are ignored. The illness of wrongheadedness is terminal
when the worldview "answer" is arrived at before even looking at what is known.
What we know is a drop; what we don't know is an ocean.
~ English natural philosopher Isaac Newton
It seems incredible that naïve realism and matterism are
accepted in light of the basic physics fact that matter is composed of energy, which is nothing but a concept. That immaterial forces teleologically propel Nature is abundantly
apparent from evolution.
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Ignoring fundamental facts to propose fictions is pseudoscience. Incompetence among theoretical scientists is rampant, as matterism is ubiquitously espoused by those with
the highest academic credentials: a conceptual convention
from a confederacy of dunces.
Nowadays people are full of intellectual conceit. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

The teachings of Ishi Nobu generally align with those of
Nisargadatta Maharaj, yet their incidental content strikingly
differs.* Whereas Maharaj spoke of the guņas and other
Hindu constructs, Nobu writes of physics field theories, genetics, and other Western idealizations. Genes are no more
real than guņas. A guru expounds in the milieu of his culture,
and to his audience.† Expressions necessarily reside within a
societal setting, reflecting the time of production.

To be alive is to have one's mind swim in an ocean of
ideas, none of which are true. The best one may do is attain
a level of understanding by gaining the constructs which enliven and enrich the enjoyment of life. Those theories which
irrefutably outline Nature in all its intricacy are an invaluable aid. Their merit is not in the comfort they bring, but in
their reliability as a guide. True spirituality is the epitome of
practicality.
The essence of spirituality is to understand life properly, to
find the truth and the untruth about who we are. All that can be
found is the untruth. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Not an author, Maharaj is remembered by transcribed recordings
of his conversations with spiritual seekers. Maharaj's teachings
are not altogether consistent nor scientific, unlike Nobu, who presents a comprehensive system of knowledge from scientific facts
accumulated for over 4 decades.
† When Maharaj was asked about why he conveyed Hindu concepts,
he replied: "it is my way of talking, the language I was taught to
use."
*
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 Praxis 
Suffering is primarily a call for attention. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

The journey to enlightenment necessitates taming the
raging beast inside your head: your mind. The difficulty of
this domestication cannot be understated, as the mind is
more than disinclined to keep its flap shut.
Self-conquest is the greatest of victories. ~ Plato
The mind's overbearing nature means that the drive to
clarity is an act of will. The conscious mind must be cleared
and kept that way.
What is will but steadiness of heart and mind. Given such
steadfastness all can be achieved. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Starting on the path to realization is a lifestyle choice. As
with all achievements, enlightening oneself takes attention.
The doors we open and close each day decide the lives we
live. ~ American author Flora Whittemore
That self-control is the key to success is obvious, whatever
signification success carries. Keeping a firm grip on the key
is the problem.
One must sincerely desire enlightenment above all else.
Attaining quietude is not a hobby. It is instead a devotion: a
dedication of unrelenting discipline.
In that power of self-control lies the seed of eternal freedom.
~ Paramahansa Yogananda
Longing for material satisfaction keeps one coupled to
suffering. In contrast, the desire for enlightenment is for contentment in being. The choice is between endless desires that
never deliver lasting satisfaction and a singular desire that
is unending satisfaction in its attainment.
In the spiritual life one becomes just like a little child, without
resentment, without attachment, full of life and joy. ~ Paramahansa Yogananda
Nothing is gained in becoming enlightened. Instead, one
becomes lighter by losing unnecessary baggage. The greatest
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revelation is not that no baggage is needed, it is that all baggage is imagined.
Spiritual maturity lies in the readiness to let go everything.
The giving up is the first step. But the real giving up is in realizing that there is nothing to give up, for nothing is your own.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Realization cannot be attained by instruction nor mental acumen. It is instead attained by determination to realize one's own
true nature. ~ Mundaka Upanishad 3:2:3
Various instructive paths have been laid by spiritual
teachers, who typically advocate the practices that helped
them achieve clarity. A sole understanding is needed: what
your own nature is. You are a quantized soul encased in a
mind-body for an incarnation.
We are not human beings having a spiritual experience. We
are spiritual beings having a human experience. ~ French philosopher Pierre Teilhard de Chardin
Mundane moments of involvement are the process of everyday life. Beyond that, remain an unattached witness, and
thereby more clearly perceive the world before you.
Since we cannot change reality, let us change the eyes which
see reality. ~ Nikos Kazantzakis
The will to realization begins by banishing all beliefs, rejecting emotions as valuable, shedding self as an admirable
entity, and ends with leaving behind identification with all
associations. Abandon all mental attachments.
The search for reality is the most dangerous of all undertakings, for it destroys the world in which you live. ~ Nisargadatta
Maharaj
While the right precepts are helpful, concepts can be an
obstacle to enlightenment, in that concepts clutter the mind,
which naturally patterns them in relation to itself: into identification with, or alienation against. The mind as a natural
concept magnet – of attraction and repulsion – is a problem.
All those concepts which are most dear to you, are images of
yourself. Your image of yourself is that concept which is dearest
to you. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
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However passing the residence, being encased in a mindbody carries a compelling sense of belonging that cannot be
completely surmounted. Enlightenment is accommodation
with actuality, as contrasted to the ignorance of mistaking
actuality for reality, or pretending to be above it all (moodmaking).
It is extremely hard to get rid of that remnant of identification,
being in the body. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

The sections that follow cover the various aspects of mental life which affect the phase transition to realization: being
present, belief, desire, emotions, mental discipline, and lifestyle. The gist is to disentangle yourself and enjoy the spectacle before you.

 Being Present 
The present moment is the only time there is. No matter what
time it is, it is always now. ~ American spiritual teacher Marianne Williamson

Existence is instantaneously emergent from the quantum
level to the cosmic. Coherence incessantly weaves the fabric
of spacetime and all within it – making probabilistic wave
patterns appear concrete, thereby creating a quantum now.
It is the illusion of time that makes you talk of causality. When
the past and the future are seen in the timeless now, as parts of
a common pattern, the idea of cause-effect loses its validity and
creative freedom takes its place. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
The mind turns personal experiences into sketches,
referring to these later for skill reference or reassurance. But
all one ever knows is the present moment. Constant bracing
freshness may be hard to face but living in the past can be
terribly traumatic.

 PTSD 
We cannot change our past. The only thing we can do is play
on the one string we have, and that is our attitude. ~ American
Christian pastor Charles Swindoll
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Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) arises when a traumatic memory rudely echoes in the mind in a disabling way.
Negative memories are often covered over in time. PTSD
shows how the mind will not bury an ordeal that still feels
unresolved. PTSD is an extreme example of the past barging
in on the present, but well illustrates how memories can impose a terrible burden: of fear and loss.
Personality comes into being simply because of memory:
identifying the present with the past and projecting it into the
future. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Be absorbed in the present moment as a fully attendant
witness. After all, now is all there is. All else is memory,
whose pursuit is nothing more than chasing shadows.
Memories are films about ghosts. ~ American songwriter and
musician Adam Duritz in the song "Mrs. Potter's Lullaby" (1999)
Being stuck in the past is a mental illness. PTSD is merely
an extreme example. By contrast, mental health is characterized by spontaneity: acting within the moment.
The past is a construct of the mind. It blinds us and fools us
into believing. ~ Mathias in the movie Total Recall (2012)
The benefit of memory is having relevant experience that
affords skill and allows greater appreciation of what is. This
does not require conscious reflection, as subconscious processing is all that is ever needed.
Man has genius only in proportion as he acts without reflection. ~ Georges Sorel
Experiences are effectively incorporated to effect right action via subconscious mentation: acting spontaneously with
the subtle assist of intuition.
We need not destroy the past. It is gone. ~ American composer John Milton Cage Jr.
You cannot live in the past. Don't let it live in you.
Concentrate totally on the now, be concerned only with your
response to every movement in life as it happens. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
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 Belief 
Belief is the central problem in the analysis of mind. The
whole intellectual life consists of beliefs, and of the passage
from one belief to another by what is called "reasoning." Beliefs
give knowledge and error; they are the vehicles of truth and
falsehood. Psychology, theory of knowledge, and metaphysics
revolve about belief, and on the view we take of belief, our philosophical outlook largely depends. ~ Bertrand Russell

The world each of us creates is a mental fabrication created through social intercourse. Most beliefs are based upon
hearsay.
Belief is a trick of the mind that is not easily discarded,
yet that is exactly what enlightenment requires: a disposal of
belief and careful reexamination of actuality, away from how
it is understood by the Collective.
Don't try to think your way through anything. Assign the
mind to do the work for you, quietly, and come back only
when it has the answer sought.
Reality is that which, when you stop believing in it, doesn't
go away. ~ American science fiction writer Philip K. Dick
There is a strong inclination to accept sensory perception
as reality, but what is taken as objective fact is instead a symbolic representation that has been subconsciously categorized and cross-checked to previous experience for
consistency. Perception is an act of abstraction with an infusion of assigned meaning. All that we ever experience are
nothing more than symbols and concepts to which we give
credence.
As perception construes objects, so cognition construes ideas.
In both cases, the representation is believed – empowered as it
were true – prior to analysis of the representation's accuracy.
~ American social psychologist Daniel Gilbert
Belief comes easy. In contrast, doubt takes effort.
The way to truth lies through destruction of the false. To destroy the false, you must question your most inveterate beliefs.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
The mind is prone to tidy compartmentalization. Something that does not make sense must be reconciled: either fit
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within an existing framework, a new schema created, or the
datum is discarded as anomalous nonsense. As we age, we
increasingly resist new schemas, as they may disrupt the existing worldview which took decades to construct and refine,
and which may have become a fortress of certitude; that, and
the eagerness of learning has rubbed off.
Create a concept, and reality leaves the room. ~ Spanish philosopher José Ortega y Gasset
As mental processing is symbolic manipulation, there is
scant difference between experiential perception and imagination. Both are constructs of the mind. Belief is nothing
more than a mental fabrication oriented toward a concept,
aimed at comfortable reconciliation with what is already considered known.
Indeed, the world is ruled by little else than ideas. ~ English
economist John Maynard Keynes
Acceptance of a perception or an idea is gated by a sense
of rightness. The mind's calibration device derives from 3
sources: personal psychology, biological disposition, and inculcated culture.
Part of the process of making sense of life experiences is
building a mental edifice which crystallizes character and
outlook. The contribution to belief of personal psychology is
inextricable from the influences of biology and culture, as the
3 entangle.
Men believe what they want to. ~ Roman playwright Terence
Much of one's belief system has a biological bent. For instance, the inclination of political belief is principally innate,
premised upon a disposed degree of desire for uncertainty
avoidance. Liberalism is a somewhat relaxed state of tolerance. In contrast, conservatism is an outgrowth of fear, with
a strong preference for the certitude of the status quo and
tradition.
Disgust plays a significant role in shaping conservative
responses. Whereas liberals often perceive social issues relatively pragmatically, conservatives see them as matters of
morality, with especial revulsion toward out-groups.
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What we believe is based on perceptions. What we perceive
depends on what we look for. What we look for depends on
what we think. What we think depends on what we perceive.
So what we perceive determines what we take to be true. What
we take to be true is our reality. ~ American spiritual teacher
Gary Zukav


Reality is socially constructed. ~ Austrian American sociologists Peter Berger & Thomas Luckmann

We are social beings. Most of our beliefs are imbibed from
the people we are closest to and the culture in which we grew
up. Our gregarious nature involves adopting beliefs as
badges of tribal identity. All this is pursuit of ignorance, as it
attaches importance to ideas.
To be free in the world you must be free of the world.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Understanding existence as it really is, rather than how
it appears, or how we wish it to appear, is contrary to what
the biology of the mind inclines, what personal experience
one has encountered, and counter-intuitive to the belief systems of the Collective. Hence, the path to enlightenment is a
solitary one: an alienation from cognitive habits and cultural
norms.
Clear your mind of dogmatic debris. Let in direct perception.
~ Indian yogi Lahiri Mahasaya
To understand your true nature, and so edge toward enlightenment, discard your mental baggage and make a fresh
start. Do not accept the valuation your mind places upon anything. Concepts are merely a convenience for navigating
through life. They are not real.
Truth only reveals itself when one gives up all preconceived
ideas. ~ Japanese Zen Buddhist monk Gido Shoseki
Only by relinquishing your grip on thoughts as having
any intrinsic value can you understand that the mind is the
obstacle to inner peace.
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 Desire 
Desire is the essence of a man. ~ Dutch philosopher Baruch
Spinoza
We live because we crave sensory experience. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

The body needs sustenance and sleep. The mind-body
wants comfort. These are basic biological needs.
Desire is the memory of pleasure and fear is the memory of
pain. Both make the mind restless. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Wants arise from attachment to particular concepts with
which one identifies as being conducive to satisfaction, however fleeting. The stream of wants never runs dry.
You identify yourself with your desires and become their
slave. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Desires always involve consumption, which simply means
engaging the senses for some duration. Anything that brings
pleasure is eagerly consumed, whether it is food, a friend,
music, or being in Nature.
Subdue your appetites, my dears, and you've conquered human nature. ~ Charles Dickens
Desires are products of the mind and fulfilled in the mind.
Any associated intermediate activity is merely instrumental:
whatever you do to gain the object of desire. The struggles of
dealing with and satisfactions reaped from the physical world
are nothing but mental gyrations.
It is of the nature of desire not to be satisfied, and most men
live only for the gratification of it. ~ Aristotle
Just as beliefs are social derivations, so too desires. Much
of what people want is an emulation.
Ignorant people define themselves and by their experiences and aspirations: affixing their imagined identity to concepts. These desirous symbols may take physical form or may
be values that are associated with circumstance. Regardless
of form, attachments have no more value than the possessions of pack rats.
Behaviour arises from the level of one's consciousness.
~ Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
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Some Americans prize their guns for the feelings of safety
and power that these weapons provide. The right of ownership of guns is associated with "freedom" in the minds of
those with ideals of violence. This is but one example of sick
self-delusion via naïve belief.
Desire ought to obey reason. ~ Cicero
Attachments focus attention into narrow rivulets that exclude awareness outside the scope of the immediate desire.
The vitality of life can drown in an endless river of wants.
Desire shapes destiny. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Expectation is a formula for disappointment. This is the
nature of trying to fulfill desires related to the world.
I have learned to seek my happiness by limiting my desires,
rather than in attempting to satisfy them. ~ English philosopher
John Stuart Mill
Suffering comes from identifying with objects of perception. Desire leads to blind action: so focused as to be unmindful of the consequences. Ignorance creates its own suffering.
There is no beauty in sadness. No honor in suffering. No
growth in fear. No relief in hate. It's just a waste of perfectly
good happiness. ~ Bulgarian writer Katerina Stoykova Klemer

Great desire obtains little. ~ Burmese proverb

Spiritual advisors commonly teach giving up worldly desires as a means to enlightenment. This is canonical wisdom,
but too much may be made of it.
By all means, use your body to work in the world. But understand what it is. The body is only an instrument to be used: you
are not the body. You are the everlasting, timeless, spaceless
principle which gives sentience to this body. ~ Nisargadatta
Maharaj
Our biological being is built for many activities. Pleasure
tops the list. The issue is passion in the pursuit of pleasure,
rather than enjoying each moment of life as best as one can.
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To try to deny desire is unproductively doctrinaire. Appreciate nuance. Life often involves fishing in a stream of potential satisfactions. Whereas attachment bodes ill, desire is
part of life.
Shun not desire; see only that it flows into the right channels.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
The issue is not really desire per se. It is instead attachment: the neediness that arises from letting the mind run the
show with its own obsessiveness.
Attachment is bondage. Detachment is freedom. To crave is
to slave. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Reject desires which arise from social influence. This is
the shallow economic materialism which pervades the Collective.
Wealth consists not in having great possessions, but in having
few wants. ~ Epictetus
Practice skepticism about one's wants – as contrasted to
needs – until the motivation is understood. With this comprehension comes realization of stimulation superfluity: the
mind's hunger for excitement. As with all dangerous animals,
do not feed the mind.
Ask yourself what you stand to gain by achieving a desire
beyond the satisfaction itself. Let practicality guide your desires. Desires which lead to useful knowledge or convenience
are typically worth pursuing; those which are mere moments
of satisfaction are not.
Avoid impulse aimed at satisfaction. Abjure thrill seeking. Beyond what is necessary for health and comfort, take
pleasure in entertainment that shares joy, positively creates,
or entrains affirmation of the value of all life.
Be content with what you have, rejoice the way things are.
When you realize there is nothing lacking, the whole world belongs to you. ~ Lao Tzu

 Emotions 
Feelings or emotions are the universal language and are to be
honored. They are the authentic expression of who you are at
your deepest place. ~ American author Judith Wright
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Judith Wright's sentiment posits the Collective conclusion about the value of emotions and attachment to self-identification. Such conviction is a surefire formula for averting
enlightenment.
From an evolutionary perspective, emotionally charged
events provoke remembrance. This is a basic survival instinct, especially remembering hazards.
Memory is good only for remembering the potentials of
risks and rewards. Sentiment is for saps.

Desire relates to objects and feeling to states. Feeling and desiring are changeable conditions of concepts. ~ Johann Friedrich Herbart

The mind seeks stimulation. Emotions are the addictive
drug of the mind.
Emotional complexes are built from and sustained by addiction to emotive patterns which a person savors. These
complexes are strongest when alloyed.
Mixed emotions provoke fascination, which is especially
mentally stimulating. This makes mixed emotions particularly powerful. In contrast, modest emotions engage the mind
for such short duration that nattermind demands greater
amplitude, or some admixture.
Any emotions may be satisfying in the moment. Though
negative emotions extraordinarily invigorate, especially anger and hate, they leave a bitter mental aftertaste. Nonetheless, negative emotions are just addictive as the positive ones
among the Collective.
What worries you, masters you. ~ English philosopher John
Locke
Besides their addictive nature, emotions – especially negative ones – drive desires. Emotions fog rationality and dull
awareness.
When a man is prey to his emotions, he is not his own master.
~ Baruch Spinoza
Emotions are adored by nattermind, as they provide a
compelling diversion. Hence, indulging emotions is strongly
contraindicated for quietude.
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It is desires and fears that make the mind restless. Free from
all negative emotions the mind is quiet. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

By entwining the physiological with the psychological,
emotions act to glue consciousness to the mind-body. Emotions dissolve dissociation, and so engender acceptance of
matterism and naïve realism.
The most striking, and, next to madness, the saddest spectacle
in psychology is furnished by the passions. ~ Johann Friedrich
Herbart


Praxis



Whereas putting emotions in their proper place is easily
stated, it is a vexing practice. Like unbidden thoughts, feelings and emotions are to be noted and then discarded in favor
of creating a positive outcome for yourself.
As emotions feed upon themselves, quickly flush emotions by focusing back on the flow of the immediate moment.
Negative and desirous emotions are valueless and should not
reflexively be acted out.
The value to awareness of emotions is to their relevance
to what is happening at the present time. An emotion may
productively act as a signal: to pay closer attention to that
aspect of the action which is emotionally provocative.
Desire is emotionally evocative. Tamping desires should
lessen the emotions associated with them. Forego stimulating emotions.
Assign your mind to consider your patterns of emotive
stimulation: what presses your buttons. While negativity always arises from frustration (feeling that the world is out of
control), sussing the source of emotive streams can be instrumental to removing attitudinal blockages.
Conventional psychologists consider emotional repression a bad thing. These mind gamers mistakenly view emotions as valuable rather than obstructive.
The greatest obstacles to inner peace are disturbing emotions.
~ Tibetan Buddhist leader Dalai Lama
Then there is mood-making: covering over negative emotions with forced positive sentiment. This is a foolish waste
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of mental energy. Better to view negativity of every sort as a
missed opportunity for a constructive approach.
Signaling device aside, emotions are worthless. Like
every entry in mental ledger, emotions have only the value
they are assigned by identification or condemnation. Without
assignation, emotions have no meaning.
Positive emotions take care of themselves. Love, which is
rightly nothing more than admiration, is its own reward.

 The Mind 
You have the answer. Just get quiet enough to hear it.
~ American leadership coach Pat Obuchowski

Once the conduit to Ĉonsciousness is obscured by nattermind, clearing it to reach quietude can be a daunting challenge; but this is precisely what must be done to attain
enlightenment.
No particular thought can be mind's natural state, only silence. Not the idea of silence but silence itself. When the mind
is in its natural state, it reverts to silence spontaneously after
every experience or, rather, every experience happens against
the background of silence. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
The mind's proper station is problem-solving. Otherwise,
any conscious thoughts reveal that nattermind is running the
show, and your soul is adrift in a ceaseless sea of meaningless
mentation.
Nattermind must be put in its place. The gentle way to do
so is through meditation. The more direct means is minding
the mind: actively discarding thoughts and emotions to focus
on the immediate environment.
Beware of the thoughts that linger, winding up inside your
head. ~ English musician George Harrison in the song "Beware
of Darkness" (1970)
Those who really seek the path to enlightenment dictate
terms to their mind. Then they proceed with strong determination. ~ Buddha
It is not a simple thing to control the mind. It cannot be done
in a day, or even in a year. Through constant effort thoughts can
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be controlled a little. In this way, the uncontrollable mind can
finally be brought under control. ~ Sri Lankan guru Yogaswami
He who conquers the mind conquers the world. ~ Paramahansa Yogananda

Rather than being a tool of the mind, make the mind a
tool by using it only for the task at hand. Submerge nattermind in the sea of the subconscious: a pet fish rather than a
domineering dragon.
Life is simple. You just have to stop trying to figure it out.
~ American novelist Marty Rubin


Meditation



Meditation is the soul's perspective glass. ~ English
writer Owen Feltham

Meditation facilitates slipping into transcendence. As it engenders a quiet mind, meditation is
essential for attaining enlightenment.
When thoughts cease, the mind naturally turns to what is truly
beyond the mind: the infinite Ĉonsciousness. ~ Nisargadatta
Maharaj
There are many meditative techniques, differing in ease
and efficaciousness. There is nothing mystical about this ancient and natural practice to transcend, which should be an
effortless form of rest.
The primary purpose of meditation is to become conscious
of, and familiar with, our inner life. The ultimate purpose is to
reach the source of life and consciousness. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi had the good fortune to make
Transcendental Meditation® (TM) the best-known meditation
technique. A resonant mantra – mental vibration – is invoked
as a calmative.* The mind naturally quiets into transcendence.
*

The mantras dispensed by TM teachers are derived from a list of
Hindu deities and doled out according to the age of the initiate.
The mantra self-selection method described in this book is better
tailored to the individual.
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TM is expensive. The organization's business model is to
offer superb service, and have you feel that you are investing
in something important, which you are. If you want to invest
in meditation without seriously lightening your pocketbook,
here's how.*


How to Meditate 

Find a comfy chair or prop yourself up in bed with cushions. The room should be quiet, and preferably dimly lit.
Spend a few moments quieting the mind-body by listening to one's bodily rhythms, such as the breath, or heartbeat,
if you can sense it. If possible, breathe through your nostrils,
not your mouth.
Begin meditating with the intention of quietude. When
thoughts arise, gently smother them by bringing your mantra to the conscious mind, making it the mental focus.
Repeat the mantra as if calmly breathing it. Do not concentrate on the mantra. The aim is to clear the mind, not hold
it captive.
When in a comfortable repose, consciousness commingles
with Ĉonsciousness. A mantra merely expedites the process
by mesmerizing the mind, and so putting it to sleep.

 Prāņāyāma 
Breath is the bridge which connects life to consciousness,
which unites your body to your thoughts. ~ Vietnamese Zen
Buddhist monk Thích Nhat Hanh

The rhythm of nasal breathing affects the mind-body
more profoundly than is commonly appreciated. Breathing
coordinates energetic and physical activity throughout the
body, notably in the brain.
Prāņāyāma are breathing techniques practiced as a yogic
discipline which originated in ancient India. The term prāņā
is Sanskrit for life force or vital energy; yāma is to extend or
*

The author is a TM siddha and meditation practitioner for over 4
decades who achieved realization through regular meditation and
studying the teachings of Nisargadatta Maharaj (as well as other
gurus).
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draw out. Prāṇāyāma is mentioned in the Bhagavad Gita
(verse 4.29), a cherished Hindu text written in the 2nd
century BCE.
Prāņāyāma may be used to settle the system before
easing into meditation. Here is one technique.
Put a finger on the left nostril and breathe in the right
nostril. Block the right nostril and breath out left nostril.
Breathe in the left nostril. Again, block the left nostril and
breathe out the right, then breath in (the right nostril).
Repeat breathing out-in through alternate nostrils for a
minute or 2. Then begin meditating.

 Choosing a Mantra 
Refuse attention. Let things come and go. Desires and
thoughts are also things. Disregard them. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

The purpose of a mantra is to ease toward transcendence.
A mantra is a mental breath that gently takes one's attention
away from the mind's prattle, thereby acting as a vehicle to
experience the echo of eternal Ĉonsciousness.
A mantra is of meaningless syllables, relating to nothing.
It is solely a vehicle for silencing the mind through vibratory
repetition. There should be no associative meaning for you in
a chosen mantra.
Choose a mantra with 1 or 2 vowel-based sounds, perhaps
with a consonant to assist in resonance.
Here are some vowels (using those peculiar pronunciation
symbols you see in dictionaries, and thereby illustrating the
inadequacy of the English alphabet as a phonetic representation): ә (as in abut), æ (at), ä (mop), ȯ (law), eɪ (fate), ε (let),
ē (ease), ɪ (bit), ow (boat), ɔj (toy), ʊ (look), ü (coo), and ō (go).
Every vowel has its own feel, and may suffice for a mantra
unto itself, though vibratory combinations provide a harmonic that simulates breathing.
For example, ē is especially vibrant. ē is a suggested possibility for energetic people as a lead vibration, with a lower
frequency follow-on, such as ȯ or ü in the 2nd vowel spot. ēmȯ
(ee-ma) is an exemplary mantra: a resonant flow from high to
low energy, to guide the mind to empty itself.
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Consonants in language exist for distinct audition. For a
mantra, a vibration that naturally resonates toward quiet is
ideal. m is such a consonant. The classic Hindu mantra is ōm,
with good reason. (If you like it, use it.)
As with vowels, consonants have their own vibrational
qualities. h is nicely breathy (consider: ah, perhaps leading
to the mantra ah-mә).
n is shorter variant of the echoic m. änō (aw-no) is an
exemplary mantra.
r is the long, rumbling version of l. lә–eɪ (lay-ah) is there
for the taking as a mantra, as is eɪ–lә (ah-lay).
In contrast to r, s offers a breathy rumble. sü-ō (sue-oh)
and ä-shō (ah-show) or ȯ-shә (aw-sha) are exemplary mantras
using s.
Glottal (e.g., k, g) and popping (e.g., p, b) consonants
should be employed only in a muted form which emphasizes
flow, not abruptness.
There are innumerable possibilities for mantras. Select a
mantra that resonates within you as affording focus, and
which eventuates in peaceful resolution, as if the mind were
taking a deep, relaxing breath (inhale, exhale).
You may at first try a few different mantras to evaluate
their quality. You can't choose a wrong mantra; if it resonates
with you, it's right for you. Once you find a pleasing mantra,
claim it as your own and let it be a centerpiece for your meditation practice.
A mantra is merely a malleable device. My own mantra
evolved upon becoming realized, to a subtle whisper.

Meditation is a form of relaxation, not concentration.
Have no expectations about your meditations. Some might
feel busy; others serene. Regardless of seeming quality, meditation is always helpful.
Do not speak your mantra aloud or use it outside of
meditation. It is your vehicle to quiet the mind, and so
should remain reserved, unspoken.
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Meditate 20–30 minutes, time permitting. Even a short
session of a few minutes is beneficial. Transcending or falling
asleep for a longer period is perfectly natural. Your mindbody takes what it needs for rest when it can. Rest is as critically important to health as vigorous activity.
At the end of meditation, lay down, or slump in your
chair. Spend 3 to 5 minutes relaxing with your eyes closed,
allowing yourself to ease back to the waking state.
Do not abruptly end meditation. It may give you a dull
headache.

Meditation should be practised every day of one's life.
~ Anandamayi Maa

Meditate twice a day if possible: preferably at the beginning of the day, and in the early evening (before dinner).
Practice meditation regularly. Meditation leads to eternal
bliss. Therefore meditate, meditate. ~ Indian guru Sivananda
Saraswatī
You may meditate 3 or 4 times a day if you have the time
and inclination, and your daily activities are not demanding.
Begin every day with a meditation if you can. If the mind
is restless when the body is ready to sleep, prāṇāyāma and a
short meditation may sooth the system sufficiently to slumber.
Do not meditate on a full stomach. Meditation slows the
system, and so can degrade digestion, as your gut microbes
may meditate with you (who knows how the little ones spend
their spare time).
Do not exercise shortly after meditating. Let the calm settle in. (Meditating a while after exercise is good.)

Meditating with others is recommendable, as the field of
calm is reinforced among participants. Multiple consciousnesses harmonizing with the unified field of Ĉonsciousness
amplifies calmness in the environment.
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi was a proponent of mass meditation as a means to elevate the spiritual atmosphere of social
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environments. His plan to do so in impoverished districts of
Washington, DC was not approved by officials there. In his
frustration, Maharishi called the city "a pool of mud," which
is especially funny considering that Washington DC was
built on swampland.

After extensive practice as a meditator, the mantra may
become superfluous. Having acclimated to transcending, the
sheer desire to do so may suffice.
Do not just meditate; live in meditation. ~ Nisargadatta
Maharaj


Minding



A quiet mind is essential for right perception, which again is
required for self-realization. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

The mind's proper use is for cognitive tasks while the task
is being accomplished, in its preparation, or evaluation; and
all this can be done subconsciously, with full attention on the
present instant. The mind's prattle deserves no credence. To
gain full awareness, keep the conscious mind clear.
Rise above the deceptions and temptations of the mind.
~ Sivananda Saraswatī
If the mind idly brings up a thought, dismiss it by focusing on the immediate environment, including one's own body,
such as the breath or heartbeat.
Whatever you may have to do, watch your mind. Whenever
a thought or emotion or desire or fear comes to your mind, just
turn away from it. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Practice being fully aware of everything within conscious
scope when not attentive to some detail. Diligence will reward you with greater awareness.
A steady, persevering, and concentrated effort alone can lead
to realization. ~ Indian guru Samarth Ramdas
Never rush. Pay full attention to the task of the moment.
Quieting the conscious mind does not silence the thinking
machine. The mind is constantly working subconsciously and
will bring to awareness whatever needs attention.
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To expect truth to come from thinking signifies that we mistake the need to think with the urge to know. ~ Hannah Arendt

To understand something which puzzles you, simply desire comprehension, then let the subconscious mind do its
work. The desired epiphany will arise in due time.
Assign tasks to your mind, including putting timers on
reminders. You'll find your mind's internal clock is quite
good.
With disciplined practice, you may be pleasantly surprised how well the mind serves you. This is how the mind
should operate.
For a seeker for reality there is only meditation: the rigorous
refusal to harbor thoughts. To be free from thoughts is itself meditation. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

 Mindfulness 
Trying to focus your awareness on what you are feeling and
thinking can be a demanding cognitive exercise. ~ Portuguese
psychologist Miguel Farias & English psychologist Catherine
Wikholm

So-called mindfulness meditation is a supposed awareness technique, recently touted by psychologists, that involves monitoring one's thoughts and emotions as they arise.
The practice is based upon gross misunderstandings about
the mind and meditation.
The meditation label is a ruse. Those who claim that
mindfulness has ancient roots are only expressing their ignorance. Mindfulness is not meditation. The mind is full enough
of itself without watching it run wild.
While being in the present moment is essential to mental
health, watching one's thoughts does not quiet the mind, nor
settle the system into transcendence. Instead, mindfulness
stressfully indulges the mind. For those with psychological
issues, being consumed by an errant mind can be traumatic.
It is the mind that tells you that the mind is there. Don't be
deceived. All the endless arguments about the mind are
produced by the mind itself, for its own protection,
continuation, and expansion. It is the blank refusal to consider
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the convolutions and convulsions of the mind that can take you
beyond it. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj


Concepts



It is the movement of thought that appears as this world.
~ Vasistha

Perception is a subconscious thought process: interpreting sensations and making them meaningful, by comparing
current input with past experiences, categorizing, and conceptualizing. That last bit – conceptualization – is the part
that imparts meaning, for it assigns value. Perceptions which
curry no favor are instantly discarded. Only perceptions
laden with esteemed concepts are brought to attention.
The world does not passively impose itself on our mind; rather, it has to be actively interpreted. ~ English developmental
psychologist Bruce Hood

Perception is a simulation, not reality itself. ~ American psychologist Charles Tart

What we take to be the world is instead a collage of symbolic expressions to which we assign value. Love is a conceptual experience that, at its most rewarding, is dipped in feelgood emotion. We may physically touch an object, but its impression is entirely within the mind. All we ever have are
concepts, and concepts are not real.
Reality is not a concept, nor the manifestation of a concept.
It has nothing to do with concepts. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Ignorance is attachment to concepts.
Ideas and thoughts are bondage; and their coming to an end
is liberation. Because you are not fully enlightened, your mind
clings to the illusion of object perception, of concepts. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
The trouble began when others started telling you about
the world, and you believed them.
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Nullius in Verba (take nobody's word for it). ~ British Royal
Society* motto

The trouble continues as long as you continue to cherish
concepts. Thoughts rightly offer only utility or enjoyment:
necessary for navigating life's travails or for sheer amusement. To appreciate life as a cavalcade of concepts eases their
uptake (learning), facilitates their exploitation (skill), and,
most tellingly, liberates oneself from the world, which is
nothing more than a big ball of notions.
Belief in this world is built up of unreality. ~ Indian guru
Sankara
All before you is merely conceptual. Living is an exercise
in symbolic manipulation.
The mind likes to believe what it comes up with. This selfvalidation provides a sense of security which the mind nestles in.
Face value has is valueless. Do not subscribe to the mind's
self-assurance. Do not let a specious axiom be an unseen signpost to error. Adopt the practice of having the mind question
the premises upon which conclusions are drawn.
Abandon false ideas. There is no need of true ideas. There
aren't any. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Being lulled by the mind into accepting its facile version
of events defines ignorance. To believe nothing is to question
everything, and absolutely necessary to be open to every experience as potential revelation.
Whereas actuality is pliable to some degree, wishes are
unalloyed fantasies, rigid to the hilt. Frustration is nothing
more than slamming into a wall built of wish.
Ignorance arises with embracing ideas as if they were reality: naïve realism. Suffering stems from failures of conceptualization coupled to attachments. The root of the trouble
comes in axiomatic form: assuming what is not for what is.
Behind every misconception lurks an apriorism.
*

The Royal Society of London for Improving Natural Knowledge
was granted a charter by King Charles II as The Royal Society in
1660. The Royal Society is the eldest scientific society in existence; a seedling in the Scientific Revolution.
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For instance, belief in the matterism arises with the
premise that physicality is reality: mistaking subjective experience for objective uptake. The presumption is reinforced
by social consensus, as it is with all 'conventional wisdom'.
In contrast, accepting energyism is not a belief; more an
acceptance that Nature is putting on a show beyond ken, only
the outlines of which may be discerned; in which case, the
task is to enjoy the show, and make your way with as much
grace as you can muster.
All this is the play of concepts. It is all mental entertainment.
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

 Lifestyle 
Purify yourself by a well-ordered and useful life. Watch over
your thoughts, feelings, words, and actions. This will clear you
vision. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

The intensity of everything is within the mind. Lessen the
intensity by paying the mind no mind. Lacking distraction,
quietude enlarges the scope of awareness.
Do not engage in activities which feed the mind. The
worst indulgence is competition, which directly engages attachment to outcome. Competition is a formula for frustration and stress. Do not compete.
Treat the experience of living as entertainment. Relax
and enjoy everything as best you can, including the work you
must perform.
Whatever happens between appearance and disappearance
of the body is only a bundle of memories; whatever you have
accumulated is merely entertainment. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Seek no stimulation for that value alone. Instead, enjoy
activities which provide knowledge or insight, calms you, or
enlivens joy.
Be as simple as you can be; you will be astonished to see how
uncomplicated and happy your life can become. ~ Paramahansa Yogananda
Self-esteem is a strong illusion which can only bring misery. Instead of thinking of yourself as a personality, consider
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yourself an ecological gyre, without attribute beyond the intention to do good.
Do nothing unnecessary. Do everything necessary. Let
the undone necessary slip into the unnecessary if it may
make the transition without consequence.
It is a popular fiction that life as adventure is a key to
happiness. Instead, people who do pretty much the same
things every day find life more meaningful. Savor routine.
Stay focused in the moment. Do not let the mind babble.
Dismiss daydreams. Do not reminisce.
Do not entertain ideas. ~ Vasistha
Do not worry or fear. The past is gone, and the future is a
mirage.
Abandon all thoughts. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Do not think about anything that does not need thinking
about in the moment. When the moment arrives that a task
needs to be accomplished, the mental instrument is naturally
put to work, properly focused.
Of course, plan appropriately, so that the right resources
are available to you. Do this by assigning tasks to the mind.
Spend as much time not thinking as possible.
To remain without thought in the waking state is the greatest
worship. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

 Legend 
Realization is but the opposite of ignorance. To take the
world as real and one's self as unreal is ignorance, the cause of
sorrow. To know the self as the only reality and all else as temporal and transient is freedom, peace, and joy. It is all very simple. Instead of seeing things as imagined, learn to see them as
they are. When you can see everything as it is, you will also see
yourself as you are. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

The map is not the territory, but the legend of the map
indicates the nature of the territory.
The mentally ill all have the same symptoms: the mind is
in a riot of noise. A common symptom of a disturbed man is
a furious conversation with himself.
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Conversely, psychological health is characterized by a
quiet mind which is untroubled, unhurried, and able to focus
on the task at hand. There is a natural sense of contentment.
Keep quiet. Do your work in the world, but inwardly keep
quiet. Then all will come to you. Do not rely on your work for
realization. It may profit others, but not you. Your hope lies in
keeping silent in your mind and quiet in your heart. Realized
people are very quiet. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
The physical habits that engender enlightenment are all
healthy. Calm prevails systemically. Stress is naturally rejected rather than absorbed.
Conversely, the path to dissolution is gained by pursuing
indulgences and addictions of all sorts: the most benign being
overeating food, whereas the most destructive addictions are
over-stimulations or deadening by artificial means, such as
alcohol or drugs. Life in ignorance is lived in thrall of thrill,
or in numbing the mind out of its incessant restlessness.
You are what you seek. ~ Indian guru Anandmurti Gurumaa
The Collective often desire goods and services, not for
what they do, but to boost the spirits. Material wealth is pursued as an end unto itself, as a means of feeling powerful.
What is more than enough is felt to be not enough.
The point is, you can never be too greedy. ~ American con
artist Donald Trump
In contrast, an enlightened person enjoys the comfort of
sufficiency. Work is productive entertainment, not merely a
means of monetary enrichment.
Violence is so ubiquitous among the Collective as to be
largely unremarkable. The stronger the sense of self and entitlement, the more violent the person. Only effective threat
of retribution may momentarily temper a violent spirit.
Enlightenment holds no ideal of violence. Compassion is
a habitual practice. In contrast, the Collective simmer in ignorance, senselessly bringing forth the sour fruits of civilization, which amount to nothing more than a world rent by
violence to self, to others, and to Nature.
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Fools dwelling in ignorance, yet imagining themselves wise
and learned, go round and round in crooked ways, like the blind
led by the blind. ~ Katha Upanishad 2.5

The parsimonious practices of the enlightened are those
necessary for a sustainable environment. In contrast, the acquisitive materialist practices of the Collective have created
the ecological decimation of the Earth. It is a dismal legend.
Nothing outside you can ever give you what you're looking
for. ~ American guru Byron Katie
A penchant for solitude is normal for someone enlightened. The noise of the Collective can be off-putting. From the
vantage of enlightenment, there is nothing to be gained from
the noise of the ignorant.
Live to enjoy the simplest pleasures: retain a perspective
that allows contentment to be the common state of affairs.
Realization is really nothing more than appreciating Nature
to its fullest, which is the same for your consciousness as Ĉonsciousness.
Even in realization, one is still in a human shell, still subject to vexations. The difference is in how the static of living
is received and dispatched.
Enlightened people typically live simple, quiet lifestyles.
Everything encountered is an entertainment opportunity.
Then again, one can abide only so much entertainment.
The desire to put an end to all desires is a most peculiar desire. The man who seeks realization is not addicted to desires;
he is a seeker who goes against desire, not with it. The seeker
has only one goal in view: to find his own true being. Of all
desires, it is the most ambitious, for nothing and nobody can
satisfy it; the seeker and the sought are one, and the search alone
matters. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

 Synopsis 
To give yourself a new life, you have to give the other one
away. ~ American singer-songwriter Sara Bareilles in the
song "December" (2013)

➢ Enlightenment is as natural as ignorance; achieving it is
not a matter of intelligence, nor material circumstance.
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Freedom is a heavy load, a great and strange burden for the
spirit to undertake. It is not easy. It is not a gift given, but a
choice made, and the choice may be a hard one. ~ American
author Ursula Le Guin

➢ There is only the instant of now. That is the only certainty. All else is the illusion of memory or the prattle of
a scheming mind about what the future may hold.
➢ Quieting the mind and transcending to commune with
universal Ĉonsciousness is the intent of meditation.
➢ Psychological health is characterized by contentment,
happiness, and spontaneity. These are the attributes of
enlightenment.
Pain is physical. Suffering is mental. Beyond the mind there
is no suffering. Pain is merely a signal that the body is in danger and requires attention. Similarly, suffering warns us that
the structure of memories and habits, which we call the person, is threatened by loss or change. Pain is essential for the
survival of the body, but none compels you to suffer. Suffering
is due entirely to clinging or resisting. It is a sign of our unwillingness to move on, to flow with life. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

➢ Abandon beliefs and esteem of ideas, emotions, and of
oneself as a person. Concepts are the cage your mind
keeps your consciousness imprisoned in.
Give up all this trash, whatever you are studying in the
name of religion, in the name of spirituality. Understand only
one thing: that consciousness at present is your nature – you
are that only. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

➢ Ideas have no intrinsic value. Praxis is everything. That
withstanding, only through concepts can one appreciate
the necessity of resolutely being in the moment, and instantly discarding all that the mind delivers which is not
relevant to the task at hand.
➢ Treat your body as if it is an instrument for clarity, with
healthy food, exercise, and sufficient sleep. Take time to
meditate daily.
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➢ Discipline the mind by paying nattermind no mind. Dismiss idle thoughts and emotions when they arise. Keep
the conscious mind clear.
In time, the mind will quiet. Live fully in the moment:
without assumption, expectation, fear, or grand desire.
The greatest wealth is a poverty of desires. ~ Roman philosopher and statesman Seneca

➢ Do only what is necessary or brings unadulterated joy.
Leave behind competition or social concerns.
Discard all traditional standards. Leave them to the hypocrites. Only what liberates you from desire and fear and wrong
ideas is good. As long as you worry about sin and virtue, you
have no peace. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

➢ Within reason, practice kindness. Shun those who willfully inflict misery, pain, or inequity.
Truth is the cry of all, but the game of few. ~ George Berkeley

➢ With discipline and patience, you will come to see for
yourself what is of value and what is artifice, and you will
know abiding contentment.
You seem to want instant insight, forgetting that the instant
is always proceeded by a long preparation. The fruit falls suddenly, but the ripening takes time. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

➢ While getting to enlightenment may be challenging, the
transition from enlightenment to realization is a matter
of abiding in mental silence. Being in a conducive environment helps, as does sustained periods of solitude.
Most essential is living in quietude: shunting emotions,
desires, and meandering thoughts to be fully in the present moment.
Self-realization cannot be foretold. Some get it spontaneously. Others do not get it even with much effort. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

 Conclusion 
All that we see or seem is but a dream within a dream.
~ Edgar Allen Poe

Nature is superlative science fiction that is commonly
mistaken for reality. Everything you experience is an abstraction, every sensation turned into symbolic representation during the process of perception. The mind polishes
sensory input into meaningful objects and events by massaging them into categories and concepts. What you take for actuality is no more real than a dream, only more abiding.
You take for granted that you are created. This determines
your happiness or unhappiness, and your ideas about birth and
death. All this is the sport of concepts in action, while you believe yourself to be the doer. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Reality hides in plain sight so that you may be entertained by its discovery. The apparent puzzle gives you purpose: to suss Nature, and so comprehend your own nature.
Nature has planted in our minds an insatiable desire to see
the truth. ~ Cicero
If the truth about reality was apparent, life's challenges
would be solely biological, and thereby rather boring. Instead, the mind masks reality, by leading you to believe that
your perceived actuality is reality. This duplicity is simultaneously a setup for a life in ignorance, and a prod toward enlightenment.
What is the root of pain? Ignorance of yourself. What is the
root of desire? The urge to find yourself. All creation toils for its
self and will not rest until it returns to it. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
To recognize Nature for what it is, you must master the
onerous impediment which biology has put in your way. Control must be wrested from the great deceiver: the mind.
The villain is the darkness inside of you. ~ American
filmmaker Ava DuVernay
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The mind is a cheat. Do not become entangled in the vacillations of your mind. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Only the resolute determination to live fully in the moment can tame the mind: meditation as a way of life. Quieting
the mind clarifies the connection between the quantum consciousness inhabiting your mind-body and the unified field of
Ĉonsciousness. With clarity comes unity.
Be the witness of thoughts. Remain as the seer. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
The deeper one delves into Nature, the deeper the appreciation for its intricate interweaving as a source of endless
entertainment. Only through admiration – of all that lives,
and of all that is – can you become part of Nature as Nature
intended, and so fulfill your true destiny.
The purpose of individual life is also the purpose of the entire
cosmos. The purpose of creation is expansion of happiness
which is fulfilled through the process of cosmic evolution. The
significance and purpose of individual life is the same as that of
the life of the cosmos. The difference lies in scale. ~ Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi

 Glossary 
The difference between the right word and the almost-right
word is like the difference between lightning and the lightning
bug. ~ American author Mark Twain

~ : approximately.

#
3-age system: an archeological sequential periodization of human prehistory and early history, comprising the Stone Age,
Bronze Age, and Iron Age.
4D (aka spacetime): the 4 dimensions of everyday experience: 3
of space (3D) + 1 of time. See HD and ED.

A
abiogenesis: the study of how life arose from inert matter.
abstraction: a thought stream involving symbolic representations. Compare concept, idea.
actuality: the world experienced sensorially. Contrast reality.
acupuncture: a medical treatment of bodily stimulating lengyre
pathways, typically via needles.
adaptation (evolutionary biology): the teleological process of adjusting to ecological circumstance.
Age of Enlightenment (aka Age of Reason): an intellectual movement in the 17th–18th centuries to reform society via reason,
challenging concepts rooted in tradition and faith. The Age of
Enlightenment was sparked in the late 17th century by various philosophers, notably Spinoza, Locke, and Voltaire,
along with Newton. The Scientific Revolution occurred concomitant with Enlightenment.
altricial: animal species that are relatively immature and
immobile at birth or hatching, and so require parental care.
Many mammal species are altricial. Contrast precocial.
analyze: to ascertain and separate an entity (material or abstract) into constituent parts or elements; to determine essential features. Contrast synthesize.
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animism: the doctrine that that there is no separation between
the physical and spiritual world, and that a vital energetic
force is inherent in all of Nature. Compare vitalism.
anion: a negatively charged ion (indicating a surplus of electrons). Contrast cation.
anticipate: to make some preparation for an expectation.
apeiron: an eternal coherence that creates phenomena; a concept proposed by Anaximander. See coherence.
apriorism: an assumption (a priori principle).
arachnid: the Arachnida class of invertebrates, with 8 jointed
legs. There are over 100,000 named species, including spiders, harvestmen (aka opiliones, daddy longlegs), scorpions,
solifuges (aka camel spiders, wind spiders), ticks, and mites.
arcminute: an angular measurement of 1/60th of 1°.
arms race: (the idea of) 2 parties escalating their advantage in
interacting with or competing against each other.
arthropod: an invertebrate with an exoskeleton, a segmented
body, and jointed appendages. Arachnids, crustaceans, and
insects are arthropods. There are an estimated 6 million distinct arthropods. Arthropods comprise over 75% of animal
species.
ashram: a secluded building used for Hindu religious instruction.
asleep (aka sleep): the state of consciousness where the body is
in repose, not dreaming.
astral (theosophy): a supersensible extra-dimensional plane of
existence.
atheistic naturalism: the belief that there is no God, only the
material natural world.
atom: the smallest particle of a chemical element, comprising at
the simplest a proton and an electron (hydrogen).
awake: the state of consciousness where the body is interactively
receptive to stimuli and the mind is ecologically aware.
awareness: the quality of being conscious in the present moment.
axiom: an assumed self-evident truth requiring no proof.
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B
bacteria (singular: bacterium): a domain and kingdom of singlecelled prokaryotes, abundant in most ecosystems. Bacteria
play vital roles in various facets of the biosphere.
Beelzebub: a demon; in the Bible, another name for Satan.
belief: a habit of the mind to axiomatically treat ideas as true;
confidence in abstractions as real.
Bernoulli's principle: a fluid-dynamics principle that a speed increase of fluid transpires with a decrease in pressure or a
drop in the fluid's potential energy; named after Daniel Bernoulli, who described the principle in 1738.
Bhagavad Gita (~5th–2nd century BCE): a Hindu text of a dialogue between Indian prince Arjuna and his guide and charioteer Lord Krishna.
Big Bang: the hypothesis that the universe began with an initial
energetic cosmic explosion from a dense, hot state of singularity.
binocular vision: the vision capability in an animal with 2 eyes
to perceive a 3D image. See peripheral vision.
bioelement: a planetary ecological element. The bioelements include the atmosphere, lithosphere, hydrosphere, and biota.
biology: the science of life.
biota: the organisms in an environment.
bliss: the feeling of joyful contentment which emanates from
connection with Ĉonsciousness. Bliss is symptomatic of enlightenment. Compare happiness.
boson: a quantum that carries a fundamental force according to
quantum physics' Standard Model; named after Satyendra
Bose. Contrast fermion.
Bragg peak: the apex of ionizing radiation; named after its 1903
discoverer, William Henry Bragg.
brain: an animal organ central to nervous systems, located
within the head.
Bronze Age (~3300–1300 BCE): the middle period of the 3-age
system, noted for the metallurgical production of bronze; the
Stone Age preceded, the Iron Age followed.
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C
calculus: the mathematical study of change.
caloric theory: an obsolete theory that considers heat as a selfrepellent fluid (called caloric) that flows from hotter bodies
to colder bodies. Caloric was also thought of as weightless gas
which could pass through presume pores in liquids and solids. Caloric theory was ousted by thermodynamics, a mechanical theory of heat, in the mid-19th century.
categorize (aka classify): to arrange or organize via criteria.
category: a group of related concepts.
cation: a positively charged ion (indicating a deficit of electrons).
Contrast anion.
causality (aka (noun) cause and effect, (adjective) cause-and-effect): the idea that one phenomenon provokes a succeeding
phenomenon. Contrast correlation.
cause (verb) (physics): to effect; to bring about.
cerebellum: a region of the vertebrate brain instrumental in balance and motor control.
chakra: a lengyre center within an organism.
chameleon: a distinctive and highly specialized clade of Old
World lizards, with over 200 species. Many chameleons can
change color at will.
chaos theory: the study of dynamic systems highly sensitive to
initial conditions.
chemistry: the study of matter, especially chemical reactions.
chordate: an animal in one of the following groups: fish, amphibian, reptile, bird, tunicate, lancelet, or mammal; an animal
with tadpole traits during some period of its life cycle.
chromosome: an elaborately coiled package of genetic material
within a eukaryotic cell.
ciliary (aka c-opsin): the type of photoreceptor used by vertebrates for vision. Compare rhabdomeric.
classical physics (mechanics): the Newtonian model of physics,
notably gravity as a force of attraction; epitomized by Newton's 3 laws of motion, and the laws of thermodynamics. Compare modern physics.
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cockroach: a typically large insect with a broad, flattened body
and relatively small head. 30 of the 4,500 species are considered pests, as they are inclined to live in human habitats.
cofactor: a molecule that binds to a protein to have the protein
perform a task. Enzymes are typically activated by cofactors,
which essentially act as helper molecules. The molecule may
either be an inorganic ion or organic (coenzyme).
cognition: the process of understanding, involving both awareness and judgment. Compare mentation.
cognitive load: the instant level of mentation.
coherence: the intelligent interaction behind Nature. Like Ĉonsciousness, coherence localizes.
coherence consciousness: the 6th state of consciousness, with
awareness of the unity of Nature. Compare enlightenment,
realization.
Collective: people who follow their biological urges as natural
imperative. The Collective are slaves to their minds. As believers in matterism and in taking existence at face value,
the Collective are naïve realists.
compose: to form the substance of.
comprehension: grasping with the intellect.
concept (aka idea): an abstract construct involving discriminatory categorization.
conceptualize, conceptualization: mentally resolving perceptions
into a concept.
conductor (chemistry): a material amenable to containing moving electric charges. Contrast insulator, resistor.
cone cell: a color-sensitive photoreceptor in the mammalian retina, so-called for the cell's conical shape. Contrast rod.
conformal geometry: the study of angle-preserving (conformal)
spatial transformations.
conscious: thoughts, emotions, and desires of which one is
aware. Compare subconscious.
consciousness: the platform for awareness in an individual life
constituent, such as a protein, cell, or organism. The 4 nominal states of human consciousness are awake, asleep, dreaming, and transcendence. The 3 elevated states of
consciousness are enlightenment, coherence consciousness,
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and realization. A person may be in multiple states of consciousness simultaneously (enlightenment is essentially the
sustained state of transcendence while awake). Compare
Ĉonsciousness.
Ĉonsciousness: the unified field of consciousness. Ĉonsciousness
naturally localizes into individualized consciousnesses. Compare consciousness.
conservation (genetics): preservation of a genetic trait through
generations (of cells or offspring).
conservation of energy: the 1st law of thermodynamics, which
states that the total energy in a closed system is constant.
conservation of mass: a law of physics and chemistry that the
total mass of matter is conserved in a closed system, which
the universe is presumed to be. Matter may seemingly be destroyed, but its mass remains constant.
consistent: recognizable from recall as similar.
construal (noun): an interpretation; an exegesis.
construal level theory: a 1998 psychology theorem by Nira Liberman and Yaacov Trope that relates psychospace to objects
and events as concrete or abstract. Things seem closer or farther depending upon personal involvement with them (physical distance aside). People tend to think concretely about
things perceived as close, but increasingly abstractly about
things at a psychological distance. In this context, abstract
means high-level: conceptually, not specifically, whereas concrete means detailed (low-level).
construe (verb): construct an interpretation.
consume: to engage in via sensation; to use or enjoy something.
convergent evolution (aka parallel evolution): the independent
evolution of similar traits in organisms of different clades.
correlation: the fact that multiple phenomena coincide. Contrast
causality.
cosmic inflation: a myth about the early cosmos, claiming that
the universe had a near-instantaneous massive inflation
3x10–36 seconds after the onset of the Big Bang. Cosmic inflation outrageously violates physics as understood.
cosmogony: a conjecture about the origin of the universe.
cosmology: the study of the universe.
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cosmopolitan (biogeography): a taxon with species in a broad
range of biomes.
counterfactual: contrary to facts.
Counting Crows (1991–): American popular music group from
Berkeley, California.
craftwork: the process or result of manipulating matter into a
certain configuration. Compare sociowork, symwork.
criterion (plural: criteria): a trait or feature for characterization
and categorization; a metric, principle, or rule for judgment.
crustacean: a large group of arthropods, including barnacles,
krill, crabs, crayfish, shrimp, and lobster. Most crustaceans
are aquatic, but some, such as woodlice, are terrestrial.
culture (biology): the transfer of knowledge among conspecifics,
and from one generation to the next.
culture (sociology): a system of shared abstractions, beliefs, values, mores, and rituals among a tribe of humans. Culture
represents common symbolic expression in a social context.
cytoplasm: the watery gel that holds a cell's organelles within a
plasma membrane.

D
Darwinism (aka natural selection): the disproven hypothesis of
Charles Darwin that evolution transpires only over millions
of years by random rearrangements of matter that create
species which endure or are eliminated via competition with
other species ("natural selection" via "survival of the fittest").
Natural Selection almost inevitably cause much Extinction of
the less improved forms of life. ~ Charles Darwin
data: factual information.
daydream: an indulged reverie.
dendrite: a branched projection from a nerve cell employed in
intercellular communication.
depolarization (cytology): an electrical change in a cell's membrane potential that makes it more positive, thereby removing the polarity that arises from the accumulation of negative
charges on the inner membrane and positive charges on the
outer membrane. Contrast hyperpolarization.
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desire: mental want. See motivation.
determinism: belief in cause and effect, from which emanates
the doctrine that all facts and events exemplify natural laws.
dialectic: a method of analysis/argument for resolving a conceptual inquiry via eliminating alternative hypotheses by exposing their contradictions, thereby verifying a single
hypothesis which is not self-contradictory.
dichromacy: having 2 types of color vision receptor. Compare
monochromacy, trichromacy, tetrachromacy.
diffuse reflection: radiation reflection with scattering.
discrete (mathematics): quantized, countable.
disordered hyperuniformity: coherent patterning within an apparently disordered system.
dissociation (psychology): the conscious state of feeling separate
from the mind-body.
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid (C5H10O4): a double-stranded molecular chain that serves as a physical storage medium for basic
templates to build bioproducts. DNA is supposed the molecular-level carrier of genetic inheritance. See RNA.
domain (biological classification) (aka empire): the 2nd highest
taxon (below life), with 3 classes: archaea, bacteria, and
viruses.
dragonfly: an extraordinarily successful flying insect predator,
with over 5,900 extant species. Dragonfly hindwings are
broader than their forewings.
dream: mentally generated perception during sleep. Compare
hallucination.
dreaming: the asleep state of consciousness filled with dreams.
dualism: the metaphysical belief that reality is bifurcated between the physical and the mental (or spiritual). Contrast
monism.

E
E = mc2: an equivalence of energy and mass, embodying the concept that the mass of an object is a measure of its energy content; formulated by Albert Einstein in 1905.
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ecology: an interactive interface; patterns of relations among entities; as a subdiscipline of biology, patterns of interrelations
between life forms (e.g., cells, organisms) and their environment (including other organisms); more broadly, the relations between bioelements.
ED: extra dimensions (or extra-dimensionality); the dimensions
of existence beyond those that are perceptible and measurable. See 4D and HD.
Edo Period (1603–1867): the period when Japan was ruled by the
Tokugawa Shogunate. The Edo period was characterized by
socioeconomic stability, refinement of the arts and its popular enjoyment, sustainable forest management and an isolationist foreign policy.
egene: (the idea of) an energetic hereditary unit which conveys
all the information needed to create a trait or biological effect. Nucleic acids alone cannot explain heredity. Compare
gene.
egenetics: (the idea of) intelligence represented by nuclei acids
and associated molecules.
electromagnetism: the fundamental force responsible for giving
matter its sizzle via electrical charge.
elephant hawkmoth (Deilephila elpenor): a large moth found in
the British Isles, and across Europe and Asia all the way to
Japan. Elephant hawkmoths have trichromatic color vision,
and excellent scotopic (night) vision.
emergence: the way that complexity arises from a multiplicity of
simple interactions. The idea of emergence has been around
at least since Aristotle, who expressed that the totality of reality is greater than the sum of its parts (a non-reductionist
sentiment). More elementally, emergence refers to actuality
becoming phenomenal on an infinitesimal (Plank time) moment-by-moment basis.
emotion: a feeling evolved by cognition into a sustained state.
emotive cognition: appraisal of the ambiance of a situation based
upon one's empathic temperament and experience.
empathy: an imaginative projection of another's mental state.
empirical: originating in, or based upon, observation or experience.
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empiricism (epistemology) (aka verificationism): the presumption that knowledge derives solely from sensory experience.
See neopositivism.
empiricism (philosophy of science): the belief that Nature may
be entirely explained by physical forces.
endorphin (portmanteau of endogenous morphine): a mammalian endogenous opioid neuropeptide produced to relieve
pain.
energy (physics): the idea of an immaterial force acting upon or
producing matter. Energy is characterized relatively and by
type (how it affects matter). Energy manifests only through
its effect on matter. Though the foundational construct of existence, energy itself does not exist. As matter is made of energy, this fact tidily proves energyism.
energyism (aka (philosophical) immaterialism): the monistic
doctrine that Nature is a figment of the mind. Energyism differentiates between actuality and reality. Whereas actuality
is phenomenal, reality has a noumenal substrate, emergently
spawning a shared actuality (showtivity) via a unified Ĉonsciousness. See idealism, neutral monism. Contrast matterism.
enlightenment (aka quietude or quiet consciousness): the state of
consciousness with clarity of mind via transcendence. In enlightenment there is intrinsic contentment, accompanied by
an eminently sensible perspective on life (and death). Compare coherence consciousness, realization.
entanglement (physics): distinct phenomena behaving synchronously. Entanglement defies locality.
entertainment: stimulation from experience not wholly expected.
enthalpy: a thermodynamic system property, equal to internal
energy plus the product of the system's pressure and volume.
entropy (physics, particularly thermodynamics): the tendency of
energy to dissipate and equilibrate (dissipate to equilibrium);
the natural physical tendency toward disorder.
environment: a designated spatial region or conceptual realm.
enzyme: a protein that facilitates the activities of other proteins
or substrates. Enzymes typically act as catalysts.
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epistemology: the study of knowledge, including its origin, nature, methods, and limits.
epithelium (plural: epithelia or epitheliums): 1 of the 4 basic
types of animal tissue, the others being connective, muscle,
and nerve. Epithelial tissues line the surfaces and cavities of
bodily structures and form many glands. Epithelial cells secrete, selectively absorb, protect, and transport. Epithelial
tissue does not have blood vessels, instead receiving nourishment from underlying connective tissue via an extracellular
matrix (basement membrane).
eukaryote: an organism with internal cell structures (organelles). All multicellular life is eukaryotic. Compare prokaryote.
event: a perceived process with an outcome.
evil: a moral wrong; wickedness.
evolution (evolutionary biology): the process of adaptation, most
apparently seen as a distinctive change across successive
generations of a population.
evolutionary biology: a subfield of biology concerned with the organic processes of evolution.
existence: corporeality, including both matter and energy. See
actuality, manifestation, Nature, phenomenon.
exorcism: the exiling of evil spirits.
expectation: awaiting an event or outcome considered at least
likely if not certain. See anticipate.
experience (noun): a conceptualized event.
extensive property: a physical property of a system that depends
upon system size or materiality. Examples include mass and
volume. Contrast intensive property.
eye: an organ of vision.

F
fact: recall of an experienced event. The idea of fact as objective
reality is laughable.
What is perceived in pure awareness, unaffected by desire or
fear, is fact. ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
faith: belief in absence of fact.
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family (biological classification): a major group of shared morphological similarities. In the generally accepted system,
family is above genus and below order. For example, maple
trees (family) are hardwoods (order), angiosperms (class),
vascular plants (phylum), plants (kingdom).
fascism: a form of radical authoritarian nationalism that came
to prominence in early 20th-century Europe, originating in
Italy during World War 1. Economically, fascists favor state
control of capitalism, with policies designed to achieve
autarky (self-sufficiency).
feeling: a perceptual reaction that may develop into an emotion
via emotive cognition. Compare emotion.
fermion: a quantum of matter under quantum physics' Standard
Model; named after Enrico Fermi. Contrast boson.
field: an energy associated with a spacetime point.
fignorance: fact ignorance. Compare pignorance. See ignorance.
flicker fusion threshold (aka flicker fusion rate): the psychophysical frequency at which intermittent light stimulus is perceived as steady by a human.
fluid: a substance that deforms (flows) under an applied shear
stress. Gases, plasmas, and liquids are fluids. Contrast solid.
fly: a small flying insect with a single pair of wings, adapted for
aerial agility.
force (physics) (aka interaction): an influence that causes a
change in Nature. There are 5 known forces: coherence,
strong (nuclear), weak (nuclear), electromagnetism, and
gravity.
fovea (aka fovea centralis): the spot of sharpest color vision in
the human eye, by virtue of being packed with cone receptors,
each with its own dedicated neuron. See foveola.
foveola: a 0.35 mm in diameter spot in the center of the human
fovea, with the densest packing of cones in the retina,
thereby affording the highest visual acuity.
fractal: a set of scale-invariant, self-similar, iterative patterns.
free surface: a coherent interface layer in a fluid owing to no parallel shear stress.
frustration: an emotive state of dissatisfaction arising from a
thwarted desire.
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fungus (plural: fungi): a kingdom of eukaryotes that includes
microorganisms such as yeast and molds, as well as macroscopic mushrooms.

G
Gaia: a theory by English environmentalist James Lovelock
that Earth acts as "a single physiological system."
Evolution is a tightly coupled dance, with life and the material
environment as partners. From the dance emerges the entity
Gaia. ~ James Lovelock
ganglion: a cluster of nerve cells.
gas: a fluid that may be airborne.
gauge boson: a quantum force carrier.
gene: the idea that nucleic acids provide instructions for producing an organic molecule, typically a protein. Genes do not exist; they are merely a construal. The actuality of genetics is
more intricate than supposed by matterist geneticists, as
heritable bioproduct information is stored energetically, with
organic molecules as illusory material substrates.
general relativity: a geometric physical theory that treats gravity as a property of spacetime, based upon the mass of objects;
proposed by Albert Einstein in 1915. Gravity distorts 4D
spacetime extra-dimensionally under general relativity. See
relativity, special relativity.
genetics: the study of heredity and variation in life forms at the
molecular level. The 4 major subdisciplines of genetics are
transmission genetics (heredity), molecular genetics (chemistry), population genetics (traits in populations), and epigenetics (influences of living on inheritance).
genome: the (idea of the) entire set of genes within an organism.
Like genes, a genome is merely a concept, not phenomenal.
gestalt: (viewing) the whole being as greater than the sum of the
parts involved; organization and organized activity with a coherence greater than can be attributed by summation of employed components. See synergy.
Gestalt psychology (aka gestaltism): a school of psychology with
the central principle that the mind naturally creates a
worldview through self-organizing tendencies.
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ghost: the confused soul of a dead being that haunts its previous
existence.
ghost field: a field that affects the mass of a boson via interrelations with other bosons and fermions. Ghost fields are necessary to maintain mathematical consistency in quantum
physics' Standard Model. Ghost fields are conventionally presumed to be solely a mathematical device, and not exist, despite their being the origin of virtual particles, which
manifest.
glia: the predominant cell type in animal brains. Neurons (nerve
cells) support glial cells via their interfaces outside the brain.
God: the myth of an immortal supreme being who is omniscient
and typically omnipotent, albeit often inexplicably reserved
in exercising such power in moral ways comprehensible to
mere mortals. The concept of God is object orientation run
amok: one of many delusions construed by believing in what
is conceived as contrasted to actuality, and what reasonably
may be inferred from known facts.
Goldstone mode: spontaneous breakdown of continuous symmetry. Named after Jeffrey Goldstone.
ground state: the lowest energy state of a quantum mechanical
system.
guanine (G) (C5H5N5O): a nucleobase of DNA & RNA.
guņa: a quality (thread) of being according to Hindu philosophy.
The 3 guņas are sattva (goodness, harmony, construction),
rajas (passion, activity), and tamas (chaos, discord, destruction).
guru: a realized teacher.
gyre: a conceptual framework treating a physical system as a
dynamic vortex. A gyre is characterized by its structure,
qualities, thermodynamics, and interactions.

H
habitat: the environment in which a species population lives.
happiness: a mood of well-being. Compare bliss.
HD (holistic dimensionality): the totality of cosmic dimensions.
HD refers to the universe having more than the 4 dimensions
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(4D) experienced. HD = 4D + ED, where ED = extra (spatial)
dimensions.
Heaven: a common religious notion of a residence for souls departed from corporeal existence. Mythologies about Heaven
are extensive. Some include a bifurcation, based upon divine
judgment, that good souls ascend to Heaven, while bad souls
descend to Hell, a place of eternal torment.
heliocentrism: the theory that the Sun is the center of the solar
system, around which planets orbit. Historically called the
Copernican principle.
Hellenistic period (323–31 BCE): a period in ancient Greek history
between the death of Alexander the Great and the emergence
of the Roman Empire, signified by the Battle of Actium.
hemispherectomy: surgically removing a hemisphere of the
brain.
heuristic (psychology): a simple, efficient rule employed to form
judgments, solve problems, or make decisions.
Higgs boson: a boson which, as a field, imbues other quanta with
mass. See Higgs field.
Higgs field: the field that imparts mass to all particles via the
Higgs mechanism. Quantum physics' Standard Model requires that every particle in the universe swims in the Higgs
field, interacting at different strengths, and so having different masses. Massless particles don't feel the Higgs field, and
so carry no weight. The particle representing the Higgs field
is the Higgs boson.
Higgs mechanism: the continuous process whereby gauge bosons acquire mass via spontaneous symmetry breaking. The
Higgs mechanism exemplifies the basic mechanism by which
Nature is composed: universal fields localizing, with local
fields quantizing into particulate form.
Hinduism: the dominant religion of India. Hinduism is based
upon a compilation of diverse texts, the earliest of which date
to the 7th century BCE, though most are later (late BCE). Such
diversity means the Hinduism is an umbrella term, housing
numerous religious offshoots.
Hiroshima (Japan): a city on the southern part of Honshu,
Japan's largest island. Hiroshima was the target for the first
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nuclear holocaust, when the United States dropped an
atomic bomb on it on 6 August 1945.
holism: the idea that systems and their properties should be
viewed holistically (from the perspective of being a whole),
not just as a collection of components. Contrast reductionism.
See synergy.
holographic: semblances where components reflect the whole.
holy: devoted to goodness and having a divine quality.
homeopathy: a pseudo-medicinal treatment of drinking water
that has a specific substance diluted beyond measurement.
Homeopathy can be effective via the placebo effect.
homeostasis: a regulatory process by which an organism strives
for holistic health.
Hugenot: a 16th–18th century French Protestant inspired by the
writings of John Calvin (Calvinism).
hydrocephalus: an accumulation of cerebrospinal fluid within
the brain.
hylozoism: the hypothesis that all matter is in some sense alive.
hymn: a religious song written in adoration of a deity or deities.
A person who writes hymns is a hymnodist.
hyperpolarization (biology): a change in a cell's membrane potential that makes it more negative. Contrast depolarization.
hyperuniformity: regularity in density fluctuations in a manybody system. Disordered structures at small scales which
possess a "hidden order" at larger scales are hyperuniform.
hypostasis: an underlying state or substance of fundamental reality that supports all else.
hypothesis: a guess gussied up in scientific garb. Under the scientific method, hypotheses are ripe for falsifiability testing.
Compare theory.

I
idea: the representation of a concept.
idealism (aka subjective idealism, empirical idealism): the monistic epistemology that all of life's experiences, and what can
be known of reality, are entirely within the mind. Compare
neutral monism. See energyism.
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ignorance: a state of unknowing. There are 2 types of ignorance:
fact-ignorance (fignorance) and perspective-ignorance (pignorance). Fignorance is not knowing the salient facts of a
subject. Pignorance arises from incognizance of reality.
illusion: mistaken perception; something deceptive by a false
impression.
imagine: to form concepts which are not adherent to sensation.
imagination: the faculty for forming counterfactual mental images and perceptions. Compare dream.
impulse: an urge driven by the subconscious.
infinitesimal (mathematics): something so tiny that there is no
way to measure it.
infinity (∞): the idea of something unlimited. Mathematics often
treats ∞ as a special number, but that is a conceptual error.
Infinity is beyond numerics.
influence (noun): the act of producing an effect indirectly.
influence (verb): to affect or alter, typically by indirect or intangible means.
information: an esteemed apprehension of an order among concepts.
insect: a class of arthropods with a 3-part body (head, thorax,
and abdomen), a chitinous exoskeleton, 3 pairs of jointed
legs, a pair of compound eyes, and a pair of antennae. Insects
are a diverse group, with over a million known species.
instant: existing now, in the present moment; immediate.
insulator (chemistry): a medium that resists the flow of electrical current. Contrast conductor.
intelligence: an attribution for behaving appropriately; the process of gathering and analyzing information.
intensive property (aka bulk property): a physical property of a
system that does not depend upon system size or materiality.
Examples include temperature, density, hardness and refractive index. American physicist and chemist Richard Tolman introduced the terms intensive property and extensive
property in 1917. Contrast extensive property.
interaction (physics): see force.
interface: the boundary between phases or systems.
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introspection (aka metacognition): awareness of cognition; (the
capability of) reflectively examining one's own thoughts and
feelings. Compare mindfulness.
intuition: direct apprehension. Contrast phenomenon.
ion: an electrically charged subatomic particle, atom, or molecule. See anion and cation.
iris (physiology): the thin, circular structure in an avian or
mammalian eye which controls the diameter of the pupil,
thus determining the amount of light reaching the retina.
Iron Age (~1300–500 BCE): the last (3rd) principal period of the
3-age system, noted for widespread use of iron and the development of steel. See Stone Age, Bronze Age.
Isa Upanishad: a short Upanishad comprising prose mantras.
isomer: a compound in one of various molecular structures
(shapes). Isomers with the same chemical formula may have
quite different properties.

J
Japan: an island nation off the eastern coast of China, comprising 6,852 islands.
Jesuits (aka Society of Jesus) (1539–): a male Catholic order belonging to the congregation founded by Spanish priest Ignatius of Loyola. Ignatius emerged as a religious leader during
the Counter-Reformation, where his absolute obedience to
the Pope held him in good stead with the Church.
Judaism: the monotheist religion of the Jews.

K
karma (Hinduism, Buddhism): the moral quality of actions by
humans.
Kelvin (K): an absolute temperature scale. Kelvin is the primary
measurement unit in the physical sciences. 0 K is the temperature at which all thermal motion ceases, from a perspective of classical thermodynamics.
Kelvin has the same magnitude as Celsius, though at a
different offset. Absolute zero (0 K) is –273.15 °C.
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The Kelvin scale is named after Irish-born engineer and
physicist William Kelvin, who expressed the need for an "absolute thermometric scale."
kōän: a technique in the practice of Zen Buddhism intended to
thwart the mind, and so afford intuition.
krebiozen (aka Carcalon, creatine): a hoax chemical cancer treatment using extract of a horse serum inoculated with the bacterium Actinomyces bovis, which causes lumpy jaw in cattle;
developed by Yugoslavian doctor Stevan Durovic.
kinetic theory: a physical theory which characterizes gas as a
system of energetic particles.
kinetics: the branch of mechanics concerning forces which act
upon matter.
kingdom (biological classification): the taxon above phylum and
below domain. Conventionally, there are 6 kingdoms: archaea, bacteria, protists, fungi, plants, and animals.
know: to directly perceive, and thereupon understand; to recognize the meaning of a concept.
knowledge: cognition of facts or principles about Nature. Compare knowlet, omniscience.
knowlet: cognition of some subject matter. Compare knowledge.
kōän: a paradox posited in Zen Buddhist practice to engender
abandonment of reason for intuition, and thus clear the way
to enlightenment.
Korean War (1950–1953): a war that started when North Korea,
backed by the Soviet Union and China, invaded South Korea.
Within 2 months South Korea was on the verge of defeat. The
US provided 88% of the military personnel and almost all of
the armaments in the UN-sponsored fight against North Korea. The war ended in a territorial stalemate, with an armistice signed, but to this day no peace treaty.

L
lamina propria: a thin layer of connective tissue that is part of
the moist linings of mucous membranes.
learning: the process of constructing a conceptual framework.
lengyre (aka vital energy, chi (Chinese), prana (Hindu)): an organism's life-energy gyre.
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life: anything capable of perceiving its environment.
liquid: a fluid that flows freely. Water is a liquid at room temperature.
locality (physics): the idea that an object can only be influenced
by its immediate surroundings. See entanglement. Contrast
nonlocality.
localization (physics): the process of locally confining or effecting
a result from a universal field.
logic: the process of chaining concepts together–from a premise
to a conclusion (inference)–in a way that the linkages may be
agreeable (especially to others, else socially considered
illogic).
logos: Heraclitus' term for Ĉonsciousness. See Tao.
love: adoration of a concept.

M
macula (aka macula lutea): a yellow, oval-shaped spot near the
center of the retina of the human eye, with the fovea at its
center.
magnetic moment (aka local moment): the torque a magnet will
experience in an external magnetic field.
magnetoencephalography: a technique using sensitive magnetometers to record magnetic fields produced by electrical currents in the brain, thereby allowing mapping electromagnetic
brain activity.
mahasamādhi: intentionally leaving the body to die.
manifest (adjective): a) capable or readily and instantly perceived by the senses; b) capable of being easily understood or
recognized at once by the mind.
manifestation: an outward perceptible expression of Nature.
Compare phenomenon.
mantra: a resonant vibration used to attain transcendence.
mass (classical physics): a measure of matter's inertia (resistance to a change of motion); alternately, a measure that
an object of matter has gravitationally.
mass (quantum mechanics): the energy level at which an elementary particle may make an observable appearance.
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materialism (psychology, economics): a worldview valuing material consumption and possessions. See matterism.
mathematics: the systematic treatment of relations between
symbolic entities.
Matryoshka doll: a set of hollow wooden dolls of decreasing size,
which can be placed one inside another.
matter (physics): something with mass, constructed of fermions.
See energy.
matterism (aka (philosophical) materialism): the monistic belief
that reality is made of matter. Matterism supposes that the
mind is a figment of something substantial. See naïve empiricism, naïve realism. Contrast energyism.
māyā (Hinduism, Buddhism): misperception of reality by not
considering it an illusion.
meditation: a practice intended to achieve a transcendental
state of consciousness. Yoga is intended as a physical form of
meditation.
Meiji era (aka Meiji period) (1868–1912): the period in Japan immediately following the end of the Tokugawa Shogunate (Edo
Period). The emperor was restored preeminence while the
country modernized economically in the wake of threat of foreign incursion, especially by the United States. Japan became the 1st industrialized Asian nation.
mentation: mental activity.
mentotype: the psychological constitution of an organism, including cognitive orientations and capacities, awareness loci,
and worldview. Compare phenotype.
Mesolithic (20–5 TYA): the final period of foraging in human cultures as the predominant lifestyle, before yielding to agriculture.
metabolism: cellular chemical reactions which provide energy
for vital processes.
metabolite: a chemical product of metabolism.
metaphysics: the study of first principles, including ontology and
cosmology. Metaphysics is closely related to epistemology.
microbe: a microorganism, too tiny to be seen without a microscope, often a single-celled prokaryote. Microbes include archaea, bacteria, and fungi.
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microbiome: the endosymbiotic, microbial community that comprises every eukaryotic organism, especially multicellular
eukaryotes. Commensal prokaryotic inhabitants are essential to eukaryotic life.
micrometer (aka micron) (μm): 1 millionth of a meter (1x10–6).
microsaccade: a tiny, jerky, involuntary eye movement. Microsaccade amplitudes vary from 2 to 120 arcminutes. Compare saccade.
mind: an intangible organ for symbolic processing.
mind-body: the mind & body as an integral life form.
mind-body problem: the unsolvable inquiry into the functional
interface between the intangible mind and the physical body.
mindfulness (aka mindfulness meditation): the practice of paying attention to the prattles of the mind, which has ignorantly been popularized as a form of meditation when it is
nothing of the sort. Compare introspection, metacognition.
model: a mathematical construct.
modern physics: post-Newtonian conceptions of physics, including Einstein's relativity theories and quantum models. Compare classical physics.
moiety: a small molecule of a chemical functional group.
molecule: a combination of atoms.
moment (physics): an expression involving the product of a distance and a physical quantity which accounts for how the
physical quantity is situated.
monism: the metaphysical principle that there is a singular reality, either matterism or energyism. Contrast dualism.
monochromacy: having a single type of cone cell (color receptor)
in the eye. Compare dichromacy, trichromacy, tetrachromacy.
monotheism: the belief in a singular god. Contrast polytheism.
motivation: a stimulus that causes an organism to behave in a
certain way. See desire.
mucous membrane (aka mucosa): a membrane of epithelial cells
over a layer of loose connective tissue.
mudra: a symbolic or ritual hand position or gesture in Hinduism and Buddhism.
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Mundaka Upanishad: a primary Upanishad, and one of the
most widely translated. As with other Upanishads, the Mundaka chronology is unclear, but perhaps the 6th century BCE.
myoelastic-aerodynamic theory: a theory of vocalization corresponding with Bernoulli forces (negative pressure) on elastic
tissue folds muscularly controlled (myo refers to muscles).
mystical: non-empirically obscure. The commonly bandied definition of involving something supernatural needs to confine
itself to magical.

N
naïve empiricism: the belief that knowledge can only be gained
through empirical examination of Nature. See naïve realism.
naïve realism (aka direct realism, commonsense realism, scientific realism): the belief that actuality as perceived is reality.
nattermind: the involuntary part of the mind that acts as an independent agent. Contrast willmind.
natural philosophy: the study of Nature from a holistic perspective; the common methodology of comprehending Nature until the 17th century, before modern science barged in with its
strictly empirical scientific method. See natural science. Contrast science.
natural science: natural philosophy coupled to the scientific
method.
natural selection: a meaningless term acclaiming Darwinism,
popular among religious evolutionary biologists who should
know better. See Darwinism.
Nature: the exhibition of existence. See coherence.
nature (of): the essence; the basic constitution.
Nazism (aka National Socialism): the ideology and practices of
the 20th century German Nazi party, characterized by fascism and antisemitism.
near-death experience: an experience near death. People who
have near-death experiences may physically cease to function for some duration before reviving.
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neocortex (aka neopallium, isocortex): the part of the mammalian brain active during higher-order mentation, such as sensory perception, cognition, motor command generation,
spatial reasoning, and language.
neopositivism (aka logical positivism, logical empiricism): a
Western philosophical view embracing epistemological empiricism. Neopositivism sprouted in Berlin and Vienna in the
late 1920s and gained widespread acceptance in scientific circles since the mid-20th century. Contrast panpsychism.
neurobiology (aka neuroscience): a pseudoscience that equates
nerve cell activity with mentation. Compare neurology.
neuron (aka nerve cell): an electrically excitable intercellular
signaling cell as part of the nervous system, employed for
sensory or motor communication. Functionally, neurons are
managed by glia.
neuron doctrine: the notion that neurons are the cells of intelligence.
neutral monism (aka neumonism): the epistemology that the essence of existence is neither material nor mental, but energetic. Compare idealism. See energyism.
nocebo: a belief provoking illness or death; the opposite of a placebo.
non-equilibrium statistical mechanics: see statistical mechanics.
nonlocality (physics): entanglement of objects at some distance
from each other. Contrast locality.
noumenon: outside of existence; not phenomenal. A noumenon
is beyond perception, as contrasted to phenomena.
nucleic acid: a catchall term for a molecule of DNA or RNA.

O
object: something manifest as cohesive matter.
objectivity: the idea that Nature and reality are independent of
consciousness. Contrast showtivity.
observation: active perception.
ocellar: relating to, or connecting with, an ocellus.
ocellus (plural: ocelli): a simple invertebrate eye.
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ocelloid: a subcellular eye found in warnowiids, with subcomponents analogous to the lens, cornea, iris, and retina of eyes.
ommatidium (plural: ommatidia): a facet of a compound eye
comprising 1 or more photoreceptor cells innervated by a single axon, providing a single picture element.
omniscience: (the idea of) having comprehensive awareness and
comprehension of Nature. Compare knowledge.
ontological argument: a philosophical argument for the existence of a supreme being.
ontology (philosophy): the study of the nature of reality. Compare phenomenology.
opsin: a light-sensitive protein.
organism: a life form.
osteoporosis: a disease of progressive bone mass and density
loss.
ouroboros (aka uroboros): an ancient symbol of a dragon or serpent eating its own tail which symbolizes the eternal cycle of
existence.
out-of-body experience (OBE): an experience of awareness from a
perspective which is outside of one's physical body.

P
panpsychism: the idea that a consciousness and mind is inherent in all things. Panpsychism is one of the oldest philosophical theories and was the prevailing orthodoxy until the mid20th century, when supplanted by neopositivism. Compare
hylozoism, animism.
paracosm: a detailed imaginary world.
paradigm: a construed pattern, often used as a framework for
perception.
paranormal: not explainable via matterism.
Parkinson's disease: a degenerative disorder of the central nervous system, initially affecting the motor system, but leading
to dementia in its advance. Named after James Parkinson,
who published a report on the disease in 1817.
particle (physics): a point in spacetime, typically used to ascribe
a quantum. Contrast wave.
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pea: the small spherical seed of the pod fruit of the pea plant
(Pisum sativum), an annual plant.
perceive, perception: mentally integrating sensory input (sensation) using memory. Perception is a 3-stage process: 1) turn
a sensation into a symbolic representation, 2) identify the
representation using memory and categorization, then 3) derive meaning, especially regarding affinity or avoidance. See
conceptualization.
peripheral vision: vision in animals with 2 eyes that occurs outside focal gaze. See binocular vision.
perspective-ignorance: see pignorance.
phase (physics, chemistry): a physically distinctive form of matter. Common phases, corresponding to temperature/energy
levels, are gas, liquid, plasma, and solid.
phase transition: change from one operational state, or state of
matter, to another.
phenomenal: known through perception. Contrast intuition.
phenomenon (plural: phenomena): a perceptible event. See actuality. Contrast noumenon.
phenomenology (philosophy): the study of the nature of phenomena, experience, and consciousness. See ontology.
phenotype: the composite visible traits of an organism: physical,
physiological, and behavioral. Compare mentotype.
philosophy: a set of consistent definitions pertaining to a system
which yields a hierarchical construal. The term philosophy
derives from the ancient Greek for "love of wisdom." There
are 3 branches of philosophy: natural, moral, and metaphysical. Natural philosophy, which evolved into science, concerns
Nature. Moral philosophy deals with the principles of ethics.
Metaphysics considers first principles, such as ontology, and
is intimately connected with epistemology.
photobleaching (aka fading): photochemical alteration of a pigment molecule such that it cannot fluoresce (emit light).
photoisomerization: the molecular behavior of changing isomer
upon photoexcitation (absorbing a photon).
photon: a hypothetical bosonic particle of light; more properly, a
packet of light energy, as light exhibits both particulate and
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wave appearances. Though photons supposedly do not interact with each other, they somehow porter the force of electromagnetism.
photopic vision: sight under well-light conditions. Contrast scotopic vision.
photoreceptor (cell): a specialized cell capable of visual phototransduction.
photosynthesis: (an organism) converting sunlight into energy.
phototransduction: the 4-step cellular process of converting light
into a sensory signal. See transduction.
phylogeny: the evolution of a particular group of organisms.
phylum (biological classification) (plural: phyla): the taxon
above class and below kingdom. Phylum typically refers to a
uniquely identifiable body plan. See family.
Physarum: a genus of slime molds.
physical model: a typically geometric or algebraic mathematical
model yielding a mathematical description of the embodied
phenomena.
physical theory: an explanation of relationships between various
measurable phenomena. A physical theory may include a
model of physical events (i.e., a physical model).
physics: the natural science of matter and its patterns of motion,
with the intent of understanding how the universe behaves.
pignorance (perspective-ignorance): a wrong worldview from not
knowing the nature of existence. Compare fignorance. See ignorance, naïve realism.
placebo: a simulated medical treatment intended to inspire the
recipient, thereby provoking the placebo effect of working to
relieve or even cure the targeted affliction. The term placebo
originated with an old Latin word for "I shall please." In medieval times, a placebo opened the Catholic Vespers for the
Dead, which were sung by hired mourners for a funeral; sycophants who wept crocodile tears on behalf of the family. This
gave placebo the odious meaning of a toady. The term took
its medical context in the early 19th century, when placebos
were remorsefully employed. Placebos' efficacy gradually
transformed their moral worth.
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placebo effect: a rejuvenation owing solely to mental invigoration via belief in a placebo (totemic treatment).
Planck constant (aka Planck's constant, Plank's action quantum): a physical constant reflecting the size of energy quanta
in quantum field theory. Planck's constant states the proportionality between the momentum and quantum wavelength
of every subatomic particle. The relation between the energy
and frequency of quanta is termed the Planck relation.
Planck length: the theoretical limit to spatial distance; a measure derived from Newton's gravitational constant, the speed
of light in a vacuum (c), and Planck's constant. Planck length
is 1.616199 x 10–35 meters.
Planck time: the theoretical limit of temporal measurement; the
time required for light in a vacuum to travel a single Planck
length: 5.391 x 10–44 seconds.
Planck unit: a system of natural units used in physics, particularly Planck length and Planck time; named after German
physicist Max Planck.
plasma: the most prevalent of the 4 fundamental states of matter; the others being gas, liquid, and solid.
poison ivy: a rash caused by allergic reaction to urushiol, a sap
produced by plants in the Toxicodendron genus (poison ivy,
poison oak, and poison sumac).
polarization (optics): a state of light in which the radiation exhibits distinct properties in different directions.
polymath: a person of encyclopedic learning.
polytheism: the belief in multiple gods. Contrast monotheism.
population: a group of conspecifics within a geographical area.
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD): a terrifying event in the
past echoing onto present awareness.
prāņā: the Sanskrit word for "life force."
prāņāyāma: a breathing technique.
precocial: animal species with relatively mature and mobile
young from the moment of birth or hatching. Many, though
not all, arthropods, fish, amphibians, and reptiles are precocial. Contrast altricial.
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precocious knowledge: inborn knowledge. Precocious knowledge
is a telltale of energyism, as it cannot be explained via materiality.
presence (spirituality): a felt external (ED) spirit.
primary metabolite: a compound produced by a plant that is essential to its survival. Compare secondary metabolite.
principle (philosophy of science): a conceptual construct explaining some countenance of Nature.
problem: a dynamic not understood for which a solution is
sought (problem-solving). Whereas problem-solving which
shapes matter is craftwork, entirely abstract (non-material)
problem-solving is symwork (of symbolic representations).
prokaryote: an organism that lacks a cell nucleus or other membrane-bound organelles. While prokaryotes are strictly single-celled, most can form stable, aggregate communities,
such as a biofilm. Compare eukaryote.
prophet: a guru that teaches reality and the consequences of ignorance.
protein: a single, long, linear polymer chain of amino acids that
typically takes a folded structure; a complex organic macromolecule by which living bodies are intelligently built. See
enzyme.
protist: a catchall kingdom of eukaryotic organisms, including
algae and amoeba. Most protists are unicellular, though
many practice pluricellularity.
protostome: a clade of animals comprising annelids (segmented
worms), arthropods, and mollusks. The sister clade of protostomes are deuterostomes, from which evolved echinoderms
(e.g., sea urchins) and vertebrates.
psyche: the psychological structure of an organism, especially as
a motive force.
psychedelic: a substance which can induce hallucinations.
psychic: relating to mental projection.
psychological distance: the mentally construed remove from an
object, person, or event.
psychology: the study of the mind, leading to philosophy about
the mind. There can be no science of the mind. An individual
psychology is characterized by mental and behavioral habits.
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psychospace: the mental, as contrasted to physical, spatial and
temporal environment. See psychological distance.
pupil (physiology): the variably sized hole in the center of the
iris that allows passage of light to the retina.

Q
quantum (physics) (plural: quanta): an infinitesimal chunk of
ripple in a localized energy field considered as a particle (via
quantization).
quantum field theory (aka quantum theory, quantum mechanics): a theoretical framework explaining subatomic interactions from a particle perspective.
quantum mechanics: see quantum field theory.
quantum tunneling: a quantum overcoming its 4D classical confines to move itself through an HD wormhole.
quietude: the state of consciousness characterized by being
awake with a quiet mind (nattermind subdued). See enlightenment.

R
random (adjective): the idea that a system lacks order.
real: that which is, as contrasted to what manifests. See truth.
reality: that which necessarily is, phenomenal or noumenonal.
Contrast actuality.
realization (aka unity consciousness): an enlightened state of
consciousness with an abiding experience of the unicity of
Nature. (Note that the term enlightenment is sometimes used
for realization. No knowledgeable distinction may be made
between enlightenment and realization by those not having
attained unity consciousness.) Compare enlightenment, coherence consciousness.
reductionism: the absurd idea that a complex dynamic system
can be understood by ascertaining and analyzing constituent
elements. Reductionism requires that the something can
never be more than the sum of its parts. Reductionists explain biological processes in the same way that chemists and
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physicists interpret inanimate matter. In adhering to empirical cause-and-effect, reductionism is a tool of matterism. See
synergy. Contrast holism.
reflection (physics): the partial or complete rebound of an energy
wave from a surface. See specular reflection, diffuse reflection, retroreflection.
reflection (psychology): the process of contemplation, incorporating memory.
refraction: energy wave deflection due to passing from one medium into another, each medium having a distinct velocity.
Contrast reflection (physics).
reincarnation: the idea that souls cycle through incarnations;
common in many spiritual belief systems, though not a mainstream belief in Abrahamic religions (monotheistic religions
which include Judaism, Christianity, and Islam).
relativity (physics): the idea that there is an inertial reference
frame. See general relativity, special relativity.
religion: a shared belief system encompassing the nature of the
universe and life, commonly belied by evidence. Religions are
frequently faith-based, typically dogmatic, and usually involve supernatural agents (gods). Compare natural philosophy. Contrast science.
remote viewing: long distance visual perception. Compare outof-body experience.
Renaissance (14th–17th centuries): the European intellectual
and cultural movement from the mid-14th century (after the
Black Death) into the 17th century, characterized by collective nostalgia for classical antiquity, though it ended up with
skepticism toward traditional thought. The Renaissance affected the arts, religion, politics, philosophy, and science.
resistor (chemistry): a material that resists to a measurable degree passage of electric charges.
resonance (physics): a periodic synchrony.
retina: the light-sensitive layer of tissue lining the inner surface
of the eye.
retinal (aka retinaldehyde, vitamin A aldehyde): one of many
forms of vitamin A. Retinal binds to the rhodopsin, providing
the chemical basis of animal vision.
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retinal bipolar cell: an intermediary nerve cell type between
photoreceptors (rod and cone cells) and ganglion cells.
retinal ganglion cell: a nerve cell type near the inner surface of
the retina that receives visual information from photoreceptors.
retroreflection: radiation reflection back to its source with minimal scattering.
rhabdomeric (aka r-opsin): the type of photoreceptor used by
protostomes (e.g., insects) for vision. Compare ciliary.
rhodopsin (aka visual purple): a pigment-containing light-sensitive protein that converts light into an electrical signal (phototransduction).
risk sensitivity: the capability of an organism to discriminate between stable and unstable environments.
robber fly (aka assassin fly): a fast, medium-to-large, powerfully
built, bristly fly in the Asilidae family (in the order Diptera,
the true flies), with 7,000 described species. Robber flies are
notoriously aggressive predators; hence the name. They prey
on other insects as ambush hunters. Some robber flies resemble bumblebees, which these flies attack. Their disguise abets
predation in affording close proximity before moving in for
the kill.
rod (cell): a black-and-white photoreceptor in the mammalian
eye that receives 1 photon at a time. 1 of the 2 types of the
photoreceptor cells in the retina (the other being cone cells).
rule: a regulating principle.

S
saccade: a quick, simultaneous movement of the eyes. Compare
microsaccade.
sādhanā: some exercise aimed at spiritual awakening; a term
from the yogic tradition. All one needs to do for spiritual
awakening is to witness what is going on without interference from nattermind: to live in meditation. Meditation as a
practice is simply a form of rest (away from nattermind)
which acclimates the system to silence and transcendental
consciousness.
saint: a holy guru.
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Sanskrit: the primary liturgical language of Hinduism.
scallop: a cosmopolitan marine bivalve mollusk.
schema: a general representation.
science: the study of Nature from a strictly empirical standpoint.
Contrast natural philosophy.
scientific method: a set of techniques for investigating phenomena and acquiring knowledge, ostensibly involving careful
observation before guessing what is going on, which is known
as forming a theory. Guessing prior to intensive observation
is making a hypothesis.
Scientific Revolution (1543–1687): a label by historians to ascribe the era in which modern science emerged. The 1543
posthumous publication of Copernicus' essay on heliocentrism is commonly cited as the start date, and Newton's 1687
publication of Principia (Mathematical Principles of Natural
Philosophy) considered its completion.
scotopic vision: sight under low light. Contrast photopic vision.
scotopsin: the protein moiety in rhodopsin.
sea urchin (aka sea hedgehog): a small, spiny, globular marine
animal, closely related to the sand dollar.
secondary metabolite: a specialty compound produced by a plant
for ecological purposes. Compare primary metabolite.
selective attention: the ability to screen out useless visual information so as to focus on a target.
self-organized criticality: a property of dynamic systems where
a critical threshold (tipping point) exists that, when passed,
sets off a substantial reaction.
semiconductor: a material with an electrical conductivity between that of a conductor and an insulator. Compare resistor.
sensate, sensation: receiving stimuli from sensory organs for collation and interpretation via perception.
sentience (aka sentiency): conscious witnessing without cognitive
engagement. Sentience is the ability of consciousness to perceive awareness itself.
set (mathematics): a collection of symbolic representations.
set theory: a branch of mathematical logic dealing with sets.
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shared subjectivity: the principle that shared subjective perceptions creates an illusion of objectivity via showtivity.
shear stress: coplanar stress in a material cross section. Whereas
normal stress arises from a force vector component perpendicular to a material cross section, shear stress arises from a
force vector component parallel to a cross section.
showtivity: the seeming objectivity of Nature via a shared experiential platform provided by Ĉonsciousness and coherence
as an ordering principle for the perception of Nature.
sleep (aka asleep): the state of consciousness where the body and
mind are in repose.
sleepwalking (aka somnambulism, noctambulism): a sleep disorder of combined sleep and wakefulness, where people
asleep perform activities usually done only while awake.
slime mold: a protist that reproduces via zoospores.
sociowork: the process or result of mentally manipulating social
relations. Compare craftwork, symwork.
solid: a substance with structural rigidity. Crystals and glasses
are solids. Contrast fluid.
solipsism: the irrefutable argument that only the self can be
proven to exist; universally ignored.
soul: individual consciousness; the part of an organism capable
of passively witnessing its own mentation (introspection);
more transcendentally, the perpetual essence of a life form.
sound: a vibration propagating as an audible wave of pressure.
special relativity: a physical theory of measurement positing
that the speed of light provides an inertial frame of reference;
proposed by Albert Einstein in 1905. See general relativity.
species (biology): a physically or genetically distinct population
of organisms.
species (chemistry): chemically identical molecular entities with
distinct interaction characteristics, typified by different ionization or lack thereof.
specular reflection (aka regular reflection): radiation reflection
where each ray reflects from a surface at the same angle as
its incidence.
spectral gap: the energy difference between the ground state and
the 1st state of excitement in a system.
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spin (quantum physics): the mathematically hypothesized internal rotation of a subatomic particle; a form of intrinsic angular momentum. Each particle type has a specific spin. In the
Standard Model, only the Higgs boson is presumed without
spin.
spirit (spirituality): a soul other than one's own.
spirit plane: the dimensions where extra-dimensional (ED) life
resides.
spirituality: a subjective sense of Nature that transcends purely
physiological and material phenomena.
Standard Model (quantum physics): a quantum field theory focused on fundamental subatomic quanta and their interactions. The Standard Model is known to be incomplete.
star: a massive, luminous sphere of plasma held together by
gravity.
Stargate Project (1978–1995): a US Army project to investigate
psychic phenomena for military and intelligence applications. Remote viewing was the primary work.
statistical mechanics: the study of the average behaviors in a
mechanical system where the system is uncertain; a branch
of theoretical physics using probability theory. Modeling irreversible processes driven by imbalances is non-equilibrium
statistical mechanics. Such processes include chemical reactions, thermodynamics, and particle flows.
Stoicism: a Hellenistic philosophy emphasizing self-control as a
means for a virtuous life.
Stone Age (roughly 3.4 MYA–3300 BCE): the 1st principal period
of the 3-age system, noted for use of stone tools, prior to the
advent of metalworking. See Bronze Age, Iron Age.
strong force: the bosonic force binding matter together. Contrast
weak force.
subconscious (aka unconscious): mentation that one is not aware
of (not conscious of): below the threshold of awareness. Compare conscious.
subjective idealism: see idealism.
subjectivity: the idea that manifestation is necessarily an experience of individual consciousness. Contrast objectivity.
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superfluid: a matter phase of flowing without friction, via zero
viscosity and zero entropy. Helium-4 becomes a superfluid at
cooler than 2.17 Kelvin.
supernatural: beyond Nature.
supralinear: greater than linear.
superluminal: faster than light.
sutra: a focal meditation technique.
sweat bee: a bee attracted to salt, particularly human sweat.
symbiorg: a eukaryotic organism, including the microbiome that
symbiotically populates the organism as a host.
symbiosis: 2 dissimilar organisms in continual interaction, often
in a mutually beneficial association (mutualism).
symbol: an abstraction that signifies something; a representation of a concept.
symwork: the process or result of manipulating symbolic representations into a certain configuration. Compare craftwork,
sociowork.
synergy: an interaction of elements that, when combined, produces a total effect greater than the sum of the individual
contributions. Contrast reductionism.
synthesize: to form (a material or abstraction) by combining parts
or elements. Contrast analyze.
syrinx: the unique vocal organ of birds.
system: an assemblage of interdependent or interacting constituent concepts that form a whole.

T
Tao (Chinese philosophy and religion): the order of Nature; may
also be considered a synonym for Ĉonsciousness. See logos.
taxon (plural: taxa): a classification of organisms.
teleology (evolutionary biology): the obvious and well supported
theory that adaptation is goal oriented.
teleology (philosophy): the doctrine that final causes (ends or
purposes) exist. Socrates, Plato, and Kant argued in favor of
teleology.
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tensor: a geometric object describing linear relations between
other geometric entities (vectors, scalars, tensors). A tensor
is a geometric entity particularly entangled with other tensors. Tensors are a tautology of entanglement.
tensor network (aka tennet): a network of tensors.
terminal lucidity: a brief revival of mental clarity just before
death by those suffering severe neurological or psychological
illness.
theory: fact-based explanation about the relations between concepts. See physical theory. Compare hypothesis.
theory of everything: the holy-grail physics theory that unifies
all (known) phenomena.
thermalization: the process of matter moving toward thermal
equilibrium with its environment.
thermodynamic system: a spatial region considered a self-contained system, characterized by certain characteristics, including temperature, pressure, entropy, and internal energy.
thermodynamics: the branch of physics concerned with the dynamics of heat and temperature and their relation to energy
and work.
time: the idea that there is a temporal vector comprising past,
present, and future.
topographic memory: a memory involving spatial orientation.
torque: the tendency of a force to rotate an object about an axis.
trait (biology): a biological feature, either in form or function.
transcendence (consciousness): the state of consciousness where
the mind is quiet while the body is resting but receptive to
stimuli.
Transcendental Meditation® (TM): a meditation technique popularized by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. TM employs a mantra
as a mental vehicle to facilitate transcendence. TM descends
from an ancient lineage of Indian meditative practices.
transduction (physiology) (sensory transduction): conversion of
a sensory stimulus from one communicable form to another.
trichromacy: having 3 types of color vision receptors. Marsupials
and primates are the only known mammalian trichromats,
with different receptor types for red, green, and blue wavelengths. Some insects, such as honeybees, are trichromats,
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but their reception is shorter wavelengths: green, blue, and
ultraviolet. Trichromats can distinguish 1 million colors.
Compare monochromacy, dichromacy, tetrachromacy.
truth: conformity with reality. Compare theory.

U
uncertainty principle: the principle that subatomic quanta are
inherently probabilistic in their activity: a measurement may
yield only an approximation of either a quantum's position or
its momentum, but not both simultaneously; an intrinsic
property of Nature, not a measurement incapacity; proposed
by Werner Heisenberg in 1926 and controversial ever since.
unconscious: autonomic mental processes which are not conscious. The term unconscious was coined by German philosopher Friedrich Schelling in 1800. See subconscious. Compare
conscious.
understand: to develop a sense of contextual meaning.
universal mind: the idea of showtivity via a unified field of mentation; a synonym for coherence.
universe (aka cosmos): a presumed self-contained repository of
energy – a characterization for which there is no evidence,
and which quantum theory disclaims. This universe has ~4
trillion galaxies – half are light (with visible stars), half dark.
Upanishads (aka Vedānta) (from the 7th century BCE): a collection of ~200 texts which contain philosophic concepts central
to Hinduism.
uranium (U): the element with atomic number 92; a silverywhite metal that is weakly radioactive because all its isotopes are unstable.

V
vacuum energy: the underlying energy of 4D empty space. Vacuum energy is the ground state from which 4D virtual particles arise. Vacuum energy is an HD phenomenon.
vagus nerve (aka pneumogastric nerve): the longest and most
complex of the 12 paired, cranial, neural cables in the human
body; part of the parasympathetic nervous system. The vagus
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nerve conveys 80–90% of sensory signals about the body's organs to the central nervous system. Vagus nerve activity correlates with sensory input and motor control. The term vagus
stems from the Latin word for wandering.
van der Waals interaction: the net sum of attractive or repulsive
forces between atoms other than those owing to covalent
bonds, electrostatic interaction between ions, or with neutral
atoms. The van der Waals interaction is between 2 dipoles;
either instantaneously induced (London dispersion force),
permanent dipoles (Keesom force), or a permanent dipole and
an induced one (Debye force). Relative to covalent and ionic
bonding, the attractive power of the van der Waals interaction is subtle; caused by correlations in the fluctuating polarizations of nearby particles. The van der Waals force is an HD
interaction: a consequence of quantum dynamics in rapidly
fluctuating polarizations among proximate particles. Named
after Johannes van der Waals for his work characterizing the
behavior of gases, and their condensation to a liquid phase.
van der Waals interaction was discovered by Fritz London in
1930.
Vedas, The: a collection of hymns and other Sanskrit spiritual
texts written 1500–300 BCE; the earliest literary record of the
Indo-Aryan civilization. The Vedas become the canon of Hinduism.
vibration: a periodic oscillation about an equilibrium.
virtual particle: a hypothesized HD quantum that significantly
affects the properties of 4D quanta. Virtual particles supposedly pop in and out of 4D as a manifestation of vacuum energy: a phase shift in appearance between 4D and ED. See
ghost field.
vision: the sense of sight through visible light.
vitalism (biology): the doctrine that there is a vital energy specific to living organisms, distinct from chemical and physical
forces; a well-known fact generally rejected by scientists.
vitalism (natural philosophy): the doctrine that living organisms are fundamentally different from non-living objects in
having a life force. Compare animism.
vocal cord (aka vocal fold): either of 2 folds of a mucous membrane that extends across the interior cavity of the larynx.
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vocalization: sound production by an animal through its respiratory system.

W
warnowiid: a family (Warnowiaceae) of unicellular protists with
ocelloids.
wasan: a distinct mathematics developed in Japan during the
Edo Period, without knowledge of Western mathematics, but
contemporaneously making the same discoveries.
wave/particle duality: the notion that an object simultaneously
possesses the properties of a wave and a particle.
wavelength: the spatial period of a sine wave; commonly used as
a statistical measure of the energy of a waveform, which is
mathematically the product of a wave's frequency and amplitude.
weak force: the bosonic nuclear force that transforms matter
from one variety of into another and causes matter to decay.
Contrast strong force.
willmind: volitional mentation. Contrast nattermind.
Wizard of Oz, The (aka The Wonderful Wizard of Oz): a 1900
fantasy novel by American novelist L. Frank Baum. The Wizard is a humbug who is shamed into helping Dorothy return
to her home in Kansas. The Wizard of Oz is best known in its
1939 film adaptation, staring Judy Garland.
work (physics): energy in transit; the result of an energetic force
applied to matter.
World War 2 (aka WW2, 2nd World War) (1939–1945): a global
war between 2 alliances – the Allies and the Axis – that involved over 30 nations. The primary Allies were Great Britain, the United States, and Russia. Germany, Italy, and
Japan were the Axis powers. ~85 million people perished.
worldview (aka Weltanschauung): a cognitive orientation toward life and Nature.
wormhole: a shortcut in spacetime, allowing entanglement.

X
xenoglossy: the ability to speak an unfamiliar language.
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Y
yin-yang: the traditional Chinese concept of interdependent dynamic forces composing Nature, dating to the 14th century
BCE or even earlier. Yin is the receptive principle, Yang active.
yoga: a Hindu school of philosophy advocating and prescribing
mental and physical disciplines for attaining realization.
yogi: a person who practices yoga.

Z
Zen: a school of Buddhism that developed in 6th century China.
Zen was introduced into Japan during the 12th century.
Westerners are most familiar with Japanese Zen Buddhism,
with initial interest sparked by the visit of Japanese Zen
Buddhist monk Soyen Shaku to the World Parliament of Religions in 1893, held in Chicago. Zen emphasizes the individual attainment of enlightenment via intuitive insight into
the nature of reality.
zero (0): an absence of quantity; mathematical nothing.
Zohar: the primary text of Kabbalah, a mystical Judaist tradition.
zoospore: a motile asexual spore that gets around by flapping its
flagellum.

 People 
Abbott, Derek: Australian electrical engineer.
Abhinavagupta (950–1020): Indian philosopher, aesthetician,
musician, poet, dramatist, and logician. Abhinavagupta was
not his given name; rather, it was a title earned from his
teacher, meaning "competence and authoritativeness."
Adams, Abigail (1744–1818): American intellectual and woman
of letters, despite lacking formal education; wife and closest
advisor to President John Adams.
Adams, John (1735–1826): American politician (Federalist); 1st
US Vice President (1789–1797); 2nd US President (1797–
1801).
Adler, Mortimer J. (1902–2001): American philosopher and educator.
Al-Jahiz (781–868): Arab writer who produced a 7-volume encyclopedia about animals, describing 350 different varieties.
Alexander the Great (Alexander III of Macedonia) (356–323 BCE):
king of Macedonia (Macedon) (336–323 BCE); wildly enthusiastic military adventurist.
Anaxagoras of Clazomenae (~510–428 BCE): Turkish-born Greek
philosopher who taught that coherence – as a universal mind
– was the force behind Nature.
~ Anselm of Canterbury
Anaximander of Miletus (610–546 BCE): Turkish Greek philosopher, astronomer, geographer, mathematician, and proponent of science.
Anderson, Philip W. (1923–): American physicist.
Andolfatto, Peter: Canadian evolutionary biologist.
Anselm of Canterbury (~1033–1109): French Benedictine monk,
abbot, theologian, and philosopher who held the office of
Archbishop of Canterbury from 1093 to 1109. Anselm made
an ontological argument for the existence of God in his book
Proslogion (1077–1078).
God is something which nothing greater can be conceived.
~ Anselm of Canterbury
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Arendt, Johanna (Hannah) (1906–1975): German-born Jewish
American philosopher.
Aristotle (384–322 BCE): Greek philosopher and polymath. Prolific, Aristotle had views on a wide range of subjects, and was
considered authoritative for centuries, sometimes stymying
further investigation that might have gone against cardinal
belief.
Armstrong, David (1926–2014): Australian philosopher, interested in metaphysics and the mind.
Asch, Solomon E. (1907–1996): American Gestalt psychologist
and social psychologist, known for his study of conformity.
Aurelius, Marcus (151–180): Roman Emperor (161–180) and
Stoic philosopher; last of the so-called Five Good Emperors.
Baba, Meher (born Merwan Sheriar Irani) (1894–1969): Indian
guru. From age 30 (1925) to the end of his life, Baba maintained silence, communicating by unique hand gestures or
via an alphabet board.
Bailey, Pearl (1918–1990): American actress.
Bareilles, Sara (1979–): American singer-songwriter and
musician.
Barnes, Djuna (1892–1982): American writer and artist, best
known for Nightwood, her 1936 novel about lesbian
relationships.
Bekenstein, Jacob (1947–): Israeli theoretical physicist.
Bennett, David: American engineer and spiritual activist.
Berger, Peter L. (1929–): Austrian-born American sociologist.
Berkeley, George (1685–1753): Irish philosopher and Anglican
bishop.
Bernoulli, Daniel (1700–1782): Swiss mathematician and physicist, known for his contributions in fluid mechanics, probability, and statistics.
Berson, David M.: American neurobiologist, interested in "what
the eye tells the brain."
Besant, Annie (1847–1933): English writer, theosophist, socialist, and women's rights activist.
Bettini, Alessandro: Italian particle physicist.
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Bettlelheim, Bruno (1903–1990): Austrian-born American psychologist.
Bialek, William: American theoretical biophysicist.
Blake, William (1757–1827): English poet, painter, and printmaker.
Blanchfield, Anthony W.: English psychologist.
Bohr, Niels (1885–1962): Danish physicist who contributed to
atomic theory and quantum mechanics.
Bostrom, Nick (1973–): Swedish philosopher.
Bragg, William Henry (1862–1942): English physicist, chemist,
and mathematician who discovered the elemental dynamics
of ionizing radiation in 1903.
Broach, Jared: American tour guide, interested in ghosts.
Brown, Finley: Irish physician.
Buddha (563–483 BCE): Indian guru whose teachings became the
foundation of Buddhism.
Byrne, David (1952–): Scottish musician.
Cage, John Milton Jr. (1912–1992): American composer, music
theorist, and writer. A pioneer in the use of indeterminacy in
music, which allows players to arrange composed fragments
in different sequences. Perhaps best known for his 1952 composition 4'33", which is given without deliberate sound; instead, musicians in attendance do nothing aside from being
there for the duration specified by the title. The work was
intended to bring awareness to the ambient environment
during the non-performance.
Cairns-Smith, A. Graham (1931–): English organic chemist and
molecular biologist.
Calle, Carlos I.: American physicist.
Camus, Albert (1913–1960): French author and philosopher.
Capra, Fritjof (1939–): Austrian-born American physicist and
systems theorist.
Carlson, Linda E.: American physician.
Carvalho, Cláudia: Portuguese psychologist.
Chunharas, Chaipat: Indian neurobiologist.
Churchill, Winston (1874–1965): English politician; UK Prime
Minister (1940–1945, 1951–1955).
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Cicero (Marcus Tullius Cicero) (106–43 BCE): Roman philosopher, political theorist, poet, orator, lawyer, politician, consul, and constitutionalist.
Cohn, Henry: American mathematician.
Colasco, Daniel: English neuroscientist.
Confucius (born Kong Qui; posthumous title Kong Fuzi, which
was Latinized to Confucius) (551–479 BCE): Chinese moral
and political philosopher.
Coolidge, Calvin (1908–1973): American politician (Democrat);
36th US President (1963–1969).
Coolidge, Grace A.G. (1879–1957): teacher of deaf children and
social activist; wife of Calvin Coolidge.
Copernicus, Nicolaus (1473–1543): Prussian astronomer who developed a comprehensive heliocentric cosmology, displacing
the Earth from the center of the universe. Copernicus's work
was published posthumously, as he worried about the scorn
that his crazy idea would provoke.
Corbet, Philip S. (1929–2008): English entomologist, interested
in aquatic insects, particularly dragonflies.
Cowper, William (1731–1800): English poet.
Cubitt, Toby S.: English theoretical physicist.
Currivan, Jude: English cosmologist and archeologist.
da Vinci, Leonardo (1452–1519): Italian painter, draftsman,
sculptor, architect, musician, inventor, scientist, mathematician, engineer, geologist, cartographer, anatomist, botanist,
and writer; best known for a small portrait of a drab woman
with a half-smile (Mona Lisa).
Dalai Lama (1935–): the 14th in a line of head monks of the Gelug school of Tibetan Buddhism.
Danyluck, Chad: American health physiologist.
Darwin, Charles (1809–1882): English naturalist, famous for his
hollow hypothesis of evolution by "natural selection."
Davidson, Richard J.: American psychologist.
Davies, Paul C.W. (1946–): English theoretical physicist, cosmologist, and astrobiologist, trying to find extraterrestrial life.
Davies generated controversy by noting that the faith of scientists is in the immutability of physical laws; a faith with
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roots in Christian theology. Davies called the claim that science is "free of faith": "bogus."
Davis, Tamara M.: Australian astrophysicist.
de Gelder, Beatrice M.L.: Dutch cognitive neurobiologist and
neuropsychologist who hypothesizes pseudoscience.
de La Rochefoucauld, François (1613 –1680): French author.
Democritus (460–370 BCE): Greek rationalist philosopher who
formulated an atomic theory of existence.
Descartes, René (1596–1650): French rationalist philosopher and
mathematician. Considering the senses unreliable,
Descartes believed that the only indubitable knowledge came
from the mind.
And so something which I thought I was seeing with my eyes
is in fact grasped solely by the faculty of judgment which is in
my mind. ~ René Descartes
Descartes never considered what he was at a moment
when his mind was empty (transcended).
Dick, Philip K. (1928–1982): American science fiction writer.
Dickens, Charles (1812–1870): English writer and social critic;
regarded as a literary giant of his age; well-known works include Oliver Twist (1837–1839), A Christmas Carol (1843), A
Tale of Two Cities (1859), and Great Expectations (1861).
Dingle, Kamaludin: British mathematical biologist.
Dobzhansky, Theodosius (1900–1975): Ukrainian geneticist and
evolutionary biologist.
DuVernay, Ava (1972–): American filmmaker.
Duñabeitia, Jon Andoni: Spanish neurobiologist.
Duritz, Adam (1964–): American songwriter, singer, and musician in the popular music group Counting Crows (1991–).
Durovic, Stevan: Yugoslavian physician who promoted krebiozen.
Dussutour, Audrey: French biologist interested in animal behavior.
Dweck, Carol: American psychologist.
Dyson, Freeman (1923–): English-born American theoretical
physicist and mathematician.
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Ehinger, Benedikt V.: German cognitive psychologist and neurobiologist.
Einstein, Albert (1879–1955): German theoretical physicist, best
known for his theories of relativity.
Elemans, Coen P.H.: Danish zoologist, interested in vertebrate
vocalization.
Eliason, Chad: American zoologist.
Emerson, Ralph Waldo (1803–1882): American essayist and
poet.
Empedocles (490–430 BCE): eclectic Greek philosopher who originated the cosmogenic theory of the 4 classical elements:
earth, water, wind, and fire. Empedocles considered chemical
changes similar to emotional relations.
Epictetus (55–135): Phrygia-born (now Turkey) Hellenistic Stoic
philosopher. Epictetus taught that negative emotions were
the product of errors in judgment, and an enlightened person
would not suffer such emotions.
Erwin, Terry: American taxonomist.
Euripides (480–406 BCE): Greek playwright, considered one of
the great tragedians of classical Athens.
Evans-Wentz, Walter Y. (1878–1965): American anthropologist.
Fabian, Sam: English entomologist.
Fain, Gordon L.: American molecular, cellular, and integrative
physiologist.
Faraday, Michael (1791–1867): English chemist, physicist, and
philosopher who contributed to understanding electromagnetism and electrochemistry.
Farias, Miguel: Portuguese psychologist.
Feltham, Owen (1662–1668): English writer.
Feuillet, Lionel: French neurologist.
Feynman, Richard (1918–1988): American theoretical physicist.
Fields, Howard L.: American neurologist.
Fischhoff, Baruch (1946–): American psychologist, interested in
decision-making and risk assessment.
Fodor, Jerry (1935–): American cognitive scientist and philosopher.
Freeman, John: American neurologist.
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Frenkel, Edward: Russian mathematician.
Fresnel, Augustin (1788–1827): French engineer and physicist.
Galileo Galilei (1564–1642): Italian physicist, mathematician,
astronomer, and philosopher. Galileo was a seminal figure in
development of science as a discipline, and a scourge to the
Catholic Church for buying into Copernicus' notion of heliocentricity.
Gallistel, Charles Ransom (1941–): American psychologist.
Gasset, José Ortega y (1883–1955): Spanish philosopher and essayist who felt that philosophy has a critical duty to question
beliefs so as to better explain reality.
Gavelis, Gregory S.: Canadian evolutionary and cytologist.
Gelman, Rochel (1942–): Canadian psychologist.
Gibbs, Josiah Willard (1839–1903): American scientist who
made important theoretical contributions to mathematics,
physics, and chemistry. His work on thermodynamics applications was instrumental in turning physical (atomistic)
chemistry into a rigorous inductive science.
Gilbert, Daniel (1957–): American social psychologist.
Gödel, Kurt (1906–1978): Austrian logician mathematician, and
philosopher; considered one of the most significant logicians
in history, along with Aristotle and Gottlob Frege. Best
known for his 2 incompleteness theorems, which proved that
certain axiomatic systems cannot be proved or disproved.
Yes, there is an inherent irony to proving that proof is impossible in a self-contained symbolic system.
Goldinger, Stephen D: American cognitive psychologist.
Goldstone, Jeffrey (1933–): English theoretical physicist.
Gonzalez-Bellido, Paloma T.: neurobiologist, interested in visually driven predation.
Gopnik, Alison: American psychologist and philosopher.
Grafman, Jordan: American neurobiologist.
Greene, Anthony J.: American psychologist.
Greene, Brian R. (1963–): American theoretical physicist.
Gregory, Richard L. (1923–2010): English neuropsychologist.
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Grosseteste, Robert (1175–1253): English scholastic philosopher,
theologian, and scientist who proposed that the universe began by expanding from a singularity of light. Grosseteste also
posited the possibility of a multiverse.
GrrlScientist: English evolutionary biologist and ornithologist.
Gurumaa, Anandmurti (1966–): Indian guru.
Gutfreund, Yorum: Israeli neurobiologist, interested in sensation.
Halligan, Peter W.: English psychologist.
Hạnh, Thích Nhất (1926–): Vietnamese Zen Buddhist monk.
Harrington, Anne: American science historian.
Harrison, George (1943–2001): English spiritually oriented musician; lead guitarist of The Beatles (1960–1970). Harrison's
love of Nature was so profound that his son, as a child,
thought his father was a gardener.
Harrison, William Henry (1773–1841): American military man
and politician (Whig); 9th US President (1841). Harrison was
68 years old when elected; the 1st to die in office, from pneumonia complications, after 32 days in office. Harrison first
gained national fame for fighting American Indians, specifically in the 1811 Battle of Tippecanoe.
Heisenberg, Werner (1901–1976): German theoretical physicist,
best known for asserting the uncertainty principle of quantum field theory.
Helm, Jonathan L.: American psychologist.
Henry IV (1050–1106): King of the Germans from age 7 (1057);
Holy Roman Emperor (1084–1105).
Heraclitus (535–475 BCE): Turkish Greek energyist philosopher
who believed in an ever-changing universe and a force of coherence creating a unity of existence.
Herbart, Johann Friedrich (1776–1841): German philosopher,
psychologist, and founder of pedagogy: the theory of academic
instruction.
Herbert, Frank (1920–1986): American science fiction novelist,
best known for the space opera Dune (1965) and its 5 sequels.
Herbst, C.T.: Czech biophysicist.
Hertwig, Oscar (1849–1922): German zoologist and evolutionary
theorist.
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Hertz, Heinrich (1857–1894): German physicist who demonstrated the existence of electromagnetic waves.
Hobson, Art: American theoretical physicist.
Holmes, Henry H. (1922–1981): American East Asian scholar.
Holzer, Hans (1920–2009): Austrian-born American paranormal
researcher, well known for his interest in ghosts.
To the matterist and the skeptic – that is to say, people who
do not wish their belief that death is the end of life as we know
it to be disturbed – the notion of ghosts is unacceptable. No
matter how much evidence is presented to support the phenomena, these people will argue against it, and ascribe it to any
of several "natural" causes. ~ Hans Hozler
Honkanen, Anna: Finnish biophysicist.
Hood, Bruce: English developmental psychologist.
Hout, Michael C.: American cognitive psychologist.
Hubbard, Elbert (1856–1915): American writer, artist, and philosopher.
Hubble, Edwin (1889 –1953): American astronomer.
Hutton, James (1726–1797): Scottish geologist.
Ising, Ernst (1900–1998): German physicist, known for developing the Ising model.
Jacob, François (1920–2013): French biologist.
James, William (1842–1910): American physician, psychologist,
and philosopher.
Jensen, Karin B.: American psychiatrist, interested in pain and
placebos.
Johnson, Lynda Bird (now Lynda Robb) (1944–): American social activist, interested in children's literacy.
Johnson, Lyndon B. (1908–1973): American politician (Democrat); 36th US President (1963–1969).
Jung, Carl (1875–1961): Swiss psychiatrist and psychotherapist.
Kacelnik, Alex (1946–): Argentine-English ethologist and zoologist.
Kamppinen, Matti: Finnish psychologist and philosopher of
mind.
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Kant, Immanuel (1724–1804): influential German philosopher
and rationalist.
It always remains a scandal of philosophy and universal human reason that the existence of things outside us should have
to be assumed merely on faith, and that if it occurs to anyone
to doubt it, we should be unable to answer him with a satisfactory proof. ~ Critique of Pure Reason (1781)
Yet Kant rejected positivism, warning of the seduction of
perception as truth.
Up to now it has been assumed that all our cognition must
conform to the objects; but let us once try whether we do not
get farther with the problems of metaphysics by assuming that
the objects must conform to our cognition.
Kastrup, Bernardo: Dutch philosopher and computer scientist.
Katie, Bryon (aka Bryon Kathleen Mitchell) (1942–): American
guru and author.
Kazantzakis, Nikos (1883–1957): Greek writer and philosopher,
best known for his novel Zorba the Greek.
Keen, Steve (1953–): Australian economist.
Kelber, Almut: German zoologist, interested in color vision and
its evolution.
Keynes, John Maynard (1883–1946): English economist.
King, Jean-Rémi: cognitive neurobiologist.
Klemer, Katerina S.: Bulgarian writer and software developer.
Komargodski, Zohar: Israeli physicist.
Laeng, Bruno: Norwegian cognitive psychologist.
Laing, R.D. (1927–1989): Scottish psychiatrist.
Lakshmi, K.V.: Indian molecular biologist.
Laland, Kevin: English evolutionary biologist.
Landsburg, Steven E. (1954–): American economist.
Lao Tzu (aka Laozi, Lao-Tsu, Lao-Tze) (6th or 5th century BCE):
Legendary Chinese scholar and philosopher; inadvertent
founder of Daoism, which teaches reverence of Nature, the
value of patience, and a path to judicious existence. His name
is an honorary title. It is not known when, or even whether,
Lao Tzu lived. Consensus opinion among 20th century scholars is that Lao Tzu's most famous work – Tao Te Ching
(Daodejing) – was a compilation by many authors. Ursula Le
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Guin noted that the work has a stylistic consistency which
suggests a single primary author, with a few subsequent additions.
Le Guin, Ursula K. (1929–): American author, best known for
her fantasy and science fiction novels.
Leach, John: English psychologist, interested in the will to live.
Leander, Brian: Canadian marine cytologist.
Leibniz, Gottfried (1646–1716): German mathematician who discovered calculus and philosopher and who believed in reincarnation.
Lennon, John (1940–1980): English musician who co-founded
the popular music group The Beatles (1960–1970).
Lenz, Wilhelm (1888–1957): German physicist, best known for
his association with the Ising model developed by his student, Ernst Ising.
Liberali, Prisca: Swiss cytologist.
Louis, Ard A.: English theoretical physicist.
Lewis, C.S. (1898–1963): Irish novelist and poet.
Liberman, Nira: Israeli psychologist who developed construal
level theory with Yaacov Trope.
Lincoln, Abraham (1809–1865): American politician (Republican); 16th US President, serving from March 1861 until his
assassination in April 1865. Lincoln's election as President
prompted the secession movement in the Old South that led
to the Civil War.
Lincoln, Mary A.T. (1809–1865): socialite; wife of Abraham Lincoln.
Lisi, Anthony Garret: American theoretical physicist.
Locke, John (1632–1704): English philosopher and physician.
London, Fritz (1900–1954): German American physicist who
made fundamental contributions in understanding chemical
bonding and intermolecular forces (London dispersion
forces).
Lopez, Régis: French psychiatrist.
Lovelock, James (1919–): English environmentalist and inventor, known for his Gaia theory.
Luckmann, Thomas (1927–2016): Austrian American sociologist.
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Luisi, Pier Luigi (1938–): Italian chemistry professor.
Lyell, Charles (1797–1875): Scottish geologist and lawyer.
Maa, Anandamayi (born Nirmala Sundari) (1896–1982): Indian
saint.
Mach, Ernest (1838–1916): Austrian physicist and philosopher.
Mack, Michelle (1972–): American data entry clerk.
Macknik, Stephen L.: American neurobiologist.
Madison, James Jr. (1751–1836): American political theorist;
4th US President (1809–1817).
Madison, Dorothea (Dolley) (1768–1849): wife of James Madison.
Dolley was noted for her social graces, which boosted her husband's popularity as President. Dolley had earlier assisted in
"first lady" duties the widowed Thomas Jefferson during his
presidency. In widowhood, Dolley suffered poverty, partly relieved by the sale of James' papers.
Maharaj, Nisargadatta (born Maruti Shivrampant Kambli)
(1897–1981): lucent Indian guru, best known for the book of
his dialogues with seekers I Am That (1973).
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi (born Mahesh Prasad Varma) (1917–
2008): Indian guru who brought Transcendental Meditation®
to the world.
Whatever we put our attention on will grow stronger in our
life. ~ Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
Maharshi, Ramana (born Venkataraman Iyer) (1879–1950):
Indian guru.
Mahasaya, Lahiri (1828–1895): Indian yogi.
Mahler, Gustav (1860–1911): Austrian composer of 9 complete
symphonies (with another left unfinished upon his passing),
and numerous songs.
Maimon, Gaby: American neurobiologist.
Mandelbrot, Benoît B. (1924–2010): Polish-born French American mathematician, known for his work in fractal geometry.
Margulis, Lynn (1938–2011): American evolutionary theorist,
science writer, and educator.
Martial, Charlotte: Belgian neuropsychologist, interested in
near-death experiences and altered states of consciousness.
Martinez-Conde, Susana: American neurobiologist.
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Martínez-González, José A.: Mexican biochemist.
Mashour, George A.: American neurobiologist and anesthesiologist, interested in consciousness.
Mathern, Gary: American neurosurgeon.
Maus, Gerrit W.: American psychologist.
Maxwell, James Clerk (1831–1879): Scottish physicist, most famous for formulating classical electromagnetic theory in
1865. Before then, electricity and magnetism were considered separate forces.
Mayer, William E. (1923–2015): American psychologist who
served in the US military.
McCarthy, Randy J.: American psychologist.
McCrea, Sean M.: American social psychologist.
McRae, Cynthia: American psychologist, interested in the placebo effect.
McNutt, Marcia (1952–): American geophysicist.
Meder, Amanda Linette: American spiritualist.
Mersenne, Marin (1588–1648): French theologian, natural philosopher, and mathematician.
Merton, Thomas (1915–1968): Anglo American Catholic writer
and mystic.
Mill, John Stuart (1806–1873): English philosopher, politician,
and economist.
Millay, Edna St. Vincent (1892–1950): American poet and playwright.
Mitchell, David (1969–): English novelist.
Moseley, J. Bruce: American physician.
Muenke, Max: American pediatric brain defect specialist.
Muijres, Florian: Dutch biomechanist.
Murdoch, Iris (1919–1999): Irish author and philosopher.
Nagel, Thomas (1937–): Yugoslavian-born American philosopher.
Nahm, Michael: German American neurobiologist.
Neill, Charles: American physicist.
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Newton, Isaac (1642–1727): English physicist, astronomer, alchemist, mathematician, natural philosopher, and theologian; widely considered to be one of the greatest and most
influential scientists. Classical mechanics are typically
termed Newtonian physics.
Nobu, Ishi (1955–): American prophet.
Nuallain, Sean O.: Irish psychologist and musician.
O’Keeffe, Ciarán: English psychologist.
Oakley, David A.: English psychologist.
Obuchowski, Pat: American leadership coach.
Olberg, Robert M.: American entomologist who specializes in
dragonfly vision.
Onsager, Lars (1903–1976): Norwegian-born American physical
chemist and theoretical physicist.
Oparin, Alexander (1894–1980): Russian biochemist, best known
for his book The Origin of Life (1936).
Orr, H. Allen: American biologist.
Otten, Marte: Dutch psychologist.
Palmer, Benjamin A.: Israeli biologist.
Parkinson, James (1755–1824): English surgeon, apothecary, geologist, paleontologist, and liberal political activist who described symptoms of Parkinson's disease in 1817.
Parmenides of Elea (late 6th or early 5th century BCE): Greek
philosopher. The single known work of Parmenides is a poem
– On Nature – which presents 2 views of reality. One, "the
"way of truth," posits reality as eternal, necessary, uniform,
and unchanging. The other, "the way of opinion," is the world
of appearances, in which one's senses lead to conceptions
which are deceptive and false.
Parry, Andrew O.: English physicist.
Pascal, Blaise (1623–1662): French Christian philosopher, physicist, mathematician, inventor, writer; a child prodigy.
Patañjali (~250 BCE): Indian yogi.
Pérez-García, David: Spanish mathematician.
Pert, Candace (1946–2013): American pharmacologist and cognitive scientist.
Pietschnig, Jakob: Austrian psychologist.
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Pinker, Steven (1954–): Canadian experimental cognitive psychologist; considered by some to be one of the world's most
influential 21st-century intellectuals, which is a sad statement of how momentous misinformation can be.
Planck, Max (1858–1947): German physicist who founded quantum field theory, then rejected it out of philosophic revulsion,
owing to the indeterminate nature of wave/particle duality
(Heisenberg's uncertainty principle). Planck philosophically
preferred determinism.
Plato (~427–347 BCE): influential Greek philosopher and mathematician, including through influence on his student Aristotle. Plato espoused knowledge as received wisdom, and of a
dichotomy between the appearance of reality (actuality) and
reality itself.
Poe, Edgar Allen (1809–1849): American writer.
Poland, David: American physicist.
Polyakov, Alexander M. (1945–): Russian theoretical physicist.
Pope, Alexander (1688–1744): English poet, best known for his
satirical verse, and for his translation of Homer.
Pross, Addy: Israeli chemist.
Pynchon, Thomas (1937–): American novelist, noted for his
densely woven, complex novels.
Rabin, Trevor (1954–): South African musician.
Ramachandran, Vilayanur S. (1951–): Indian cognitive scientist, interested in behavioral neurology and visual psychophysics.
Ramdas, Samarth (1608–1681): Indian guru.
Randeria, Mohit: Indian American physicist.
Rascón, Carlos: Spanish mathematician.
Ray, Michael W.: American experimental physicist.
Reagan, Maureen (1941–2001): American actress and political
activist (Republican); daughter of Ronald Reagan.
Reagan, Ronald (1911–2004): American actor and politician
(Republican); 40th US President (1981–1989).
Reid, Chris R.: Australian ethologist.
Revonsuo, Antti: Finnish psychologist, cognitive neurobiologist,
and philosopher of mind.
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Romero, Aldemaro Jr. (1951–): Venezuelan American biologist.
Roosevelt, Eleanor (1884–1962): American social activist and
diplomat; wife of Franklin Roosevelt. As First Lady, Roosevelt was controversial for her outspoken support of universal
civil and human rights.
Roosevelt, Franklin Delano (FDR) (1882–1945): American politician (Democrat); 32nd US President (1932–1945).
Roosevelt, Theodore Jr. (Teddy) (1858–1919): American politician (Republican), adventurer, and killer of wild animals
("naturalist" would be too kind an attribution, as Roosevelt
enjoyed slaughter much more than study); 26th US President
(1901–1909).
Rousseau, Jean-Jacques (1712–1778): Genevan philosopher and
composer.
Rowe, Harry: American mortician.
Rubin, Marty (1930–1994): American novelist.
Ruiz, Don Miguel (1952–): Mexican author of spiritualist texts.
Rush, Benjamin (1745–1813): American physician, politician, social reformer, educator, civic leader, and humanitarian.
Russell, Bertrand (1872–1970): English philosopher, logician,
mathematician, and historian.
Rychkov, Slava: Russian theoretical physicist.
Sanders, Mark D. (1950–): American songwriter.
Sankara (aka Sri Sankara, Adi Shankara) (8th century?): Indian
guru and prolific author who established the main currents
of thought in Hinduism.
Saraswatī, Brahmānanda (1868–1953): Indian guru.
Saraswatī, Sivananda (1887–1963): Indian guru.
Schelling, Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph von (1775–1854): German
philosopher who coined the term unconscious in 1800.
Schopenhauer, Arthur (1788–1860): German philosopher who
believed that humans were driven through life by a continually dissatisfied will.
Segal, Alan F. (1945–2011): American religion scholar.
Seiberg, Nathan (1956–): Israeli theoretical physicist.
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Seneca (Lucius Annaeus Seneca, aka Seneca the Younger) (4
BCE–65 CE): Roman philosopher, statesman, dramatist, and
humorist.
Shoseki, Gido (1814–1865): Japanese Zen Buddhist monk.
Sillers, Tia: American songwriter.
Simmons-Duffin, David: American physicist, interested in
strongly coupled quantum field theories, with especial interest in conformal field theories.
Simpson, Homer: a character in the American cartoon TV series
(1989–) about the Simpson family, entitled The Simpsons.
Skinner, Brian: American physicist, interested in condensed
matter.
Skowronski, John J.: American psychologist.
Skyttner, Lars: Swedish systems analyst.
Smith, Adam (1723–1790): Scottish moral philosopher, remembered for his musings on economics.
Sorel, Georges (1847–1922): French philosopher.
Spevak, Christopher: American doctor who works with military
personnel and veterans in pain.
Spinoza, Baruch (1632–1677): Dutch philosopher who laid the
groundwork for the 18th-century Enlightenment.
Sponberg, Simon: American biologist and physicist.
Stenger, Victor J. (1935–2014): American particle physicist, atomist philosopher, and godless heathen who advocated science and reason.
Stevenson, Ian P. (1918–2007): Canadian-born American psychiatrist, interested in reincarnation.
Stöckl, Anna Lisa: Swedish neurobiologist, interested in animal
nocturnal vision.
Sulutvedt, Unni: Norwegian cognitive psychologist.
Sussman, Dafna: Canadian physicist.
Swann, Ingo D. (1933–2013): American painter, capable of remote viewing.
Swenson, David X.: American systems analyst, interested in forensic psychology.
Swindoll, Charles R. (1934–): American evangelical Christian
pastor and author.
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Szent-Györgyi, Albert (1893–1986): Hungarian physiologist who
discovered vitamin C.
Targ, Russell (1934 –): American physicist and parapsychologist,
interested in remote viewing.
Tart, Charles T.: American psychologist.
Tegmark, Max (1967–): Swedish American cosmologist.
Teilhard de Chardin, Pierre (1881–1955): French energyist philosopher, Jesuit priest, paleontologist, and geologist. Although the Catholic Church censored many of Teilhard's
writings during his lifetime, he has been posthumously
praised by eminent Catholic figures, including popes.
Terence (aka Publius Terentius Afer) (195/185–159? BCE): North
African-born Roman playwright.
Thomas, Manoj: Indian American psychologist and marketing
academic, interested in consumer behavior.
Thompson, Benjamin (aka Count Rumford) (1753–1814): American-born English physicist who helped shaped the modern
understanding of thermodynamics.
Thompson, Edmund R. (1930–): American military commander.
Thomson, William (1837–1907) (better known at Lord Kelvin):
mathematical physicist and engineer, best known for suggesting that there is an absolute lower limit to temperature;
hence the Kelvin temperature scale.
Thoreau, Henry David (1817–1862): American author, poet, philosopher, and historian.
Tiedemann, Friedrich (1781–1861): German physiologist and
anatomist.
Tolle, Eckhart (1948–): German guru.
Tolman, Richard C. (1881–1948): American mathematical physicist and physical chemist, interested in statistical mechanics.
Torquato, Salvatore: Italian American theoretical scientist who
has contributed to physics, chemistry, mathematics, materials science, engineering, and biological physics.
Trope, Yaacov: Israeli psychologist who developed construal
level theory with Nira Liberman.
Truman, Harry S. (1884–1972): American jurist and politician
(Democrat); 33rd US President (1945–1953).
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Trump, Donald (1946–): American real estate magnate, con artist, and plutocrat disguising himself as a populist politician
(Republican); 45th US President (2017–).
Tsai, Claire I.: Taiwanese behavioral economist, interested in
decision-making.
Twain, Mark (pseudonym of Samuel Langhorne Clemens)
(1835–1910): American author, prized for his wit.
Underwood, Peter (1923–2014): English paranormal researcher.
Vahidassr, Djamil: Indian elderly care physician.
van der Waals, Johannes Diderik (1837–1923): Dutch theoretical
physicist and thermodynamicist, famous for his work modeling gases and liquids.
van Eeden, Frederik (1860–1932): Dutch psychiatrist and prolific
writer.
Vedral, Vlatko: Serbian-born British physicist, working on theories of entanglement and quantum information theory.
Vasistha (aka Vashistha): ancient Indian guru; credited as the
chief author of the 7th mandala (book) of Rig Veda, comprising 104 hymns.
Vinggaard Christensen, Anne: Danish public health scholar.
Voltaire (1694–1778): nom de plume of French philosopher and
historian François-Marie Arouet, famous for his wit, for his
attacks on Christianity, and for his advocacy of separation of
church and state.
Vonnegut, Kurt (1922–2007): American writer.
Wang Yangming (1472–1529): Chinese philosopher, scholar, bureaucrat, and general.
Wardill, Trevor J.: English neurobiologist.
Warrant, Eric: Australian zoologist, entomologist, and physicist,
interested an animal nocturnal vision.
Weatherall, James O.: American physicist and mathematician.
Wheeler, John A. (1911–2008): American theoretical physicist.
Whittemore, Flora: American author.
Wigner, Eugene P. (1902–1995): Hungarian American theoretical physicist and mathematician.
Wikholm, Catherine: English psychologist, interested in debunking paranormal phenomena.
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Wilhelmina, Helena P.M. (1880–1962): Queen of the Netherlands (1890–1948).
Williamson, Marianne (1952–): American author and spiritual
teacher.
Winfrey, Oprah (1954–): American talk show host, interested in
self-improvement.
Wiseman, Richard J. (1966–): English psychologist.
Witten, Ed (1951–): American theoretical physicist.
Wittgenstein, Ludwig (1889–1951): Austrian philosopher and logician, interested in mathematics, language, and the mind.
The world is the totality of facts, not of things. ~ Ludwig
Wittgenstein
Wittstein, Ilan S.: American cardiologist, interested in broken
heart syndrome.
Woese, Carl (1928–2012): American microbiologist and physicist
who declared archaea a new domain of life (distinct from bacteria) in 1977.
Wolf, Michael M.: German mathematician.
Womack, Lee Ann (1966–): American country music singer and
songwriter.
Wright, Judith (1951–): American author.
Wright, Stephen (1955–): American comedian.
Yael, Zahar: Israeli neurobiologist.
Yogananda, Paramahansa (born Mukunda Lal Ghosh) (1893–
1952): Indian yogi and guru, known for his book Autobiography of a Yogi (1946).
Yogaswami (given name: Sadasivan) (1872–1964): Sri Lankan
guru.
Yukteswar, Sri (born Priya Nath Karar) (1855–1936): Indian
guru, yogi, astronomer, Vedic astrologer, and scholar of the
Bhagavad Gita and The Bible.
Zeno of Citium (334–262 BCE): Hellenist philosopher who
founded Stoicism.
Zimbardo, Philip G. (1933–): American psychologist.
Zukav, Gary (1942–): American spiritual teacher.
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